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After 'possible bomb threats'

White House security
tightened as precaution
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sandfilled dump trucks block major entrances to the White House and
police cars are parked in State
Department driveways in
response to "possible bomb
threats."
Six dump trucks blocked gates
to the White House grounds and
the Old Executive Office Building
on Friday and brown police cars
were placed at four driveway entrances to the State Department.
The sand-laden trucks and
patrol cars were the latest
evidence of tightened security
following the Nov. 7 bombing of a
Senate corridor in the U.S. Capitol

and the Oct. 23 terrorist attack on
the Marine headquarters in Beirut
that killed 239 servicemen. The
Beirut bombing involved a
motorist who drove a truck loaded
with explosives past Marine
guards into the barracks.
Seven dump trucks were moved
into position outside the White
House on Thursday, when vans
and patrol cars blocked five entrances to the State Department.
One truck, which had been parked
at the northeast gate to the White
House grounds, was removed
from its position on Friday.
"We have received information
of possible bomb threats and we

have taken security measures,
and they will be in effect until we
feel the threat has been
eliminated," said Anita
Stockman, a State Department
spokeswoman.
President Reagan and his wife,
Nancy, were spending the long
Thanksgiving weekend at their
ranch near Santa Barbara, Calif.,
where it was understood no extra
security precautions had been
taken.
White House spokesman Larry
Speakes said the new moves were
"not a result of a specific threat
against the White House" but
more of a routine security precaution.

Authorities believe escapees
are hiding out in Madisonville

-

MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A search in Madisonville for five
Caldwell County Jail escapees
proved fruitless Friday, but police
believe the fugitives could not
have escaped the dragnet they've
thrown around the community.
Virtually every suspicious looking person got the once-over as
authorities searched city streets,
yards, buildings and vehicles for
the five, said J.E. Bowles,
Madisonville's police chief.
"We have the city pretty well
tightly controlled," Bowles said.
He estimated that 20 to 25 officers from his department,
Hopkins County and state police
forces were participating in the
manhunt.
City police patrolled
neighborhoods, while county units
handled other areas and state
police conducted "visual checks"
of vehicles on all roads leading out
of town. Although not all vehicles
were being stopped, said Jim Hendricks, a state police dispatcher.
He said troopers were looking at
drivers and passengers as
vehicles passed checkpoints.
Six men, including one charged
with murder, fled the Caldwell
County Jail at Princeton early
Wednesday after overpowering a
guard,authorities said.
They made their way to Hopkins
County in a stolen 4-wheel drive

vehicle, Bowles said, adding that
once in Madisonville the escapees
split into two groups of three.
Police nabbed one of the men as
he left a convenience store, but
two others who had been with him
fled the area quickly, Bowles said.
Later, another police unit spotted the stolen 1969 green and white
4-wheel drive vehicle, Bowles
said, adding that when officers
tried to pull it over, three men
jumped out and ran behind
houses.
Police immediately converged
on the area and tried to cut off all
escape routes, Bowles said.
"We really searched that area
as completely as we could," looking in all yards and garages.
Bowles said. Daytime city patrols
were concentrating on the
neighborhood, he added.
Since no local residents had
reported stolen vehicles or missing relatives by mid-morning,
Bowles said he concluded the
escapees were still in town.
To elude the security net, the
escapees "would have had to take
an automobile an got out that way
or forced someone to drive them
out," said Bowles.
"I feel like they're somewhere
here holed up," Bowles said, adding that hideouts could be any
number of vacant buildings or
warehouses.

The manhunt was the first
Bowles could -recall at Madisonville in the five years he's been
chief.
Despite the stepped up patrols,
Madisonville residents appeared
CHRISTMAS IN THE PARK — Ted Lovett (left) and Charles Scott put the finishing touches on one of four
to becalm Friday, said Bowles, new displays for this year's Christmas in the Park. The 1983 holiday event will begin Dec. 13 and extend
who spent 25 years with state through Christmas. New sponsorships for displays may be made by contacting the Murray-Calloway County
police. _
Parks office at 753-7640.
Normally-,-"a lot of people (in
Madisonville) never think to take
the keys out of their aar or lock
their doors," he said, adding that
he believed most people were being careful Friday.
The man apprehended Thursday was identified as Terry
Wallace, 26, of Paducah. Caldwell
County authorities said' Werke
By HOWARD BENEDICT
reporterS'Aireir-ussicn "will show
had been lodged in jail on a
mission," he said Friday. "I think
AP Aerospace Writer
what human beings can do in
we will fly a great mission and I'm
burglary charge.
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla. tAP) space for science and technology absolutely sure all the scientists
The other escapees were iden— Countdown began today for and may make some significant will get good results."
tified as Bill Maxie, 22, of
Monday's launch of the the space contributions."
Scientists from 11 European
Princeton, who had was being
shuttle Columbia and its six-man
Young, 53, has said his record countries plus Canada, Japan and
held for a parole violation; Ron
Damaron, 21, of Livingston Coun- crew on a complex international sixth ride into orbit may be his the United States have provided
last because he is having increas- experiments in life sciences, atty, also being held for a parole science mission.
NASA started the count at 4 ing trouble passing the the str- mospheric physics and earth
violation; brothers David Farley,
30, and Chris Farley, 26, of Ed- a.m. EST with test conductor Gil ingent hearing and eyesight tests observations, astronomy and
Whittaker's traditional "call to required to pilot a spacecraft.
solar physics, space plasma
dyville, being held on armed robstations," summoning more than
One of the crewman is Ulf Mer- physics and materials processing.
bery charges and Derrick
The other crew members are
-Ricky" Quintero, 21, of 50 technicians and engineers to bold, a West German physicist
consoles in the control center who is the first foreigner selected Aix Force Maj. Brewster Shaw,
Nashville, who was charged with
for a U.S. space flight.
the pilot; mission specialists
the Sept. 7 murder of Dale E. three miles from the launch pad.
Columbia, scheduled for launch
"I'm proud to be the first Euro- Owen K. Garriott, an electrical
Gregg of Paducah, whose body
at 11 a.m. Monday, carries in its pean to fly an American space
was found at a Lyon County rest
( Continued on Page 2)
cargo
bay the 23-foot-long
stop on Interstate 24 near EdSpacelab, a $1 billion research
dyville.
facility built by the 10-nation
European Space Agency.
Spacelab will remain in the bay
throughout the nine-day trip as the
astronauts, working in shifts, conduct more than 70 experiments in
five science and technology fields.
"Financing Agriculture in 1984" to be on the panel are — Howard
Weather was the only question
will be the theme for the young Steely, Bank of Murray; Richard
Louisville suburb of Saint Matmark for the flight, already
and adult farmer classes at Mur- Price, Peoples Bank of Murray;
thews, said sales of home comdelayed twice since September. ray Vocational Center Monday Dwayne Fullcerson, Production
puters were "out of sight."
Officials of the National and Tuesday nights at 7 p.m.
Credit Assiciation; and Dave
Other popular gadgets were
Ron Nelson, of Farmers Home Hornback, Federal Land Bank
Aeronautics and Space Advideo recorders for television sets
ministration watched a low
Administration will, be present to Association.
and microwave ovens, Macy said.
pressure system heading toward
explain the Disaster and
"I think the consumer is spending
Florida that could produce clouds Emergency Loan Programs on
All area farmers are encouragmore money this year than last
and rain Monday.
Monday night at 7 p.m.
ed to attend these meetings to
year," he said.
The six astronauts, the largest
The Tuesday night program will prepare for the coming year.
Charles Bagot, manager of the
crew ever named to a space mis- include a panel of local Anyone having questions may call
Bacon's Department Store at
sion, arrived here Friday from
agricultural lenders, who will Johnnie Stockdale Vocational
Owensboro, agreed that signs
their training base in Houston. discuss local finiancing and Agriculture Teacher at Murray
Commander John Young told
(Continued on Page 2)
outlook for 1984. Those scheduled
Area Vocational Center.

Countdown begins today for
space Vintftle launch Monday

Classes to address topic
of agriculture financing

Christmas shopping season opens
with crowded stores and good sales
By The Associated Press
The Christmas shopping season
opened with a flourish across Kentucky Friday as stores were
crowded and roads clogged with
cars lined up at shopping center
entrances.

breezy
Increasing cloudiness,
breezy and warmer today with
highs in the upper 60s to low
70s. Cloudy tonight with a 50
percent chance of showers.
Lows in the low to mid 50s. Occasional showers and mild
tomorrow with highs in the upper 50s to low 60s.

Cabbage Patch dolls, Care
Bear, the fantasy game Masters
of the Universe, glow worms and
Big Foot bicycles were among the
top items on Santa's gift list.
"People are laying away a lot
earlier this year," said Dwayne
Clark, assistant manager of the KMart store at Middlesboro.
Elsewhere, electronic gifts were
selling well.
Jack Macy, manager of the
Sears Roebuck store in the

Oral remembrances of Murray State
being recorded by history department

today's index
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Alarm Lodger & Times
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to call 753-1116 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m., Woodsy thralls Friday, or 3:30 p.m. mod 4 p.m. SailorairFg

ORAL HISTORY - Dr. James W. Hammack Jr., director of the
Forrest C. Pogue Oral History Institute at Murray State University,
records a conversation. The institute's latest project is to record the
oral history of the university.

Research of the history of Murray State University, based on the
memories of people who have ties
to the campus,is the latest project
of the Department of History's
Forrest C. Pogue Oral History Institute.
Dr. James W. Hammack Jr.,
professor of history and director
of the institute, said recording the
oral remembrances of Murray
State administrators, faculty,
alumni and others is an important
step in the institute's efforts to
research the heritage of the entire
West Kentucky region.
"This part of the state has been
somewhat neglected-by Kentucky
historians. That's partly because
the major archival depositories
are located in central Kentucky,
and it's natural that they collected
materials close at hand," said
Hammack.
Efforts to document the history
of Murray State through tape

recordings began recently with a
roundtable discussion involving
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, who served
as president from 1968 to 1973, and
three members of his administration: Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
vice president for administrative
affairs ( currently interim vice
president for administrative services and executive director of the
University Foundation); William
G. Read, vice president for
academic affairs ( currently professor of physics, and Charles
Outland, assistant to Hogancamp
for budget and planning ( now
director of the business office I.
Hammack said the Sparks administration marked a transitfon
in the institution. "Student enrollment increased enormously shortly before Sparks became president. His administration had to
deal with a massive building program, expansion of the faculty
and changes in the administrative

;.4
•

struture."
The Sparks years were also a
time of national and student
unrest. Discussion topics during
the session included the controversial barring from campus of
attorney William Kunster, who
had been invited to speak, and an
assembly which was called by
Sparks for students to express
feelings over the shooting deaths
of students at KelliState University.
Hammack said the group
discussion was a first step. Individual interviews with Sparks
and others are planned. The project will then move on to other
eras in the institution's history.
"We are drawing a plan and are
collecting rese‘fer Material on
potential interviewees," said
Hammack. He added that one
alumni group — members of the
1933 undefeated football team --(Continued on Page 2)
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Collins wants draft
of 1984-86 budget
with no new taxes
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
staff of the state Office for Policy
and Management has been asked
by Gov.-elect Martha Layne Collins to draft a 1984-86 budget that
does not include any new taxes.
The budget should reflect the
priorities and commitments she
made during her recent gubernatorial campaign, Mrs. Collins
said Friday.
."I want the budget staff to make
certain that it not only reflects my
government philosophy, but also
addresses my commitment of no
new taxes upon the residents of
this state," Mrs. Collins said in a
statement distributed by her office.
The governor-elect said she is
confident no new taxes will be
needed.
- An improving national
economy, the return to work of our
unemployed, and a commitment
to efficient government operation
will all work together to help us
make it through the coming biennium," Mrs. Collins said.
Money requests of each state
agency were reviewed by the
budget staff, which also rechecked the timetable for preparing the
state budget for the General
Assembly. The legislature con-

venes Jan. 3.
Mrs. Collins will succeed Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. on Dec. 13.
Merle Hackbart, director of the
Office for Policy and Management, said the meeting gave his
staff its first insight into Mrs. Collins' philosophy of government,
the statement said.
"When the budget staff and the
governor-elect can sti down
together and go over items of
budgetary imporatnce, a more
realistic budget document will be
the result," he said.
Mrs. Collins said she wants the
budget staff to make greater use
of federal funds, of which she said
the state has lost millions in recent years.
She also wants the staff to consult with the agency chiefs in her
Cabinet when forming the budget.
The session with the budget
staff was one of a series of
meetings the governor-elect has
held this week,the statement said.
She met Wednesday with her
recently appointed cabinet
secretaries to discuss the operation of the state agencies and the
transition team met with her Monday and Tuesday and has more
meetings scheduled in December,
the statement said.

Thanksgiving weekend
wrecks claim five lives
By The Associated Press
Kentucky's Thanksgiving holiday weekend traffic death toll
stood at five today after a singlecar accident in Lewis County
claimed three lives, state police
reported.
The deaths raised the state's
traffic toll for the year to 702, compared to 764 through Nov. 25 a
year ago. Last year, 10 people died
during the holiday driving period.
State police at the Morehead
post said the bodies of Nancy
Carver, 24, her son Eric, 2, and
her brother Jeff, 3, all of Quincy,
Ky., were discovered at 2 p.m.
Friday in the wreckage of the car
Mrs. Carver had been driving.
Officers said the auto left Kentucky 10 about one mile east of

Quincy about 11 a.m. after the
right front tire blew out. The car
plunged over an embankment and
struck a tree. The auto was not
easily visible from the road, according to state police, but was
eventually sighted.
William Redmon, 73, of Versailles, died at 2:45 a.m. Thursday
after he was struck by a car at
11:30 p.m. Wednesday night on
U.S. 60, about two miles east of
Versailles, state police said. No
charges were filed in connection
with the accident.
Michael Norsworthy, 24, of
Mayfield died at 3:40 a.m. Thursday when the car he was driving
ran off Kentucky 1710 some five
miles east of Mayfield and struck
a tree. Officers said Norsworthy
was alone in the vehicle.

Louisville senior
to represent
MSU at contest
A new princess reigns over Murray State University.
She is Kathryn Doan of
Louisville, the university's
representative to the new Kentucky Derby Queen Contest.
Miss Doan, a senior majoring in
English with a minor in advertising, was nominated by her fellow
Student Ambassadors to represent Murray State. She will compete for the title of queen of the
Kentucky Derby Festival with
almost 35 representatives from
the state's public and private colleges and universities.
Sponsored by the Fillies Club,
competition will take Miss Doan to
Louisville for a series of inter-

APPRAISAL TIME — Zandra Barrow of Murray has her cardiopulmonary resuscitation performance with
Resusci Annie evaluated by instructor Robert Trenholm, an emergency medical technician at MurrayCalloway County Hospital during a recent class at the hospital. Resusci Annie is a life-like dummy used in instructional sessions as well as for practice by class participants. Fourteen students were in the class, which
was sponsored jointly by the hospital and the Calloway County chapter of American Red Cross. Trenholm
also taught CPR classes for the hospital's Explorer Post 803 as well as hospital employees. The next CPR
class will begin Nov. 30 from 7 p.m. to 9. Call 753-1421 to register ($10).

PLO mutineers pledge to honor
peace commitment agreement
By ROBERT H. REID
Associated Press Writer
TRIPOLI, Lebanon (AP) —
PLO mutineers today said they
were "fully committed" to a
mediated agreement calling for
an end of their war with Yasser
Arafat's loyalists and the
withdrawal of both sides from northern Lebanon.
The two major factions in the
Syrian-backed drive to depose the
Palestine Liberation Organization
chairman said they were giving
former Lebanese Prime Minister
Rashid Karami a free hand to arrange the Palestinian pullout from
this northern port city.
Nevertheless, scattered rounds
from AK-47 rifles and recoiless
rifles could be heard today, indicting sniping in areas north of
Arafat's command headquarters
in the Zahrieh neighborhood.But
Arafat's aides said it was quiet
throughout the night.
The latest toll from fighting in
and around Tripoli stood at 442
killed and 2,146 wounded, ac-

Shopping...
(Continued from Page 1)
pointed to a stronger selling
- season than the one recorded last
year. He said he expected sales to
be up 10 percent to 20 percent over
the holiday season of 1982.
"I think it's because we have
much less negative talk. The
worst is behind us," Bagot said,
adding that men's button-down,
Oxford-cloth shirts and women's
dress blouses and lingerie appeared to be popular gifts this
year.
Emile Sauls, manager of the
J.C. Penney store in Bowling
Green's Greenwood Mall, said
customers were waiting outside
when he arrived at work Friday.
-Maybe the economy litis turned

araund," he said. "I think it really
has for Bowling Green."
Bill Baseheart, regional
manager in Bowling Green for
Ben Snyder's Department Stores,
said that sales were up about 17
percent for the year and about 20
percent for November.
"People are more confident and
more comfortable spending
money on Christmas gifts," he
said.
"The big question is how much
the drought is going to hurt,"
Baseheart said, referring to the
summer drought that stifled the
state's tobacco crop, Kentucky
leading cash crop. He said more
than half of the sales at the Snyder
stores in his region, which in-

MSU history...
(Continued from Page 1)
will be interviewed soon by Mike
Kessler, a graduate student in
history from Pittsburg, Pa.
Hammack said he hopes that
people from many different
groups of the university will eventually be interviewed. "Former
and current faculty, alumni, civic
and business leaders and potiticians all should be included."
Hammack, who was the 1980-81
president of the national Oral
Histcry Association and founder
of the institute in 1973 at Murray
State, said oral reflections are an
important research source for
historians, teachers and the
general public. He explained that
copies of the recordings made
through the institute's projects
are placed in the Pogue Special
Collections Library.
Past projects undertaken by the
institute — with much of the work
completed by students — include
recordings of conversations with
former residents of TVA's Land
Between the Lakes; the West Kentucky night rider movement;
literary figures who lived in or
write about Kentucky and surroundirg eqtes; area veterans of
World War H; and blacks discussing their unique experiences and
lives in the Jackson Purchase.
In addition to collecting
materials and serving as a
research center, the institute conducts workshops for groups or in-

dividuals interested in oral history
programs. An "interviewer's
guide," containing advice on interview questions and handling of
the materials, is available by contacting the institute.
The institute also offers
graduate students a special concentration in oral history. The curriculum teaches management of
oral history programs. Harrunack
said the directed studies completed by students account for
much of the institute's current
research materials.
Hammack explained that personal sources of history are important "because they fill in the
gaps. Much of history we have is
that of elites — not those whose
lives may have been changed by
the events.
"With oral history, you can get
to the common person to find how
he was affected ty the Great
Depression or the 1937 flood. Oral
history also gives insight into written documents such as newspaper
accounts and is a way to determine whether those sources are
accurate," said Hammack.
He added that many personal
sources af
ry — diaries or letters — "are drying up. No one
much keeps a diary anymore. And
ilk use the telephone more often
than write letters. But an oral
historian can sit down an help a
person to record what would
amount to a diary."

cludes Bowling Green, Lexington,
Paducah and Evansville, Ind., are
to rural customers.
Stores in the Louisville area
were flooded with shoppers as the
downtown merchants group launched its "Light Up Louisville"
shopping promotion. And in the
area malls business was so brisk
at some stores that even
managers were ringing cash
registers and taking care of shoppers.
"If sales are an indication, it's
going to be a heckuva Christmas,"
said Kenneth C. Young, general
manager of the Oxmoor Center
near Louisville.
Some people got a jump on the
buying season by starting on
Wednesday.
Mary Anne Wyatt, manager of
the Warehouse of Toys at
Elizabethtown, said that her store
faced a crush of customers,
especially those looking for the
Cabbage Patch dolls, on Wednesday.
Customers were lined up outside
the store for 90 minutes waiting
for the toys to go on sale, she said.
"We had to put out numbers (to
take customers in order)," she
said. "The 30 dolls were wiped out
in a matter of seconds."

Shuttle...
(Continued from Page 1)
engineer, and Robert A. Parker,
an astronomer; and payload
specialist Byron K. Lichtenberg, a
biomedical engineer from
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
While Young and Shaw take
turns piloting Columbia, the
others will work in round-theclock shifts in Spacelab, a 13-foot
diameter science station crammed with furnaces, medical equipment, telescopes and other experiment gear.
Columbia and Spacelab are to
orbit 145 times before the schedul..4 Dec. 7Ianding, set An Edwards
Air Force Base, Calif.
The flight has been delayed for
two months, first because ground
stations for a data and voice relay
satellite were not ready, and then
because of a faulty nozzle on one
of Columbia's booster rockets
4)•

cording to International Red
Cross officials here.
In Beirut, meanwhile, U.S. F-14
Tomcat intercepters scrambled
off the aircraft carrier USS
Dwight D. Eisenhower on low
reconnaissance missions over
Beirut and the hills surrounding
the U.S. Marine peacekeeping
base at the city's airport, the state
radio reported.
Thei'e was no word on when
Karami, 62, would return from
Syria to begin planning the
evacuation of Arafat from his last
Middle East stronghold.
The accord mediated by Saudi
Arabia and Syria was announced
Friday. It empowered Karami,
who heads Tripoli's "higher coordination committee" of political
and religious leaders, to supervise
the new cease-fire and "'departure
of all Palestinian fighters with
their arms."
There are about 2,000 loyalists
battling an nearly equal number
of rebels. There is no indication
Arafat plans an imminent departure, although there is speculation
he would go to Algiers with about
200 loyalists with the remainder
returning to refugee camps.
"Although the departure of the
Palestinian fighters from Tripoli
was not our demand, we declare
that we are fully committed to the
cease-fire and to whatever decision Rashid Karami will take
regarding the situation inside
Tripoli," said a statement issued
in Damascus by the leadership of
mutineers from Arafat's
mainstream Fatah group.
The statement apparently overrode an earlier reservation announced by Col. Abu Khaled alOmlah, the chief of staff of the
rebel forces. He said the

mutineers refused to withdraw
from the Baddawi and Naher elBared Palestinian refugee camps
on Tripoli's outskirts. The camps
were captured from Arafat's
fighters during the three weeks of
fighting that began Nov. 3.
Also announcing adherence to
the accord was Talal Naji, deputy
secretary general of the Popular
Front for the Liberation of
Palestine-General Command, the
Libyan-backed radical faction
allied with the rebels.
"We want to emphasize our
commitment to the cease-fire as
well as to the resolutions Rashid
Karami will take to resolve the
Tripoli crisis," Naji said in a
statement issued in Damascus.
Naji appealed to Arafat's
fighters "to join our ranks rather
than go with him (Arafat)." The
rebels want to remove Arafat as
PLO leader.
Arafat's command headquarters in Tripoli has issued no
comment on the new agreement,
but his top political adviser, Khaled el-Hassan, said in a radio interview Friday night the PLO chairman had agreed to the peace accord.
"Of course he agreed. Not only
him, but all the fighters have to
leave Tripoli and its surroundings," Hassan told the Parisbased, Arabic-language Radio
Monte Carlo from Damascus.
Hassan was Arafat's chief
negotiator in the five days of
negotiations that produced the
peace agreement.
In Beirut, about 800 Lebanese
Moslem Shiites loyal to Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini staged a protest march Friday against
Lebanon's diplomatic break with
Iran.

Some students have more on
their minds than academics
AMHEFtST, Mass. ( AP) —
Their taste in reading material
runs from King Lear to Stephen
King, from Garfield the Cat to
"Animal Farm," from James
Michener to "Mademoiselle"
magazine.
According to a surprising
survey of bookstores in the
"college belt" of western
Massachusetts,students don't just
stick to the classics these days.
With more than 30,000 students
at the 'University of
Massachusetts and Smith, Mount
Holyoke, Amherst and Hampshire
colleges, books have always sold
well in this corner of the Connecticut Valley.
But, according to a recent
survey by the Daily Hampshire
Gazette, college students have
their minds on more than
academics.
John Bowen. manager of the
Mount Holyoke College Bookstore,
says students at the nation's
oldest women's college prefer
fashion magazines. Bowen says he
sells 115 copies a week of such
glossies as "Cosmopolitan,"
"Mademoiselle," "Glamour" and
"Gentlemen's Quarterly," compared with about 20.copies a'week of news magazines.
•
''Gentlemen's Quarterly" at a
women's college/
"They like to look at-the guys,"
Bowen explained.
''The Color Purple" by Alice
Walker. a Pulitzer Prize-winning

novel about a black woman's life
in the South, tops the list at the
Jeffery Amherst Bookshop across
from Amherst College. Runnersup are "Motherhood — The Second Oldest Profession," by Erma
Bombeck; "Growing Up," columnist Russell Baker's
autobiographical book; and
"Poland," historical fiction by
Michener.
But "Garfield Sits Around the
House," one in a series of cartoon
books starring the fat feline, is
also popular with the college
crowd, storeowner Howard
Gersten said.
George Orwell's "1984" and
"Animal Farm" also sell well at
the Reading Remedy, and C.S.
Lewis' fantasy "The Lion, the
Witch and the Wardrobe" is
especially popular with students,
clerk Susan Rich said.
"Christine" by Stephen King —
a horror story about a car that
kills — is the top seller at the
University of Massachusetts
bookstore. Isaac Asimov's
science-fiction thriller "Foundation's Edge is second on the list,
followed b7 "Space," a fictional
account of the space program by
But also among the top 10 are
Shakespeare's plays, a FrenchEnglish dictionary, "The
Elements of Style" by William
Strunk Jr. and E.B. White and a
preparation guide for the
Graduate Record Exam.

Kathryn Doan
views in December. Judges will
consider contestant's poise, appearance and campus activities.
Five princess finalists will reign
over the actual festival, which
begins 10 days prior to the Derby
race. Selection of the queen will be
left to luck — by spinning of a
chance wheel during the Derby
Eve Ball.
Miss Doan, who said she has
never entered a pageant, is no
stranger to collegiate activities.
She is president of Sigma Sigma
Sigma social sorority and a little
sister for Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity.
In addition to serving as an ambassador, she is a student
representative on the Academic
Policy Council and was publicity
chairperson for the Student
Government Association for
almost two years, the latter job including serving as Red Skelton's
tour guide when the comedian
visited the campus.
The daughter of Marvin J. and
Anita Doan of 7302 Aurora Drive,
Louisville, she has made the
Dean's List twice; was the recipient of an Alumni Association
Scholarship her freshman year,
and was recently nominated for
Outstanding Young Women of
America.

Balance
concerns
Pentagon
WASHINGTON ( AP) — While
the Reagan administration denies
the Soviet walkout on arms talks
amounts to a crisis, the Pentagon
is concerned that Moscow's plans
to deploy new missiles might
disrupt the nuclear balance.
Administration spokesmen
studiously tried to dispel the impression Friday that a new confrontation between the superpowers would ensue with the
suspension of arms talks and the
Soviet announcment of new
weapons to counter NATO's decision to intall 572 Pershing 2 and
cruise missiles in Western
Europe.
Alan Romberg, deputy State
Department spokesman, denied
that the new Soviet deployments,
including rockets on submarines
off the North American coasts,
would be a new threat to the
United States.
Soviet leader Yuri Andropov
outlined the new deployment
measures in a statement issued
Thursday, a day after Soviet arms
negotiators said they were
"discontinuing" the talks in
Geneva on medium-range
missiles.
Romberg said there was nothing
new in Andropov's announcmenet.
But a senior Pentagon official
expressed concern over Andropov's announcement of plans
to install new submarine-based
cruise missiles.
"If the Soviets were to deploy
longeartge:nurse !tunnies on er..±
marines and if they were accurate
enough, it could affect the
strategic balance," Assistant
Defense Secretary Richard Perle
said in an interview prepared for
broadcast this weekend by the
Voice of America.
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southern seen

The lessons
of Eagle Claw

by lorry mcgehee

Please take out your pencils and paper to write

In his new book,"Delta Force," Charlie Beckwith
tells the story of the U.S. conterrorist unit of that
name and the aborted Iran hostage rescue mission
of April 24-25, 1980.
Retired U.S. Army Col. Beckwith was commanding officer of the unit and the mission, code
named Operation Eagle Claw. He gave the order to
abort the mission because there were only five
flyable helicopters at Desert One, the refueling site
staging area 200 miles southwest of Tehran.
"No way," Beckwith said when his bosses asked
him to consider going on with only five choppers.
"Delta's going home."
There is no hint in his book (just published by
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich)that anyone else made
the decision. If the mission was closely controlled
from the White House, there is nothing in
Beckwith's account to indicate that such was the
case.
He faults the decision to provide only eight Navy
helicopters for the mission, when there should have
been at least nine, to provide what he considered
the necessary backup. "This was one of the key
lessons the military learned in Vietnam.
Helicopters are unrealiable and backups must
always be included in plans to use them."
The mission was so difficult for the helicopters,
flying over the desert, through sandstroms, at night
that would it have been prudent to provide a dozen
to make sure of having six operational throughout
the mission. If that would have made it necessary to
station a second aircraft carrier in the Gulf of
Oman,a second carrier should have been sent.
Redundancy is, in general, a good military principle, as has most recently been demonstrated by the
success of the Grenada mission, where 6,000
soldiers were sent in a massive show of force that
held casualites to a minimum. Military halfmeasures are risky, and can be costly.
Beckwith's other complaint is that the Navy
helicopters, with Marine pilots, were not as capable
as they would have been if they had been Delta
Force men. Perhaps. Intersevice rivalries seem to
be ever present in American military enterprises.
At Desert One, Beckwith's first reaction to the news
that only five helicopters were flyable was to ask
himself, "Did these pilots want to go, really want to
go?"
Beckwith and his 120 highly-trained men did want
to go. They wamted to test their skills. But the plan
was so intricate and invloved so.many vital parts
that it seems incredible that it was ever considered
workable by the top people at the Pentagon and the
White House.
There is one question that has never been
answered and that Beckwith doesn't discuss. If the
mission had succeeded and the hostages had been
rescued from the U.S. Embassy compound in
Tehran, what was to prevent th Irainians from seizing the 200 other Americans who remained in Iran
at the time and holding them hostage?

Those colleges that still require admissions tests, in addition to a high
school diploma, usually use a national test, either the ACT or the SAT.
Standardized tests have come
under fire in some quarters. Some
say they are too easy, and others say
they are too hard.
Before national tests were
available, colleges used to make up
their own entrance examinations. If
students think today's tests are hard,
with their check-the-right-box
answers, they should try to pass the
old exams, such as those used at
Clemson University in 1924.
Just to get into Clemson back then,
you had to pass a two-hour English
exam and a one-hour history exam. It
might be fun for you to see how you
would have fared. Here are the questions:
History
1. Explain briefly the importance
of the following(a) Alfred the Great; (b) Norman
Conquest; (C) War of the Roses; (d)
Joan of Arc; (e) Louis XI; (f
Revocation of the Edict of Nantes;
(g) Copernicus; (h) Martin Luther;
(i) Treaty of Westphalis; (j) Oliver
Cromwell;(k)Sir Issac Newton.
2. Explain the importance of the
French Revolution.
3. Explain Napoleon's Continental

System and state its effect upon
Napoleon's power.
4. How and why did France aid the
American colonies in the War of Independance?
5. Explain the importance of the
following(a) Battle of King's Mountain; (b)
Thomas Paines Common Sense; (c)
Philadelphia Convention of 1787; (d)
Neutrality Proclamation of 1793; (e)
Genet's visit to the United States; (f)
Purchase of Louisiana; (g) Alexander Hamilton; ( h) Commodore
Perry's visit to Japan; (i) Hay's
"Open door" policy.
6. (a) Why were the first ten
amendments to the federal constitution adopted? (b)Explain the differance between a grand jury and a
petit jury.
7. (a) What is the work of the
United States Supreme Court? (b)
What are the duties of the Interstate
Commerce Commission?
(Your first hour is up. Take two
more for this next part.)
English
1. Copy and correct only the
misspelled words you may find in
this list:
Possiable, recieve, rouster, probally, coming, relief, writing, accidently, disapear,supprise, reddy,alright,
closter, business, government,

sophomore.
2. Puntuate the following selection,
explain every mark inserted:
It is raining said the coach get the
balls bats gloves and the bases and
well go in It wont rain long Coach its
just a shower pleaded the captain we
have a game tommorrow therefore
we want some more practice.
3. Give directions for writing a
good business letter. In what
respects does a friendly letter differ
from a business letter?
4. Explain carefully the grammatical errors in the following
sentences-Correct the sentences:
(a) He was borned on his father's
farm, but he made a fortune for
hisself.
(b) Between you and I John and
Charlie is good fellows.
(c) He ran quick for the doctor; th
doctor give him some medicine.
(d) He don't like thise king of am
ples.
(e) "I shall go!" he shouted; "you
can't stop me!"
5. Give a few details about the life
of any one of the following American
writers:
Bryant, Longfellow, Whittier, Poe,
Lanier.
6. Write, as fully as you can, the
story contained in any one of the
following poems, naming the author

Food in U.S.
is best bargain
"We did make one mistake in Grenada. We could have gotten even
better ratings in the polls if we had invaded with a football team."

Although Americans may grumble about food
prices, they don't have any grounds for complaints.
A new study by the Agriculture Department
shows Americans continue to spend a smaller portion of their salaries for food than people in any
other country in the entire world.
The latest figures available show about oneeighth of what Americans spend for "private consumption" is for food. In the poorest countries,
more than half the family's spending goes for food.
In the-United States, where the annual per capita
income was $9,597, food accounted for 12.7 percent
of all consumer spending. Canada ranked second
lowest at 14.5 percent. In the high-income nations of
Europe and Asia, spending on food ranged from 16
to 33 percent. In Africa and Latin America, it raged
from 30 to 65 percent. Niger, with the lowest per
capita income ( $80 a year), spend 63.6 percent for
food.
In Austria, Australia, Norway, France and the
Netherlands, with incomes comparable to the
United States, about 15 to 20 percent of total consumer expenditures were for food.
When it comes to the cost of food as a percentage
of income. Americans are getting the best bargain
in the world.

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Sometimes it is the "insider" in a
field of work who can most clearly
see its limitations. Of course, seeing
weaknesses and limitation is one
thing; admitting them is quite
another.
One of the most honest leaders in
recent American history was the
military leader turned president
Dwight D. Eisenhower. Here is one of
his comments on the "arms race":
Every gun that is made, every
warship launched, every
rocket fired signifies, in the
final sense, a theft from those
who hunger and are not fed,
those who are cold and are not
clothed.
• • •
A "thoughtful" present for this
season would be a copy of "Thoughts
in Season," a 260-page illustrated collection of Ken Wolf's columns from
the past four years. The paperback is
available at Readmore, the
Bookmark and the University Store,
located in the Curris Center. Proceecls from the sale will be donated to
the Need Line Association and
Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center.
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of the selection you choose:
"Evangeline," "The Raven," "The
Skeleton in Armor," "The Vision of
Sir Launfal," "Snowbound,""Maude
Muller,"
7. Discuss unity and coherence in
the sentence and in the paragraph.
8. What is meant by the point of
view in description?
9. Make clear the difference between description and exposition.
Those were the admissions questions for 1924. They assumed, of
course, that high school graduates
were well educated in history and
literature, and can write essay
answers. Colleges today still hope
that applicants for admissions can
write and will have some background
in English and history, but they can
no longer assume that will be the
case.
We place terrible expectations on
our school teachers today, to prepare
thousands more students for college
than ever before, and to receive little
thanks of help for doing it. If you can
pass the 1924 entrance exam above,
you had good teachers. If you want
your children and grandchildren to
pass such a test today, you need to
support your local school people
every way you can.
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Ten years ago
A small tornado barely missed the
city of Murray this morning about
6:15, but it left a path of damage
across the county just north of the city limits.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
this morning voted to purchase the
Ryan property at a price of $150,000
in an apparent move to acquire more
land for location of county facilities
and as a possible location for citycounty park.
Deborah Wyatt, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert R. Wyatt of
Mayfield, and Ralph Franklin Story,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James Ralph
Story of Murray, were married at
First Christian Church, Mayfield.
Mickey Overbey, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Don Overbey, and Patricia
McKinney, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W.D. McKinney, were named senior
king and queen, and Quinten Dodd,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dodd,
and Leanna Key, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Key, were named junior
king and queen at Faxon School Fall
Festival.
James Tipton is master of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons.
Twenty years ago
Paul Shahan will direct the senior
band and Josiah Darnall the. junior
band at the Quad-State Band Festival
at Murray State ,_College on Dec. 2.
Represented will be" 63 scgools with
293 students.
The Murray Civic Music Association had its concert by. Robert liudie,
violinist, last night as a memorial to
the late President John F. Kennedy.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Dany Darnell, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Wright, a boy to Mr. and

Mrs. Otho McLeod and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs.Donald Thorn.
A rummage and bake sale will be
Nov. 29 and 30 by the Murray
Woman's Club with proceeds to go to
Kentucky Chapter of Arthritis and
Rheumatism Foundation, according
to Mrs. Humphrey Key, sale chairman.
The Calloway County Lakers beat
the Sedalia Lions 76 to 68 in a basketball game.Sammy Housden was high
for the Lakers and Mullins for the
Lions.
Thirty years ago
A feature story about Richard Pat
Miller and his wife, 011ie Belle Perry
Miller, of Almo, written by Jo
Burkeen, is published. They have
eight children and celebrated their
53rd wedding anniversary on March
4.
Open house will be on Nov. 28 and
29 at the newly remodeled Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel, according to
Cy Miller, owner.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Anthony Fortino, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. David James Gowans and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. William Richard
Leonard.
The Murray Lions Club met Nov. 24
at Faxon School with the meal being
served by the Faxon Mothers Club.
Fred Wells spent the Thanksgiving
holidays with his brother, Gene
Wells, student at the University of
Kentucky, Lexington. Both are sons
fMr.sind Msg. Givomens or Murray.
Forty years ago
Calloway County is going to meet
her quota of $6,200 this year in the
War Bond Fund Drive is the opinion
of Max Hurt, general chairman of the
drive, and George E. Overbey. Sr.,

co-chairman. Already $5,200 is in the
hands of the treasurer, Bryan Tolley.
Lt. Commander Frederick B. Hall,
officer-in-charge of the U.S. Naval
Flight Preparatory School, Murray,
started his duties here on Oct. 23.
Dr. James H. Richmond, president
of Murray State College and president of Kentucky Education Association, attended a meeting on federal
aid in Louisville.
Elected as officers of Kappa Delta
Pi, national scholastic fraternity at
Murray State College, were Frances
Sledd, Prof. L.J. Hortin, Mary Canis
Graham, Alice Keys, Dr. Frances
Hicks and Evelyn Linn.
The Murray Business and Professional Women's Club celebrated its
16th birthday on Nov. 18 in the
private dining room of Collegiate
Inn. Mrs. I.H. Key is president.
Marriages announced this week include Martha F. Galloway to Cpl.
Ralph White on Nov. 18.
Jane Jones, Frances Farris, Jean
Ryan and Sarah Rhodes, all of Murray, are members of the cast of the
play, "George Washington Slept
Here," to be presented Dec. 4 by Sock
and Buskin Club at Murray State College auditorium.
The Rev. H.L. Lax is pastor of the
Murray Circuit composed of Sulphur
Spring, New Hope, Goshen, Lynn
Grove and Martin's -Chapel
Methodist Churches.
Shelled pecans are listed as selling
for $1 per pound in ad for Swann's
Crnro.-1,

Fifty years ago
Calloway County's undernourished
school children will be fed properly in
cases where examination shows
under nourishment, according to Dr.
J.A. Outland, health officer. Funds
will be available through Public
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Works organization.
The Murray City Council by the
passage of Ordinance No. 43 has
made definite steps toward the construction of a sewerage system in
Murray.
Calloway's quota for employment
for relief under Public Works Administration is 492 and Calloway
County Magistrates met to select
projects for working this quota, according to Judge Hale.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. F. Walker, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Kirk Colson, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Todd, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Levy Beasley and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Eldridge.
George S. Hart has been renamed
Master Commissioner for Calloway
County by Judge Ira D. Smith for the
coming term. He has served for the
past four years filling out the term of
C.W. Drinkard who gave up the office
when he became sheriff.
"Everybody wants the truth told in
the newspaper until he or some of his
folks get in a jam," from the column,
"Just Jots" by Joe Lovett.
New Concord High School Redbirds beat the Kirksey High School
Eagles 37 to 34 in a basketball game.
Players were Young, Dunn,
Housden, Roberts and Allbritten for
New Concord, and Bizzell, McCuiston, Watson, Cunningham and
Hanley for Kirksey.
Hazel High School Lions beat the
Faxon High School Panthers 28 to 7 in
were
Owen, Brandon, Alexander, Miller
and Underwood for Hazel, and
Bogard, Grogan, Colson, Walker and
Hillman for Faxon.
Sausage is listed as selling for
three pounds for 25 cents in the ad for
Shroat Bros. Meat Market this week.

41
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community events

Nutrition menus listed
Menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly
and Meals on Wheels for
the week of Nov. 28 to
Dec. 2 have been released
by Tripp Thurman, director of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens.
Meals are served Monday through Friday at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis
Center. Meals also are
sent to various homes
each week day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday — meat loaf,
mashed potatoes,
scalloped tomatoes, hot
roll, butter, fruit cup,
milk, coffee or tea.
Tuesday — swiss steak,

green peas, whole kernel
corn, hot roll, butter,
orange, milk, coffee or
tea.
Wednesday —
barbecue chicken, oven
fries, carrot and raisin
salad, hot roll, butter,
butterscotch pudding, apple, milk,coffee or tea.
Thursday — sausage
casserole over biscuit
yellow squash, baked apples, biscuit, butter
banana, milk, coffee or
tea.
Friday — western
omelet, yam patties, tossed salad, biscuit, butter,
sugar cookie and applesauce, milk, coffee or
tea.

Newborns, dismissals listed
••••

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Tuesday,
Nov. 22, was 116 adults
and seven in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Boy Moore,
parents, Kristine and
Douglas, Rt. 2;
Baby Boy Lax, parents,
Sue Ann and Kenneth, Rt.
2.
Dismissals were as
follows:

BARGAIN MATINUS
SAT. IL SUN.
1:30, 3:15
Cheri /1 Cine'
All Seats'2"

c•ntrel conter 753-3314

CHERI 3

joshua B. Robertson,
Hardin; Mrs. Janet C.
Thompson, No. 30 Shady
Oaks; James Franklin
Kendall, Rt. 8; Miss Mitzi
E. Newsome, Rt. 1,
Kirksey; Mrs. Rebecca
N. Williams, 1103 Circarama;
Mrs. Ernestine
Garland, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Miss Stephanie R. Carter,
110 Shady Oaks; Gary
Joseph Burkeen, 220
South 13th St.; Mrs.
Shirley Ann Orr, Rt.• 7,
Mayfield; Mrs. Joan
Ruth Mylroie and baby
boys,809 Doran Rd.;
Mrs. Morine Grooms,
103 Chestruit St.; John C.
Williams;'1503 Parklane
Dr.; Mrs. Estelle W.
White, Lakeland Wesley
Village, Benton; Leland
A. Elkins, • Almo; Mrs.
Lucy E. Myers, Rt. 7;
Mrs. Loyola 0. Page,
320 B. Irvan Ave.;
Barney C. Yates, 609
Wells Ave., Fulton; Mrs.
Lois R. Sammons, 1105
West Main St.; Mrs. Iola
B. Crowell, Apt. G-2,
Southside Manor.

GUEST SPEAKER — Dr. Ray Mofield, right,
discussed "The Press in the American Revolution,
1765-1783" at a luncheon meeting of the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. Mrs. Loal Cole introduced Dr.
Mofield. Mrs. James Byrn, regent, presided and led
the pledge to the flag.

CHICAGO (AP) — Ads
for the Cambridge Diet
encourage prolonged use
of the strict regimen, but
it can lead to -lifethreatening conditions"
by dieters who use it too
long, researchers warn.
Marketed as a
"breakthrough" for
overweight people, thg
Cambridge Diet may not
be "inherently"
dangerous, but its ads
falsely imply that it does
not burn off protein needed to preserve crucial
organs such as the heart,
according to a commentary by obesity researchers in the Nov. 25th edition of the Journal of the
American Medical
Association.
The commentary entitl-

ed "The Cambridge Diet:
More Mayhem?" was
written to address recent
advertisements in Time
and Newsweek
magazines that hailed the
as a breakthrough
realized by "more than 3
million overweight
Americans."
By the end of 1982, the
federal Food and Drug
Administration had
received 138 complaints
of illness, including six
deaths, related to the
Cambridge Diet, the
researchers said.
The researchers noted
that dieters are encouraged in the ads to use
the formula for prolonged
periods, instead of the
recommended "not more
than four consecutive
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Saturday, Nov. 26
Saturday, Nov. 26
Alcoholics Anonymous day.
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
Events in Land BetLivestock and Exposition ween the Lake_s..-witr
Center.
clude Wildlife Conservation Tour at 2 p.m. at
Murray Squar-A- Woodlands Nature Center
Naders are scheduled to and Selecting A Wood
'dance at 8 p.m. at Stove at 1 p.m. at Empire
Woodmen of the World Farm.
Hall.
Dance featuring Fire
Mountain will be from 8
Boy Scout Troops 13, 45
midnight at Murand 77 will hold an old p.m. to
ray Moose Lodge.
newspaper drive. For information call 753-3824 or
Sunday, Nov. 27
753-2553.
Events in Land BetChristmas Village, ween the Lakes will insponsored by Xi Alpha clude Selecting A Wood
Phi Chapter of Beta Stove at 1 p.m. at Empire
Sigma Phi, will be from 9 Farm and Eagles at LBL
a.m. to 9 p.m. at at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Livestock and Exposition Nature Center.
Center.

Calloway Public
Library will be closed toMurray State Libraries day.
are closed today.
Regular Sunday hours
will resume today at MurCalloway Public ray State Libraries.
Library will be closed toSecond day of
Christmas Village, sponsored by Xi Alpha Phi
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi, will be from noon to 6
weeks at any time." The p.m. at Livestock and Exads contend the diet position Center, College
burns only excess fat, not Farm Road.
protein.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble F.
But the commentary Thurman will be honored
warned that the nitrogen in celebration of 50th
balance sought by people wedding anniversary
on a low-calorie diet with a reception in
comes only with "ap- Fellowship Hall of Cherry
preciable loss of body Corner Baptist Church
from 2 to 4 p.m. The famiprotein."
ly requests that guests
''The big problem with not bring gifts.
such diets is, we don't
Monday, Nov. 28
know where protein
District 17, Unit I,
losses will occur (in dif- Licensed Practical
ferent patients)," said Nurses Association will
Thomas A. Wadden, a meet at 7 p.m. in third
research psychologist the floor classroom, MurrayUniversity of Penn- Calloway County
sylvania's Obesity Hospital.
Research Group and coauthor of the commenCub Scout Pack 57 will
tary.
meet at 7 p.m. in Ordway
Wadden said prolonged Hall, Murray State
use of the Cambridge University.
Diet can lead to comFirst Baptist Church
plications such as
headaches, nausea and will have a churchwide
vomiting, then to serious skating party from 6 to 8
ailments such as low p.m.
blood pressure, diarrhea
Creative Arts Departand even "life threatening conditions ment of Murray Woman's
like malfunctioning of the Club will meet at 9:30
a.m. at club house.
heart," said Wadden.

Ads about special diet discussed
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1:00

5:00

choetnut et. 753-3314

Humane Society will meet
The Humane Society of Calloway County will hold
a general membership meeting on Tuesday, Nov.
29, at 6:30 p.m. at Calloway Public Library. Following the business meeting, there will be an open
forum to discuss the Animal Shelter: Past, Present
and Future. All members are urged to attend and
the public is invited, said Kathy Cohen, president.

Patients dismissed

America is going Smurthappy and no
wonder They're the cutest and most collectable characters
ever! Come in to our Smurf Village and see the tiny Smurfs. the soft and ,
cuddly Smurfs and the Super Smurfs. There are also Mushroom Houses and
Smurf Playsets to help you build yoth• own Smurf Village Stop in and start
your Smurffamily today!

Just Arrived! Smurf Collector's Carrying Case

FINGERPRINTED — Tehisha Crutchfield,
daughter of Greg and Lois Crutchfield, is being
fingerprinted at Jack and Jill's Nursery by Officer
Ronald Wisehart of the Murray Fraternal Order of
Police, Lodge 23, in the "Missing Children Project"
sponsored by the Lodge and Murray-Calloway
County Jayeeettes. Thirty-four children were finerprinted and photographed at this time.

Puryear winners given

Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah
hospitals were Willie Dunn of Murray from Western
Baptist; Floette Burkeen of Kirksey and Carolyn
Parker of Murray from Lourdes.

Off
All
Stuffed
Smurfs

Tuesday, Nov. 29
Hazel and Douglas Murray High School.
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acYearbook sales will
tivities by senior citizens. start during lunch lines
today at Murray High
School. Sales will conParents Anonymous tinue through Dec. 2.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
information call 762-2504
Stephen and Ellie
days, 753-6089, 753-4126 or Brown will present a
duo753-8987 evenings.
piano recital at 8 p.m. in
Tuesday,g-ov. 29
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Humane Society of Arts Center, Murray
Calloway County will State University. There is
have a general member- no admission charge.
ship meeting at 6:30 p.m.
at Calloway Public
Annual Alpha Epsilon
Library.
Rho TV Auction will be
from 8 p.m. to midnight
Alcoholics Anonymous on Murray Cable Channel
will meet at 8 p.m. in 11.
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Film, "Hearts and
Center.
Minds," a view on the
Vietnam War, sponsored
Murray TOPS (take off by Student Law Associapounds sensibly) Club tion, will be shown free at
will meet at 7 p.m. at 5:15 p:m: in the Stables of
Health Center.
Curris Center, Murray
State University.
Senior Citizens activities will be at 9:30
Foreign mission study
a.m. at Dexter Center; will be at 10 a.m. at
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Memorial Baptist
Hazel and Douglas Church. A potluck lunch
Center; from 10 a.m. to 3 will be served.
p.m. at Ellis Center.
Mothers' Morning Out
Murray Band Boosters will be at 9 a.m. at First
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at United Methodist Church.

Jason Raines, son of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Raines,
and Traci Greer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dale
Greer, were named king and queen of the Fall
Festival at Puryear School. They represented Pattie Valentine's Kindergarten class which collected
the most in donations toward buying air conditioners for the school.
First runners-up were Andy VanDyke, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William VanDyke, and Melissa Linsman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Linsman, who
represented Brenda Evans' third grade class. Second runners-up were Wade Etherton, son of Dr.
and Mrs. V.W. Etherton, and Greta Rainey,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rainey, who
represented Nancy Webb's fifth grade class.

The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will not have a meeting for the month of
December. The meeting for Thursday, Dec. 1, has
been canceled because of conflicts.

25%

Monday, Nov. 28

DATEBOOK

Zetas will not meet

Get Off The
TURKEY
Come Friday, Saturday
and Monday for a
FREE EXERCISE SESSION
— Anytime —

•Individualixed Programming
•Aerobics Classes
•Exercise Equipment
*Tanning Booths
*Showers

MURRAY HEALTH
-
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Diabetes classes planned
Diabetes Education Classes have been scheduled
for Monday, Dec. 5, and Tuesday, Dec. 20, in
Classroom No. 1, Ground Floor, Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. Classes are open to all diabetics and their
families at no charge. "Please call the nursing office at 1-444-2122 to make an appointment for
classes," said Sandra G.Shapiro, RN, MS,Diabetes
Educator.

Slimmer at conference
Dr. Virginia M.Slimmer, aSsgoia-ie professor and
chairman of the Department of }Arne EcI9Romics of
the College of Human Development and Learning,
Murray State University, attended the Iowa Educational Research and Evaluation Association Conference in Des Moines,Iowa, Nov. 17 and 18.
She presented the paper, "Improving Administrative Advancement for Women: Interrelationship of Skills" at the annual conference from
the research she has conduced regarding women in
higher education administration. Her study identifies productive strategies regarding academic
preparation, supportive relationships, goals for
career aspiration, coping skills and the frustrations
of advancing in higher education administration.
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-tsSnaPShot Snap Shot Photo opens The First Impression opens;

SNAP SHOT PHOTO OPENS — The only photo
processing lab in Murray in now open in Olympic
Shopping Center and offers one-hour photo processing of standard size color prints from any type of
color print film. Snap Shot employs,from left, Cyndi Hutson, Manager Raymond Gillis, Jan Barnett
and (not pictured) Kiki Karvounis.

Snap Shot Photo, the
In the film processor,
only photo processing lab film is transported
in Murray, is now open in through the necessary
the Olympic Shopping chemical processing
Center and offers one baths. Special racks
hour photo developing of assure safe transport
standard prints from col- through the maching. The
or print film.
film is automatically
Snap Shot Photo dried and held for the
Manager Raymond Gillis printing phase.
explains that "state-ofThe computerized
the-art" photo processing
equipment, operating on printer automatically ada continuous process, justs color and exposure
makes one-hour develop- for quality prints, Gillis
says and according to an
ing possible.
informational brochure
"There is no break in for Snap Shot Photo
the process. The film and "even if you hand us a
paper go through one roll of film with several
solution into another," he different exposures on it,
explains.
(the computer) allows for
There are four basic manual operator override, so our technicians
steps in the process, accan
get the finest color
cording to Gillis, beginnprints
possible even from
ing with the film processor and continuing 'problem negatives."
The paper processor
through the computerized
printer, paper processor transports exposed color
and negative sleever.
paper through processing

chemical. An automatic
paper cutter cuts individual prints and an
order sorter receives the
completed orders. This
process eliminates any
possiblity of mix-up in
photo orders.
The last process, the
negative sleever, cuts
negatives into strips and
places them in protective
sleeves for future use.
Snap Shot Photo is open
from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Monday through Saturday. In addition to Gillis,
Snap Shot Photo employs
Cyndi Hutson, Jan
Barnett and Kiki Karvounis.
Snap Shot Photo also offers a complete line of
Kodak film and a fast
photo enlargement service.
Gillis reports that there
is one other Snap Shot
Photo location, in Poplar
Bluff, Mo.

young men's fashion store

Everyone knows the
importance of a good first
impression and with this
in mind Rick Werner of
Cape Girardeau, Mo.. has
opened his second mens
clothing store called The
First Impression.
The First Impression
focuses on the latest in
young men's high
fashion, says manager
Jim Cain. Many of the
fashions available at The
First Impression have
been featured in
Gentlemen's Quarterly
magazine.
The First Impression,
located in Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center, will
celebrate its grand opening Monday through
Saturday, Dec. 3. During
the grand opening event
customers can take advantage of a great halfprice sale where they can

buy one item at regular
price and get a second
item of equal value or
less for one-half price.
This savings applies to all
items in the store except
cologne.
Popular brands such as
Sergio Valente, Jordache, Chams, Calvin
Klein and Cotler are offered at The First Impression. At for that

special event, check out
the selection of Anderson's Men's Formal Wear
available for rent.
The First Impression
accepts MasterCharge,
Vise and offers a free layaway program.
The First Impression is
open from 10 a.m. to 9
p.m. Monday through
Saturday and 1 to 5 p.m.
Sunday.

Century 21 associates pass million dollar mark
children and a grandson.
Berill has graduated
from Century 21's
marketing program and
continues her education
with various seminars in
Louisville and Owensboro
each quarter.
She serves as secretary
of Friends of the Library,
was charter director of
Community Theatre and
is a member of the
Chamber of Commerce.
She serves as vice chair-

man in the music department of the Murray
Woman's Club and is a
choir member of the
United Methodist Church.
Berill enjoys helping
people and develops a
good working relationship with them, Jobs said.
Johnston has been with
Century 21 since October
1977 and has averaged
over a million dollars in
Judy Johnston
sales each year. She has
completed her GRI courses and has completed two courses
toward becoming a certified residential
.........
GEORGE HODGEF:SON
specialist. She and her
'USED FURNITURE.
husband Pat have two
‘;5?..9APP1IANCES
daughters and a grandmANTIQUI ••+'

B.J. Berrill
dollar sales marks this
year.
Jobs encourages all of
Berrill's and Johnston's
friends to call them with
any real estate need that
they might have.

PREPARING FOR THE SALE — The First Impression manager Jim Cain is busy preparing the
new store for its grand opening celebration next
week. Beginning Monday and ending Saturday,
Dec. 3, customers can purchase an item at regular
price and get a second item of equal value or less
for one-half price. The sale applies to all items except cologne. The First Impression offers the latest
in high fashion for young men and is located in the
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center.

REAL ESTATE AND YOU

Bank of Murray
offer our

by
Loretta Jobs

Congratulations
Snap Shot Photo

HODGE & SON RELOCATES — Hodge & Son Used Furniture has relocated and is now open in Dixieland Shopping Center No. 10 after begin destroyed
by fire last month. George Hodge reports that his
stock of used furniture and appliance is growing
daily and that he has "a few antiques" to offer for
sale. Hodge is especially proud of a new custom
built oak trestle dining table. Special prices now at
Hodge Si Son include school desks for $2 and bed
pillows for r cents. Hodge extends special thanks
to those who helped with the opening of the new
store after the fire. For information or for appliance repair service by Joe McKinney, call 7534669. Hodge & Son is open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Saturday and 1 to 5 p.m.Sunday.

The First Impression
Judy Johnston
B.J. Berrill
George Hodge & Son

PC:

Kathryn Outland

D&M
,Cabin Interiors

a_Q_QUMB QM 00.9 Q9190
ET THIS FREE
NSURANCE BOOKLET.
EFORE YOU NEED IT.

Hwy. 121 Bypass

Christmas Means
Shopping With Us For
Special Friends Who
Love Country
Collectibles.

g-

20!)/oStorewide

umsmsossmususak73

More protection
to homeowners
who have more
to protect...
at low
preferred rates
Here's a new homeowners policy that
guarantees replacement or repairs for your
home and personal property at lull current
cost No deductions No depreciation.

7
Now there ore 2 reasons Po vs
Independent Insurance Agent ifke
Forst, we represent several cornpar.es —
not rust one So sge con gyre you expert
ocbnce on how to seJec I the best ,nsura
coverage at the best once
And second, nght now vrte re
offerong an .nPorrnohve free boce let
that makes ch000ng the nght aE,OnCIP
coverage closer
PKIt up your free booklet Pock'',
yOu need ,1

•Colonial Mills Braided Rugs
*Antiques
•By-Bee Pottery
'Copper
*Quilts
HOSTESS HONORED
— Local Welcome Wagon
Hostess Kathryn Outland
was recently honored on
her 10th anniversary of
service to the
organization. Outland
received a pearl-studded
Welcome Wagon pin and
a letter of appreciation
awn w etcoir^ wagon
International President
Barbara ma rsfiall. To
request a Welcome
Wagon call Outland at
7S3-3079

Jobs reports that
Johnston works long
hours and uses her expertise to match property
and people.
Berrill and Johnston
join Frankie McNutt,
Chuck Woods and Loretta
Jobs who have already
reached their million

0000nionnesonmanin igno-onyo--mapc
‘v,. at the

Tax exemption
available for
child, relative
Federal income tax
laws allow you a $1,000 income tax exemption for
your children and other
relatives you support.
However, you could lose
those exemptions if your
dependents have income.
There are many tax rules
on exemptions, and now
is a good time to consider
just how they will affect
your 1983 federal income
tax, says the Kentucky
Society of CPAs.
First, let's look at basic
tax rules. Your child is
your exemption no matter how much he or she
earns, if the child is under
19, or a full-time student,
and if you provide more
than half of the support.
However, even if you provide more than half the
support for another
relative, you still won't
get the tax exemption if
that relative earns $1,000
or more this year.

daughter.
Johnston is serving as
treasurer of Murray
Calloway County Board
of Realtors, Inc., and is
an officer in the Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority,
Woodmen of the World
and is a Chamber of Commerce member.

0100000M

B.J. Berrill and Judy
Johnston from Century 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors
have each just closed out
her million dollar sale for
1983. Loretta Jobs,
broker-owner stated "I
am very proud of Judy
and B.J. and their accomplishments this year.
Both sales associates are
hard-working and
dedicated to their profession."
Berrill has been
associated with the Century 21 office for two
years. She was formerly
a teacher in the Marshall
County school system.
She is married to Gene
Berrill and they have two

iffOgt

Hours:
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
2 p.m.-5 p.m. Sun.
:Have A Country Christmas
from
440

''I 04011/ TR RN ORM CONP.r
INSURANCE
I.4T

The
Murray
Insurance
Agency

D&
Cabin Interiors
. 121 (We're In The Log Cobln)
'
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It s the HOME DEFENDER Homeowners
Policy from State Auto Insurance Companies
providing you financial defense for your
home against any risk of physical loss, except
flood or earthquake And earthquake coverage
may be added at minimal cost
There s a host of other built-in coverages.
including $100.000 personal liability. $2.500
coverage for jewelry. furs. $2,500 coverage
for silverware, goldware. coverage for trees
shrubs, plants: coverage for theft from
unlocked vehicles, credit card coverage.
money and securities coverage
TheyaEFENDER is a truly deluxe
homeowners policy providing more protection
to those with more to protect And you'll find
the rates surprisingly competitive

Holton, Melugin
n wareOn.-&
206 M,in St.
Murray

8.1 Air Cantor
753-4751

,r7 State Auto 753-3415
Insurance Companies
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REAL ESTATE
OU ESTIONS
ANSWERED
Dear Loretta:
My real estate agent has scheduled
my home for a "property tour." What
does this mean?
Dear Faye:
A property tour gives all the sales
associates in the listing office a chance
to view your home as a group. Each
agent is then equipped to answer
questions and promote unique and
attractive features when potential
buyers call.
Each associate may also be asked to
quote a price for the property based on
impressions received during the tour.
These rough estimates may confirm the
listed price or suggest a more
marketable one.
The property tour is an important
step toward the sale of your home. The
more exposure your home receives, the
better your chances are for a rapid and
profitable sale.
Dear Loretta:
My wife and I plan to move. Should
we list our home for sale now or wait
until spring?
Dear Patrick:
The spring market in real estate
begins during the holidays. Buyers
become restless during and just after
_the holidays and many turn their
interests to house hunting. January
starts a surge in home soles leading to
the peak months of March and April.
If you wait, you may find that you
miss the bulk of buyers who set out to
find a home at the first of the year. If
possible, list your home for sole during
the holidays so that you will be ready
when the spring market begins
Questions about real estate? Please
feel free to call me at our Century 21
office
o havean
amen. q
If
y uestions relating to real
estntP cerld them to. Centung ZLI()tett°
Jobs' •
I -Realtors at 1200 Syc•-r.-_:
- -.!--„Ailuestions of
general interest. Nil.t. banosswered- in 4.-4"."*.--
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west kentucky outdoors

N.

For once the weather
gods smiled...
I pulled on an extra
pair of wool socks before
sliding into my hip boots.
I had gloves in my
pocket, the bag with the
coffee fixin's and enough
to ward off the high-20's
chill.
How different this was
from last year's opening
day of the duck season. In
'82 Don Buck and I had
sweated while basking
under a warm sun. Today, though, was cold,
overcast and with a stiff
breeze. Even if we didn't
see any birds, it would
feel like duck season.
Joining Don and me
were perennial partners
Phil Sumner and Lane
Lyle. We were in the Ohio
River bottoms in Livingston County. The blind
on a slough next to the
river was brushed and
ready, and in less than an
hour the shooting time
would arrive.
We hadn't entertained
hope of much action,
since we'd heard few
reports about ducks being
as far suth as Kentucky.
Traditionally we fare
poorly until the season
progresses into mid- to
late-December, but opening day is opening day. To
a duck hunter that's
cause enough for being
there when the door swings open.
"Betcha a dollar we
don't get skunked," I
tempted Don.
"I'll bet YOU a dollar
we don't kill a mallard,"
he retorted, and I was
afraid to call him. My optimism wasn't that high.

Pviiiircry 1...ecITar 11( Times

by wade bourne

We launched the boat,
and I deposited Woody,
my new Boykin retriever
pup, inside it. He had no
idea what was going on or
what this inaugural hunt
signified in his life. With
any luck, however, he'd
learn soon enogh.
The noise of the motor
clattered off the trees as
we headed up the slough
toward the blind. When
we got there the brushcovered shadow on the
point stood as a mute
witness while we pitched
out five dozen blocks.
Then it was into the blind,
covering the boat, breaking out the coffee stove
and pot, watching the
time, loading up, being
quiet and listening — all
the things which meant
the new season was nigh.
A few streaks of
sunlight were showing in
the southwest when my
watch read half an hour
before sunrise. All we
need to see now are some
ducks," I muttered, and
we were all tense, like a
cat about to spring on a
mouse. Five minutes
went by. Suddenly we
heard a shrieking whistle
down the slough. "Wood
Ducks!" I warned. No
sooner than I'd got the
words out of my mouth, a
bird whipped in over the
trees and headed for the
decoys. Philip and Don
fired simultaneously, and
the first duck of the
season splashed down.
-Sorry you didn't take up
my bet," I chided Don.
Five minutes later I
looked out toward the
river and spotted a flight
of small ducks heading

our way. "Watch out!" I
whispered, and then I
blew a quick greeting on
my call.
The ducks fireballed
around the spread, saled
downwind and came in
sweeping. We all raised
up and banged away,
most patterns erupting
well behind the
speedsters. When the
shooting stopped, two
greenwing teal bobbed in
the dekes.
I'd refrained from putting my new pup out on
the dog platform until it
was light enough for him
to see what was going on.
Now, though, that time
had come. He was exicted
to see what was going on.
Now, though, that time
had come. He was excited
by all the shooting.
In less than 10 minutes
a single big duck sailed in
from behind us and
sneaked toward a landing. I spotted the bird,
however, and dropped it
with one shot. Woody saw
the bird fall, and when I
commanded "back!" he
crashed into the water,
swam through the decoys
and completed a flawless
retrieve. My heart swelled with pride as he
deposited a gadwall
drake in my hand.
Our smiles were growing. Four ducks were
down in the first 20
minutes, but we still\
hadn't seen, much less
fired on a mallard.
"Quack, quack,
quack." We all froze, instantly recognizing the
throaty greeting of a
mallard hen. This suzy
had also come from the

woods, and she liked the
looks of our set. We
started chuckling as she
circled one time, then two
and finally three before
dropping down into
range. She was on Don
and Lane's side of the
blind, and they made neat
work with their patterns
of No.6 shot. Woody made
another retrieve that
looked like a veteran's.
Glee abounded. Now we
had five ducks, 45
minutes into the first
morning, on a day when
we'd really expected
nothing. It's funny how
the big talk starts when
things are going right.
"Maybe we'll finally
have a decent year. This
is an omen," Don laughed. Our hunting the past
two seasons has been
poor.
"We've got two 70-point
ducks and three 10points," Philip said.
"We've still got a ways to
go on our limit."
"I think Woody's gonna
make a duck dog," I
bragged. -Pass the
cookies."
Action slowed for the
next half hour, and then a
pair of woodies buzzed
our spread. We'd seen
them coming, and we
were ready. Add two
more to our bag.
Our last duck, another
wood duck drake, was in
a flight of five which
came in from our rear.
Philip was the only one
watching, and he scored a
clean kill as the other
four birds flew on.
We gathered our gear,
picked up the decoys and
left the blind at 11 a:m. It

had been a good hunt.
We'd collected eight
ducks on a morning that
we weren't sure would
produce anything. My
pup had done well. We'd
kicked off the tradition of

cold mornings and mud
and fellowship with each
other and the outdoors.
The new season may go to
pot from here, but at least
we'd anticipated on this
first day.

8%) fishing line
by jerry maupin
I don't know if the recent heavy rains will affect fishing on Kentucky
Lake very much. It's
pogsible that the fresh
water draining from all of
the feeder creeks into the
coves could cause a
feeding spree, especially
if the run off was
warmer.
The crappie had moved
into the deeper channels
and along the sides of
drops and ledges which
had some type of structure. My last check of the
water temperature
revealed an average in
the low 543's. This usally
means crappie can be
found in larger schools
between 10-15 feet deep.
As always, minnows
and light jigs would be
the best baits to try.
Should you prefer
casting, then use a deep
running lure which will
suspend.
Sauger can still be
taken on these same deep
diving lures if you retrive
them slowly.

I haven't talked with
anyone who has tried
trolling for sauger lately,
but I would expect a person to catch some this
way. A sure fire way
would be to cast the light
roadrunner jig and
bounce it along th bottom
or sides of the ledges
where you caught sauger
this summer. Now you
can't do this on a windy
day because the stike will
be so light, you will have
difficulty in detecting it.
The heavy rains have
put a lot of color into the
lake so you may have to
search a bit to find the
largemouth bass. There
is a possibility however,
that the bass will be in the
dingy water if the sun is
shining on it. It should be
a couple of degrees
warmer and it offers an
excellent cover from
which pass could use to
ambush their food.
Providing the winds
are calm, lets go this
weekend and see what we
can find!
Happy Fishing!

r
.
1 tYL.Murray Bait Co.
Wholesale
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11 Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE

GRAYSON McCtURE
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Telephone 502-436-5483
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501-753-5693
Sheila Pritchett took this button buck from Land
Between the Lakes.
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For All Your
Hunting 8. Fishing
Needs.
Fishing
Hunting Lk.
Deer Togs
Deer Seasons
lit Archery Oct. lit to Nov. 3rd
Gun Nov. 5th to Nov. 14th
el1
2nd Archery Nov. 16th to Dec. 31st.
Crossbow Nov. 194 to Nov. 28th
OFFICIAL DEER CHECK STATION
111
8 till 9 Mon. Are. Set.
s01
Sen. 753-0087 or 753-8148

.Sports 3671
Specialists -7

753-0703
•.1

Uncle Jeff's
Sporting
Goods
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Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.
Hwy. 641 S.

401
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DONELSON i%114t,
10 FISH MARKET

Arms, Ammo, Archery, Fishing,
Hunting, Camping Supplies

Jerry Maupin is shown with his 26-pound
smallmouth buffalo.

Ga
hunti

Ron Pace is shown with a 5-pound 2-ounce hoss
largemouth.
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deer
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Public opinion sought on
proposed hunter fee system

Serving The Lakes For 30 Years
Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky.

41041#110r

Kenny Chadwick and Bob Cook harvested these 8and 4-point mule deer during a recent trip to Colorado.

"The Count You Get Determines
The Price Per Dozen"

O Take 94 East out at Murray for 1 mdes Turn nght on 280 ))
110' Fonow 180 for 7 endcs post Bonner s Grocery Yoke)
O blacktop olio Ponoramdancl follow blacktop to your ',Olt )
#

Bit
taker

111

"Largest Arckery
Cedric,
Selection In
101
Jo, Eric
Tkis Area"
and
Jane Benson 502-753-1341
.11

Fresh Ky.Lake Catfish
Center Ridge Area
Turn off 94 E at Duncon's Market,
go 6 miles on Hwy 732.
Open: Thur., Fri., Sat. 10 A.M.-6
P.M. Sundays 1 P.M.-6 P.M.
Mon., TUC, Wed. and all other
order call 436-5834
tO hours toRex
and Inn Donelson Owners.

411
101

GOLDEN POND —
Wildlife managers at
TVA's Land Between the
Lakes ( LBL) are encouraging public comment on a proposed
hunter fee system at LBL
before the official period
for comment ends Dec. 1.
The fees system would
supplement congressional appropriations for
LBL's wildlife management program,according
to Rick Lowe, supervisor
of the Wildlife section.
Lowe said income from
the fees would allow expansion of wildlife
management activities
such as habitat improvement, hunter use
surveys, and wildlife law
enforcement work.
If approved, the system
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Boyer s
Service
El Tree753-0338

I -am

Service, Repair,

si)

We Install Automotive Glass
and Have a Complete
Automotive Machine Shop!
We Also Make Hydraulic
Hoses. 753-4563 512 S. 12th

would go into effect in
August 1984. The fee for
the hunting permit would
be $5 for youth hunters
under 16 and senior
hunter 65 and older. All
others would pay $10.
• Comments can be
made by calling the tollfree TVA Citizen Action
Line at 1-800-362-9250 for
Tennessee residents, and
1 - 800 - 2 5 1 - 9 2 4 2 for
residents of Alabama,
Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi,
Missouri, North Carolina,
and Virginia.
Written comments
should be marked
"Hunters Use Fee" and
sent to the Wildlife Section, TVA, Land Between
The Lakes, Golden Pond,
Ky.,42231.

i yak Winterizing, Roof Sealing,
rf,
Furnace Cleaning etc.
Call Bob — 436-5353

0
0

0

Topping, Deodwooding, Hedg
Trimming, Complete Removal,
Pesticide Treatment, Surgery,
Seasoned Firewood.

New Concord Grocery
Hwy. 121 & 444
New Concord, Ky.

01
.
V.
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*Fully Insured
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Serving Those
Famovl Ftsh Dinners

-Hwy. 68 LIM At Aurora
•—Re Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
(-• _%_E.111$._11%_%.*..11*_*_%.*.A.VEE.E.%.*..E.E.%.*..1 V

Brown's
Gunsmithing.
Service
\

.

Pri9Nir 502-436-5856
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Your U-Haul Headquarters
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fins & feathers

This 110-pound 5-point buck was taken with a bow
by Owen Norsworthy in Graves County.
Billy Kimbro with an 8-point 125-pound buck
taken out of the southeastern part of the county.
COMPUTER UPDATE — Dr. Joe Baust (left) of Murray State Urniversity explains the use of
electronic
bulletin boards at a recent Computer Update/Share Day on the campus attended by representatives
of 10
West Kentucky school districts. The session was a follow-up to a 12-day summer course at Murray
State in
1982 aimed at educationing public school personnel in the area of microcomputers. Shown
with Bau.st are:
(seated from left) Ann Yarbrough, Carlisle County High School; William Suiter, Cuba Elementary
School in
Graves County; and Beryl Whaley, Robertson Elementary School in Murray; and (standing, from
left) Dr.
Willis N. Johnson of Murray State, coordinator; Brenda Call, Calloway County High School; Judy
Overbey,
East Calloway Elementary School; Dr. Mel Koch, dean, Dr. Frank Black, assistant dean, College
of Human
Development and learning at MSU; Jim Lyles, Lone Oak Middle School in McCracken County; and Dr.
Truman Whitfield, chairman of the h1SU Department of Instruction and Learning. Participants shared
problems, success stories and software (computer programs and publications) information. Another Share
Day
is scheduled in March 1984.

Gary Jones brought in this 91-pound spike while
hunting in Land Between the Lakes.

By Abigail Van Buren

Man and His Best Friend
Can Be Buried Together
DEAR ABBY: The more I see of people, the more I love
my dogs. I would like to be buried with them, but I can't
find a cemetery where people and their pets can be buried
together. Is there one? I am 83 and not crazy.
DOG LOVER IN HARRISBURG, PA.

Terry Orr (left), Murray,took a 110-pound 6-point
deer and Ted Braddock,Sturgis, took a 157-pound 7point deer Saturday, Nov. 19, Henry County.

Jim Greene is shown with a 90-pound doe taken
out of the southwest area of the county.

DEAR DOG LOVER: To my knowledge, the only
cemetery in the world where humans and their pets
are buried side by side is Bonheur Memorial Park,
located just outside Baltimore.
The owner, William A. Green, said there are currently about 8,000 pets and 100 humans buried
there, with reservations in the hundreds for more.
Bonheur is the final resting place for dogs, cats,
hamsters, rabbits, birds and monkeys. An elephant
named Mary Ann who lived at the Baltimore Zoo
for over 40 years is also buried there. Plans are
being made to bury six racehorses—a difficult feat
because after a horse dies, it's impossible to fold its
legs.
Bonheur offers 114-hour pick-up servke in a custom-built pot hearhe from home or animal hospital.
The pet is brought to Bonheur where it is bathed
and groomed to give it a lovely "sleeping" appearance. The pet is then placed in a satin- or velvetlined casket and placed in the "slumber" room for
viewing. For those who want a religious service, a
priest, minister or rabbi may be engaged.
For an extra fee, candles will be lighted at the
grave of the loved one on the anniversary of his or
her birth or death, and on Easter and Christmas. If
your pet was Jewish, Hanukkah and Passover are
remembered as well.
It costs about $350 to bury an average-sized cat
and about $450 for a large German shepherd. A
complete interment of a human is about $950.

On Ifeautkulkent.ucicy.Lake

"Boss Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

Pontoo

RR 2 Buchanan Ten (901)232 8221

Tim Falwell is shown here with a doe taken out of
the Tennessee portion of Land Between the Lakes.
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ARIn
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) er#4
11r
The accent is on cultural activities and higher-mind pursuits. A lucky travel invitation
comes. By all means accept!
TAURUS
67
(Apr. 20to May 20) 6°
You have new vigor about a
work project. Lack is with you
in financial matters. Expect
some good news after dark.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll want to do something
different with a loved one. A
zest for living makes you hard
to resist. Romance is a plus!
CANCER
(June 21 to July )
Your originality is at a peak
and you'll come up with some
new work ideas. Some begin a
physical fitness program.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Love at first sight is possible
now. An impromptu trip is
fun, as you investigate new
things in familiar locales
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 72)
You're liable to make some
'Changes around home base
which are for the better.
Family interests prosper this
evening.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Some unexpected good news
comes. Mentally, your perceptions are sharp and you can
express yourself to good advantage.
SCORPIO
I Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
You may make a major purchase for the home. The financial picture brightens with today's developments. tIn)ciyhobbles. •

n

180(Ci)

41244g
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Complete Line of Fishing
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• Boat, Motor,Ski 8/
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Pontoon Rentals
rsuide Service, Covered
Storage, ,Launching
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(SAGITTk
Nov. toV. 1 1 161140
A new self-confidence
comes now. You're in a trailblazing mood and will make
new starts. Original ideas are
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DEAR NO DRUGS: Thanks for writing. Your
letter made my day. For those who want the booklet, "What Every Teen-ager Ought to Know," send
$2 and a long, stamped (37 cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

DEAR ABBY - When my husband and I moved to
another state, I had to find a new physician. Right off the
bat, he started calling me by my first name, so I said,
"Since you are calling me 'Melanie,' I suppose I may call
you 'Milton
He looked a bit surprised and replied, "No, just call me
'Doctor
I suppose rank has its privileges, rights?
MRS JONES
DEAR MRS. JONES: This is not the Army, Mrs.
Jones. Ask your doctor to please call you "Madame"
or "Mrs. Jones.-

Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,
NOVEMBER 27,1963
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

DEAR ABBY: I am a I5-year-old girl, and I just finished
reading your booklet, "What Every Teen-ager Ought to
Know."
As I read through it, I thought it was just an OK book,
but when I started reading the chapter on drugs. I
thought it was really great!
I have never taken any drugs. I have never even had a
desire to try them, but after I read your booklet, it made
me absolutely sure that I will never try drugs as long as I
live. I never realized how serious just trying drugs out
could be.
I hope other kids will read your booklet and learn what
I did. Thanks, Abby. I am passing it around to my
friends.
NO DRUGS FOR ME IN MAINE

Your Individual
Horoscope

Jimmy Johnson got this 60-pound doe in the county.
Bruce Pritchett and his wife Sheila with two button bucks taken the first week of bow season in the
Wildcat Creek Area.

(Human bodies must be prepared at a "regular"
funeral home.)
Bonheur was founded in 1935 as a pet cemetery,
and in 1979 special permission was granted by the
court to bury humans as well.
Some may think that being buried with a pet—or
even giving it a "funeral"—is a foolish waste of
money. But to many, a pet is a much-loved member
of the family and it seems reasonable to me to give
it a dignified and compassionate burial.
For more information about this unique cemetery,
write to: Bonheur Memorial Park, 7239 Washington
Blvd., Baltimore, Md. 21227.

plentiful.
CAPRICORN
)Dec.22toJan.19) V
Others confide in you. You'll
opt for privacy, as there are
many odds and ends you want
to clear up. You're at peace
with yourself.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
Meet with friends or attend
a club meeting. Luck comes
from those you know and new
acquaintances fascinate you
today.
PISCES
I Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Your attention turns to
career interests now. Participate in civic activities. You
will receive recognition today.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
idealist with a strong will. You
have the courage to resist conformity and may insist on doing your own thing. You
bounce back from adversity
and would make a formidable
foe. Somewhat temperamental, you're at peace with
yourself in the service of some
cause. You can succeed in law
and brokerage, though you're
more at home in the arts.
FOR MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 28, 1963

CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22)
A work hunch is on the
money. Some couples may
decide to get married. Evening favors spending time with
a beloved.
LEO
'July 23 to Aug. 22) 41244g
Romance has a fascinating
note and work gains are also
likely. Business talks bring
results. Express your opimons.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.
You may buy something
unusual for the home. Evening
promises you good times
socially. Loved ones
understand each other.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Both the creative and the
practical are highlighted.
You'll make an important
domestic decision. Shopping is
a plus.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
Communicative powers are
to the fore. In matters of the
heart, you're affectionate and
in business you're perceptive.
SAGITTARIUS
.
0440.
Nov. 72 to Dec. 21)
Your powers of intuition
mount. A friend does you a
What kind of day will tomor- favor. Financial judgment is
row be? To find out what the shrewd. Make monetary decistars say, read the forecast sions.
given for your birth sign.
CAPRICORN
iDec.22toJan.19)
You're able to establish
ARH
some good..vnll busmessanse.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Attend social gatherings later.
A revamped career idea Romantic introductions are
leads to success Talks with likely.
higher-ups are lucky. So- AQUARIUS
meone is grateful for a past 1 Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) .1011•A
kindness.
You'll socialize with some
TAURUS
artistic types. Behind-the( Apr. 20 to May 201
scenes career developments
A new field of study may ap- are to your favor. Catch up on
peal to you. Sign up for a reading.
course now. Talk with those PISCES
afas,.Meet with agents.and 001..19 toMar. 20)
'-'7-7"461014v&s..
This is a lucky time for you
GEMINI
11[09- careerwise. A social invitation
if44,y_21 tQa1.11,0e&,
may come from afar. Meet
Loved mei lhàke joint with friends who have similar
financial decisions. You're intellectual interests.
able to get extra credit.
YOU BORN TODAY are inSingles meet intriguing dependent yet cooperative.
newcomers romantically.
You're inclined to do your own

tio(c)

VI nOil

thing and often choose an artistic medium through which
to express yourself. Versatile,
you have many interests, but
at times can scatter your
energies. Law, teaching,
criticism and scientific
research are some of the fields
that may appeal to you. You
need a creative outlet, and are
often given to a career in
writing, theater, music or
painting. Birth date of: Gloria
Grahame, actress; Randy
Newman. singer; and Brooks
Atkinson,drama critic.

Grant to help
blind people
FRANKFORT. Ky.
(AP) — A $79,478 grant
has been awarded by the
state Cabinet for Human
Resources to the Barren
River Regional Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Board, a spokesman
for the cabinet said Friday.
And the HopkinsvilleChristian County Communication Center is getting a $70,528 grant to
train 10 blind people as
public safety dispatchers.
The Barren River funds
will be used to provide
classroom training and
work experience for 24
mentally and physically
handicapped people as
part of the state's Job
Training Partnership Act
allocation, administeredby .the Department for
Manpower Services.
The grant will be used
for two training ri-cc.-s.
sawing 12 people,
the spokesman said. The
f",st class will begin Dec.
1, witpnost participants
from Vie TRI-ADD Service Delivery Area
( Continued on Page 12)
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College Basketball: Murray State hosts Missouri-Kansas City]
P AGE

sports
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Today,4:30 p.m., in Racer Arena

Holmes uses right hand, little
time to put away young Frazier
4

.04

LAS VEGAS, Nev.
(AP) — Young Marvis
Frazier could have used
his father's help. And
maybe that wouldn't
have been enough.
Frazier, 23 and a
veteran of only 10 professional fights, undertook
the major challenge of
stepping into the Caesars
Palace ring with
unbeaten World Boxing
Council heavyweight
champion Larry Holmes
Friday night. It proved to
be a serious error in judgment.
Frazier threw the first
punch, a wild left as the
fight began. For all intents and purposes, he
never threw another.
Holmes floored his
young foe with a short
right hand after 2:09 of
the nationally televised
affair and, with Frazier
being punished unmercifully, referee Mills
Lane called a halt to the

bout with three seconds
left in the round.
The fight was scheduled for 12 rounds. The
WC refused to recognize
it as a title bout because
Frazier is unranked by
the organization.
"I don't know what to
say, this is probably the
first time I've been at a
loss of words," Holmes,
34, said afterwards. The
champion then said plenty.
"I didn't want to hurt
him, I feared that I
would. It turned into a
picnic. You don't drop
your hands against a man
who can throw a jab 100
miles an hour."
Holmes referred to a
tactic used by Frazier
early on, when the son of
former heavyweight
champion Smokin' Joe
Frazier began to dance
with his hands at his
sides.
"I was clowning around

a little bit because he
couldn't hit me with the
jab," said young Frazier.
"I forgot about the right
hand."
The right hand knocked
Frazier across the ring
and onto his back. According to Lane, he arose
at the count of eight but
he could have saved
himself some trouble by
staying down.
After that, Holmes
threw an estimated 19
punches without an
answer. The bout ended
with Holmes pounding
away in Frazier's corner
with the youngster's
father, only a few feet
away, being forced to
witness the carnage.
Three times during the
pounding, Holmes
gestured to Lane to stop
the fight. Finally, it was
over.
Holmes, who raised his
record to 45-0 with 32
knockouts, is required by

Wildcats favored
in Dream Game II

the WBC to meet topranked Greg Page early
next year in a mandatory
defense. He didn't seem
too concerned about that.
"I'm going to Miami
with my wife, I'm not
even going to think about
doing anything," said
Holmes, who weighed 219
pounds. "I'm going to let
them come to me. If it
sounds good, OK.
Holmes collected ;2.7
million for his 177 seconds
of work. Frazier, who
weighed 200 pounds,
earned ;500,000.
Holmes has indicated
he'd like to fight World
Boxing Association
champion Gerrie Coetzee
in the near future but only
at his price.
"I want $100 million to
fight that apartheid South
African," said Holmes,
referring to Coetzee, who
was among the standing
room only crowd of 4,993
at the fight.

Larry Holmes
eyes Gerrie Coetzee

Connor, Fort Knox, Russellville prep football champions
By JANE GIBSON
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
( AP) — Conner coach
Bob Lewis said most people would think he was
crazy. After all, how
many coaches would be
happy to see their top
scorer have to leave in
the championship game
because of a reoccuring
hip injury?
But Lewis knew
something the 4,000 fans
in Cardinal Stadium for
the Class 3A high school
football championship
Friday didn't know when
running back Melvin
Miles, who had scored 24
touchdowns this season,
left the game late in the
second quarter with Conner trailing Franklin

Simpson 74.
''Boone County had us
down 10-0 when Miles
went out. Shelby County
had us down 7-0 when
Miles went out. We came
back to win both," Conner said. "We play better
without him sometimes.
Cut I would have hated to
have to do it for 14
games."
But three games was
okay, since Conner, 13-2,
went on to defeat
Franklin Simpson 12-7 for
the 3A crown. In earlier
games Friday,
Russellville, 13-1,
defeated Cumberland 4213 and Ft. Knox, 15-0, edg-.
ed Somerset 19-14.
Quarterback Artie
Crawford proved the hero
for Conner, running for

one touchdown and catching a 58-yard
touchdown pass from
Miles on a trick play.
"When Melvin goes out,
we get as high as we
can," Crawford said.
"We get extra energy out
of that.
Fort Knox coach Joe
Jaggers credited the
United State Army for
giving his team the
energy to defeat
Somerset 19-14 to claim
its first Class 2A crown.
"Army people are very
physically fit, and that
carries on to their sons,"
Jaggers said. "We used
that to wear them
(Somerset) down in the
third and fourth
quarters."
Junior running back

Darren Bilberry had
plenty of energy, rushing
for 101 yards and two
touchdowns, including a
66-yard game-winning
sweep, to lead his team to
a 19-14 victory over
Somerset, 14-1, to claim
the Class 2A crown.
But Bilberry said it was
the element of surprise
instead of his physical
shape that won the game
for the Eagles.
"We usually run that
play (which resulted in
the 66-yard score) a lot,"
Bilberry said. -They
didn't expect it and we
caught them off guard."
Somerset standout
James Fletcher scored
the Briar Jumpers two
touchdowns on runs of
one and 53 yards.

Fort Knox quarterback Panthers' offensive line
Paul Singer hit Tom played a key role.
Shaw with a 1-Yard
"Our Hogs up front
touchdown pass for the ain't too bad," Barrett
Eagles other score.
said. "We call them the
Rodney Gordon rushed Hogs because they get in
for 117 yards and three there and wallow against
touchdowns in everyone. But when they
Russellville's 42-13 vic- let you put 42 points on
tory over Cumberland, the board that speaks for
12-1, in the Class A title itself."
game, but he didn't want
Cumberland scored on
any of the credit for the a 49-yard
touchdown pass
win.
from Johnny Lewis to
-Really, I didn't do Gary Amos in the first
anything," Gordon said. quarter and a 29-yard
"The offensive line Lewis to Richard
should get the credit. Washington toss in the seThey made the holes and cond quarter.
I just ran threw them.
But any future offenAnybody could have done sive threats by the Redthat today."
skins were stifled by a
Russellville Coach Ken tough Russellville pass
Barrett agreed that the defense.

Sports Commentary

Former Heisman winner despises 'half-player'system
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Hulking Leon Hart played football at Notre Dame
for four years without ever losing a game and went
on to a stellar eight-year career as a pro with the
Detroit Lions, so he's not just whistling Dixie when
he talks about a game that has been a big part of his
life.
-The colleges have let the game get away from
them," said the 55-year-old onetime end, Hall of
Famer and only the second lineman ever to win the
Heisman Trophy. "They have become a farm
system for the pros. They have taken the game
away from the kids and turned them into puppeteers.
"I am in favor of restoring the old substitution

Parties to go!

rule so that when a player leaves the game he can't
come back until the next quarter. But, no, the colleges feel they have to keep up with the pros.
"So what do they have? Specialization. We have
college coaching staffs of 19 or 20 people, creating
an economic situation that is polarizing the big
schools and running the smaller ones out of the
sport.
"I think colleges should quit worrying about
who's No. 1 and concentrate on educating our youth,
giving them a rounded athletic experience and letting them have fun."
At 6 feet, 5 inches and 255 pounds, Hart was the
biggest player ever to win the Heisman, receiving it
in 1949, 13 years after the honor had gone to the only
other lineman to win it, end Larry Kelley of Yale.
Leon was a two-way, 60-minute end on Frank
Leahy's great Fighting Irish teams of 1946-47-48-49
which won three national crowns and never lost a
game although tied by Army in 1946 and by
Southern California in 1948.
"Leahy never had one star," Hart said of the
period. "We played both offense and defense.
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Everybody had to be able to run, block and tackle.
Most of us played 60 minutes. When a new player
came in, he had to stand to one side and not get in
the huddle.
"Players liked it better. So did the public."
Hart was in New York this week with other
Heisman winners to promote Bud Greenspan's
"The 1983 Heisman Trophy Award Show," to be
aired over a network of TV stations 7 p.m. EST
Saturday, Dec. 3.
Hart, now father of five and grandfather of seven
living in Birmingham, Mich., said free substitution,
which became the vogue after World War II,
created new generations of half-players.
"They called it diversification," he added. "A
guy comes in to kick and then goes back to the
bench without getting his uniform dirty. If
somebody catches a pass or runs 20 yards, he is
pulled out immediately to rest.
"Since when is stamina not as important as ability?"
He recalled that in the 1950s the pro roster consisted of 33 players., , ,
"Now it's 49," he said. "Everybody's a specialist
and there's a different coach for each specialty.
"The college squads are even bigger. I remember
in one of the bowl games Notre Dame played with
Alabama, Bear Bryant had used 70 Alabama
players by halftime. Without specialization, you
could cut the coaching staff down to five or six, save
$300,000 or more in the athletic budget.
Hart said specialization also was running the
small man out of football.
"There's no place for him anymore, so he has to
go to soccer. Instead you get a moose, an animal of
a man, who trips over his own feet when he tries to
block somebody."
He resents seeing coaches send in plays after
every down.
"Let the coaches coach during the week and
players play on Saturday," he added. "As for the
pros, that's strictly big business, corporation stuff.
"Instead of the NFL it should be the NPSPCL - the
National Push, Shove, Pass and Catch League. I
wanted toinclude an 'H' for holding but didn't have
room..'
Hart said a lineman's contribution to a team is
ta if not greater than that of the itote
glorified backs and deserve greater Heisman con;
• 'InFline-guys-ought to 61'0-Abe rule's," he added. "Once I took a poll of our team to ask who was
the more important •- linemen or backs. The
linemen won 7-4."

LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — It's a game Coach Joe
B. Hall of tradition-rich Kentucky never wanted.
It's a game Denny Crum, who has guided Louisville
to the NCAA Final Four five times, has wanted in
his previous 12 seasons of coaching the Cardinals.
Kentucky and Louisville, who haven't met in the
regular basketball season since 1922, open their
campaigns tonight.
"It's long overdue in coming," said Crum, whose
team is ranked No. 6 in the preseason rankings,
while Kentucky is No. 2.
The contest will be the first of a four-year contract between the schools and Turner Broacasting
System will telecast it. Game time is 8:38 p.m. EST.
The last time the two schools met was in the 1983
NCAA Mideast Regional playoffs when Louisville
belted Kentucky 80-68 in overtime. The Wildcats are
favored this time.
Louisville has lost two key seniors from that
squad, Scooter and Rodney McCray. High-scoring
guards Milt Wagner and Lancaster Gordon and 6foot-8 center Charles Jones return, while 6-8
sophomore Billy Thompson and Manuel Forrest, injured for all but seven games last season, move into
starting roles.
All eyes in the 23,500-seat Rupp Arena will be
focused on 7-1 Sam Bowie, the hardluck Wildcat
who hasn't played against college competion since
1981 when he was one of the best players in the nation.
A stress left shinbone fracture and surgery last
year has kept him on the sidelines.
Bowie looked short on conditioning in Kentucky's
73-55 exhibition victory over the Netherlands national team Tuesday nignt.
He managed only four points and committed four
turnovers in 20 minutes. Hall sat him down after only three minutes of play before returning him to the
lineup.
"Bowie's only 40 percent of what he used to be
physcially and mentally," said Hall. "It'll take
time."
Jim Master, Kentucky's shooting guard, is glad to
see the senior forward back in action.
"He was so fatigued (against the Netherlands)
that he was losing he concentration," said Master.
"It just a matter of him gaining his confidence and
doing it for 30-35 minutes.
"I just think he was nervous. He really helps me
because he passes so well and towers over
everyone."
In addition to Bowie up front, Kentucky has 6-11
Melvin Turpin at center, and highly-regarded Kenny Walker, a 6-8 sophomore forward.
Winston Bennett, 6-7 freshman who is suffering
from a sprained ankle, and 6-9 junior Brett Bearup,
are the top reserves up front.
In the backcourt, Hall will start sophomore Roger
Harden at point guard since veteran Dicky Beal is
hobbling and he doesn't want to put the burden on 63 freshman James Blackmon.
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21
Team No. 6.
21
23
Team No. 3.
21
23
Tearn No--4.. 21
19
Team No 1.. 201
/
2
/
2 231
Team No 5... 181
/
2 271
/
2
High Team Game (SC)
Team No 6
683
Team No 7
648
Team No 2
658
High Team Game (HC)
Team No 6
879
Team No 7
858
Team No 8
838
High Team Series (SC)
Tearrw-No. 2
1877
Team No 6
1845
Team No 7
1803
High Team Series (HC)
Team No 7..
2472
Team No 6..
2433
Team No. 8.. ....2421
High Ind. Game (SC)
Bill McCarthy
238
Earn* Royal
224
Gheek Pennington
Women
Pat McCarthy
212
Pat Kidd
204
Glenda Herndon
188

High Team Series (HC)
Peoples Bank ..
.
3117
Public Ice Service
3096
Herndons
3040
High Ind. Game (SC)
Patty Harris
245
Pat McCarthy
238
Pat Hesselrode
228
High Ind. Game (HC)
Patty Harris
277
Pat McCarthy
277
Joyce Taylor
268
Betty Bailey
261
High Ind Series (SC)
Ethelene McCallon
.610
Pat Hesselrode
...604
Mel Wilson.
572
High Ind Series (HC)
Joyce Taylor
715
Janet Smith
706
Carol Statkiewicz.
. 684
High Averages
Ethelene McCallon
..180
Sondra Rice
.175
Lois Smith
.171
Pat Hesselrode
..170
Wanda Brown
.167
Mel Wilson
165
Patty Harris
.160
Betty Smith
160
Barb Hendon
.159
Vicki Oliver
.159
Marge Hinman
..159

High Ind Game 11-1C)
Men
Chuck Pennington
267
Dan Cross
260
Bob Pearson
254
Women
Pat Kidd
259
Pat Pearson
256
Glenda Herndon
253
High Ind Series (SC)
Men
Earnie Royal
621
Bill McCarthy
592
Jim Herndon
553
Women "
Pat McCarthy
535
Pat Kidd
483
Glenda Herndon
458
High Ind Series (HC)
Men

EmairkneieBoRgogyeas1s

699
882
671

Pearson
at m
Pat
Glen,,da Hr
He_r
:
Ind0:
W410nr
Yomen
.
Pat Kidd
Averages
Earnie Royal
Bill McCarthy
Jim Herndon
omen
Pat McCarthy
Karen Harp
Pat Kidd
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Local Bowling
Magic Tri
Bowling League
11-22-83
Team
W
Public Ice
38
Dennison-Hunt
30
Peoples Bank. 29/2
Universal Ad . 29
Bank of Murray 271
/
2
Futrell Tile . 24
Thurman Furniture21 /
1
2
Panama Jack. 21 /
1
2
Herndons
Auto Repair.. 21
Century Auto Sales20
Druthers
20
Fisher Price No 219
Paradise Kennels 18
Fisher Price
17

1

667
663
648

171

159
-157
138
133
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Tiger cagers shorter, but quicker than ast year
A horse, a horse
... my kingdom for a
horse.
— Shakespeare

SAY AHHHH — Senior Mark Boggess didn't play
last year because of football injuries, but this
season he's one of the five guards forming a nucleus
of speed and quickness on the Murray High basketball squad.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
When Murray High
coach Cary Miller looks
at this year's basketball
schedule and the team he
has to play it with, he's
sometimes tempted to
mutter the above statement.
His horses —
Jim
West, Al Wells, David
McCuiston — have all
gone by way of graduation and all he's left., with
are some poney-sized
players.
Speedy ponies, mind
you, but short ones
nonetheless.
"I guess you could say
we've gone from the trees
to the bees, big to the
small," Miller says, considering only one Tiger
player will be over 6-foot3 this year.
"We don't have any
size, whatsoever, but on
the good side we do have
extremely good
quickness and 10 players
right now who can interchange without losing
any talent anywhere,"
Miller adds.
Only junior Paul
Dailey, at 6-foot-6, has
any size on the Tiger
squad this year and he'll
be hard-pressed to
replace the likes of twotime All-Purchase center
Jim West. But if Miller
has his way, perhaps
Dailey won't be as hardpressed as the Tiger opponents will be.
"We're hoping our
quickness, our depth and
our transition game will
be enough to wear down
some of our opponents
and help us overcome our
biggest problem — a lack
of size," Miller said.
In working the new
strategy, exactly opposite from last year's
philosophy of priming the
inside game, Miller

Murray High will be relying on quickness and an aggressive transiti
on game to overcome its' opponents this year. With five solid guards and 10 interch
angable players,
Coach Cary Miller says this team is one of the shortest, but quickest
teams he's coached in his eight years. Demonstrating the running abilities of the team
during an intersquad scrimmage are (from left) Jay Wells, Mark Boggess, Tommy
Wagner, Mark
West(with ball) Paul Dailey, David Randolph and Andy Parks.

On the Run

foresees a run, run, run
attack allowing little time
for opponents to rest.
The strategy is based
on the talents of five
guards — exactly what
the Tigers didn't have
last year.
"We couldn't find
anyone to run our offense
last year and now we've
got five guards who can
do the job ... but we don't
have the inside game like
we used to," Miller admits."We plan to run 'em
until their tongues hang
out. We'll try to run 'em
hard, press on defense
and still be patient for the
good shots. It'll be tough,
but I think this group can
do it."
The group, the 10player nucleus Miller is
banking on this season,
includes five lettermen,
four of which are seniors.
Senior guard Tommy
Wagner is the most experienced of the bunch,
having lettered twice,

and Miller sees him picking up much of the scoring slack created by the
loss of West, Wells and
McCuiston, who combined for 42 points per game
last year.
Wagner averaged
almost eight points per
game as a junior while
point guard Roger Dunn,
also a senior, returns
with a 5.0 average. From
there the scoring drops to
Jay Wells' 4.0 average
and severely lower after
that.
Wells,a 6-2',2 junior forward, will team with
Dailey, senior Andy
Parks (6-214, forward),
Stanley Rutledge (6-3,
forward) and David Randolph (6-2, forward) in
providing the bulk of the
Tigers' inside game.
Along with Dunn and
Wagner, three players
with little or no varsity
experience will help with
the ballhandling chores.
Steve Rutledge, older

.--s-s;=-.•:‘-.s.
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Fumble recoveries turn
into touchdowns for BC
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer
FOXBORO, Mass.
AP) — It was a day that
might have struck fear in
the heartiest of men —
rainy, windy, raw and
dark. Boston College
Coach Jack Bicknelr was
no exception.
"It was looking a little
scary," Bicknell admitted referring to the fact
that Alabama had the
ball on its own 20-yard
line with a 13-6 lead and
less than nine minutes to
play.
Soon, though, Alabama
would be the team with
something to worry
about. In an 83-second
span, 15th-ranked Boston
College, 9-2, turned two
fumble recoveries into
touchdowns. Then the
Eagles withstood a lastminute threat by the No.
13 Crimson Tide, 7-3, and
pulled out a 20-13 college
football victory Friday.
"You just can't give up
on what you believe in,"
Bicknell said. -You're
not going to panic. I knew
if we could get the ball in
any kind of field position
we had a chance because
we had the running game
going well."
Six plays after Dave
Thomas recovered a furnble by Kerry Goode at the
Alabama 35, Doug Flutie
threw a five -yard
touchdown pass to Bob
Biestek. Brian Waldron's
extra point tied the score,
13-13 with 6:29 remaining.
On the Crimson Tide's
next offensive play,
Ricky Moore fumbled
and defensive end Steve
Lubischer pounced on the
ball at the Alabama 33.
Four plays later, Biestek
bulled over from the 3 for
the, winning touchdown
with 5:06 to go.
"Furoples killed us."
saidivfoore, who rushed
for 109 yards to crack the
100-yard mark for the
fourth consecutive game.
"We gave the game away
in the fourth quarter. I
never really had control

of the ball."
The first half was
played in a driving
rainstorm, and both
teams had trouble mounting sustained attacks.
Alabama's Van Tiffin
kicked field goals of 20
and 28 yards before Steve
Strachan scored on a oneyard run 19 seconds
before intermission to tie
the score 6-6.
Shortly before the second half, a power outage
attributed to a
transformer problem in
Foxboro knocked out the
field lights, scoreboard
and other electricity. But
the game went on and,
before the power returned 39 minutes later, Anthony Smiley raced 58
yards with a blocked punt
for a touchdown to put
Alabama ahead 13-6 with
4:20 left in the third
quarter.
Then, the power returned to Boston College.
"The weather hurt
them even though it hurt
us because we're a throwing team," Bicknell said.
"They're an option team
and it's tough to stick the
ball in (a runner's arms)
and pull it out again"
when the ball is wet.
Alabama had six
fumbles and lost four.
Boston College lost one of
its three fumbles.
"We felt the weather
conditions were an advantage for us because of
our strong running
game," said Alabama
Coach Ray Perkins. "We
felt like we could run the
ball against them but it
doesn't matter unless you
hold onto it."
The game was the
regular-season finale for
Boston College, which
plays Notre Dame in the
Liberty Bowl Dec. 29.
A 1 q-h•qrn.8
"re jame
left against third-ranked
Auburn next Saturday
beforV facing South-ern
Methodist in the Sun Bowl
Dec. 24.
Alabama was outgained, 350 yards to 327, but

piled up 246 on the
ground."It hurts when
you beat yourself," said
quarterback Walter
Lewis. "We ran the ball
well but because of the
wind and the rain we had
problems passing."
Flutie managed to cut
through the soggy skies to
complete 14 of 29 passes
for 198 yards.
"Going into the season,
we wanted to beat Clemson, Penn State and
Alabama. We beat those
teams," Bicknell said.
"Clemson only lost to one
team in America and
that's Boston College.
Penn State is Penn State
and Alabama is
Alabama. We certainly
belong with the national
teams."
In Friday's traditional
football game, Navy used
a 21-point first-quarter
outburst to down Army
42-13. The game, usually
a standard played in
Philadelphia, was played
before a crowd of 81,347
— including a total of
9,000 student from both
schools — in the Rose
Bowl in Pasadena, Calif.

brother of Stanley
Rutledge, is a one-year
letterman who saw
reserve varsity action
last year as a sophomore.
Mark West is a freshman
with potential and senior
Mark Boggess returns to
the Tigers after sitting
out last season with leg
injuries sustained in football.
The Tigers have
managed to advance to
the regional playoffs as
either district champs or
runnerup in each of
Miller's eight seasons as
head coach. This year the
MHS goals are no different.
"We're still the
smallest school in the
toughest district of the
region," Miller points
out. "But for a small
school we play a big
school schedule and that
always seems to help us
when tournament time
rolls around. This year
we've added Carlisle

County (state rwuierup
last year) to our schedule
and we play our second
game of the year against
Paducah Tilghman,
which is everybody's pick
to be the best in the
region this year."
According to Miller,
whose eight-year reign
has produced 135 victories and only 66 losses,
the secret to the Tigers
this year will be how soon
the squad can jell and
work as a unit.

"We'll be super-quick
out there and the key will
be if we can harness that
quickness and still have
the patience to shoot well
and do the things
necessary to be a good
defensive team too."
The Tigers play four of
their first five games on
the road beginning with a
visit to Wingo, Tuesday
(6:30 p.m.), followed by a
trip to Paducah
Tilghman, Friday, Dec.
2.

1

Sports Scoreboard
Pro Football
National Football League
American Conference
East
W L T Pct. PF PA
MIAMI
8 4 0 .667 262 18,
Buffalo
7 5 0 .583 22:9 247
e 5 6 0 .500 196 272
New England6 6 0 .500 237 232
N.Y. Jets
5 7 0
417 256 254
Central
Pittsburgh 9 4 0 .692 294 243
Cleveland
7 5 0 .583 252 241
Cincinnati 5 7 0 .417 278 225
Houston
1 II 0 .083 203 356
West
L.A.Raiders 9 3 0
750 319 280
Denver
7 5 0 .583 230 223
Seattle
6 6 0
500 301 296
Kansas City 5 7 0
417 243 244
San Diego
4 8 0
333 262 345
National Conference
East
Dallas
11 2 0
846 417 277
Washington 10 2 0
KU 414 255
St. Louis
5 7 1
423 299 391
Philadelphia 4 8 0
333 172 226
N Y. Giants 3 8 1
292 215 262
Central
Minnesota 7 5 0 563 265 265
Detroit
7 6 0
538 232 247
Green Bay 6 6 0
500 324 132
Chicago
5 7 0
417 22 233
Tampa Bay 1 11 0
083 158 286
West
L.A. Rams 7 5 0
583 278 269
San Frncsco 7 5 0 .583 329 232
New Orleans 6 6 0
500 258 271
Atlanta
5 7 0
417 247 266
Sunday's Games
Minnesota at New Orleans
San Francisco at Chicago
New England at New York Jets
Houston at Tampa Bay
Philadelphia at Washington
Baltimore at Cleveland
Buffalo at Los Angeles Rams
New York Giants at Los Angeles
Raiders
Denver at San Diego
Kansas City at Seattle
Green Bay at Atlanta
Monday's Game
Cincinnati AI Miami. n
Thursday. Dec. 1
Los Angeles Raiders at San Diego,
151

College basketball scores
EAST
Navy 85, St Lawrence 51

souni

Ala.-Birmingham 105, St. Mary's, Minn
53
Tennessee 40, Ohio Northern 33
William di Mary 79, N.C. Wesleyan 39
MIDWEST
Creighton 95. St. Ambrose 52
Notre Dame 104, St. Joseph's. Ind 56
St Louis 70. William Penn 43
FAR WEST
Arizona 72.N. Arizona 65
Colorado 87, Rockhurst 77
Colorado St. 83, Doane 67
Georgetown 71, Hawaii-Hilo 42
Portland 79, St. Martin's 61
San Diego 94, St. Thomas 59
UCLA 85, Idaho St. 58
Weber St 69, Pacific 57
TOURNAMENTS
Illinois 99, Utah 65
Loyola. I II 71. Kansas St. 62
Great Alaska Shootout
First Round
Arkansas 62, F'ordham 61
N Carolina St. 68. Alaska-Anchorage 60
Oklahotrui 92, So Cahforrua 91
Santa Clara 54, New Mexico 50
Hawaii Tip-Off Tournament
First Round
Cal State-Fullerton 78, McNeese St 66
IPTAY Tournament
First Round
Clemson 105. Wagner 55
Marquette 80 Air Force 60
Lapchict Tournament
First Round
Canisius 62, Rhode Island 61. OT
St John's 73, Siena 40
Mid-South Classic
Memphis St. 88, Tennessee Si 60
S Mississippi 63. N Texas St 61
Blackburn 74, Indiana-SE 53
Spartan Cutlass Classic

First Round
W Michigan 72, Fairfield 63
Michigan St 73, Cent Michi,gan 52
Sun Met Classic
First Round
Fresno St. 83, N Dakota St 54
Purdue 83, Northeastern 64
United Virginia BankCavalier Invitational
First Round
George Mason 78. Richmond 68
Virginia 71. Lafayette 59
Wendy's Classic
First round
Georgia 83, Middle Tennessee 67
W Kentucky 61, Georgia St. 39

Briefly

41

GOLF
IBUSUKI, Japan AP — Bernard
Langer of West Germany fired a 4under-par 68 to charge into a first-place
he at 142 with American Fred Couples
after the second round of the Casio
World golf tournament.
TENNIS '
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
AP — Unseeded Casio Motta of Brazil
ousted eighth-seeded Brian Teacher 34.
6-3, 9-7 in the quarterfinals of the South
African Open Tennis Tournament
In other matches. sixth-seeded Johan
Knek, a former South African and now
an American citizen. defeated Italy's
Claudio Panatta 7-6. 7-6. while
England's Cohn Dowdeswell surprised
Tim Gullickson, 6-1.6-4
SYDNEY. Australia 1AP — Jo Dune
of Britain advanced to the semifinals of
the NSW Building Society women's tennis tournament with a 7-5. 6-3 victor)
over South African Rosalyn Fairbank

Give A Bit Of The Past
For Christmas
Share Your
Family Treasures
With Others.

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS
7 A.M.-1 P.M.

Dixie Creme Donuts
Cheqnut

t.

We Offer The Finest
Copy And Restoration
On Old Photographs.

Serving over 21 different fresh mode
pastries and full line breakfast.

COMM
This Sunday
Glaze Donuts
10` each and, - bring this ad in
10% Discount
on any
breakfast plate.

DUNN IT ALL — Last year Roger Dunn ( with
ball) controlled the Tiger offense at point guard
much of the season. The experience of the 5-11
senior will come in handy in the Murray scheme
this year. (Bottom left) Steve Rutledge is another
returning letterman with high hopes this season.

Your Original Never Leaves Our Studio
dr am .44
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:One Free Copy:
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Dance company presents 'outstanding program'for MCMA
By KAREN A. BALZER
An entire review consisting of adjectives of
praise could easily sum
up the performance of the
Alvin Ailey Repertory

Ensemble on Monday,
Nov. 21, at 8 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium.
The Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble, under the
Artistic Direction of

Sylvia Waters, former
Ailey dancer, is one of
America's most exciting
companies. The Ensemble was established in
1974 and those in atten-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

I

ACROSS
1 Break
suddenly
5 Portico
9 Torrid
12 Heavy
volume
13 Topic
14 The self
15 Near
16 Facial
expression
18 House
addition
20 Printer s
measure
22 War god
24 Mountains of
Europe
27 Pitcher
29 Play leading
role
31 Worthless
leaving
32 Tree of forgetfulness
34 Thick slice
36 Conjunction
37 The Beaver
State
39 Come forth
41 That one
42 Cleaning
substance
44 Looks fixedly
45 Pronoun
47 River in
Africa
49 Dillseed
50 Glances
52 For fear that
54 Conjunction
55 Tear
57 The
sweetsop
59 A continent
abbr
61 Capuchin
monkey
63 Comfort
65 River in
Germany

67 Number
68 Dock
69 Sage
DOWN
1 Music as
written
2 Remarkable
3 Part of
to be
4 Wooden pin
5 Mixes
6 Doctrines
7 Draft animal
8 Devoured
9 Greeting
10 King of
Bashan
11 Preposition
17 Sun god
19 Note of scale
21 Apportion
23 Transaction
25 Advances
26 Thoroughfare
27 Girl s name
28 Floor
coverings
30 Forces into
place
1

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle

B

AEFT_

ON

EE

33 Shortly
35 Greek letter
38 Claws
40 Genus of
frogs
43 Gratify
46 Uncanny
48 Chemical
compound
51 Spanish for
yes

A

53 Symbol for
tellurium
56 Vigor
colloq
58 Seed
60 Exist
61 Conjunction
62 Article
64 Three-toed
sloth
66 Roman gods

7

9

13

12

18 1
2425261

22

31

29
32

34

37
42

50

1

lip 55
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HI MARCIE HOW ARE YOU
FEELING TODAY' I'VE
BEEN READIN6 114I5 HERE
MEDICAL BOOK..YOU WANNA
KNOW WHAT WE PONT HAVE?
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ATLANTA (AP) —
European countries have
reported 267 cases of acquired immune deficiency syndrome, more than
half of them this year, according to a report
released today.
The World Health
Organization, in figures
released by the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control, said 164 AIDS cases
were reported in Europe
this year through Oct. 20.
AIDS, a mysterious
disease that cripples the
body's immune system,
strikes most often in
homosexual males, intravenous drug abusers,
hemophiliacs and Haitians.
Through Nov. 21, 2,803
cases of the often-fatal
disease have been
reported in the United
States, the CDC said today in its Morbidity and
Mortality Weekly Report.
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originally scheduled program. The program was
rearranged prior to curtain time due to a dance
injury. The Ensemble
demonstrated true professionalism in their
ability to adapt to the
change. "Ice Fire"
featured the versatility
and outstanding technique of the dancers
through Benjamin's

59

The CDC noted that
European case definitions may vary from the
U.S. standards and may

69
___,

vary from country to
country.
In Europe, France has
reported the most cases
— 94, with 47 of them in
the first 42 weeks of 1983.
The Federal Republic of
Germany has reported
42, and 33 of those were
between Jan. 1 and Oct.
20 of this year.
Belgium has reported
38 cases, 24 this year
through Oct. 20. The
United Kingdom has
reported 24 AIDS cases,
17 in the reporting period
this year, and
Switzerland has reported
17 cases,seven in 1983.
Other European nations reporting AIDS
cases include Denmark,
13; the Netherlands, 12;
Austria, seven; Spain,
six, and Sweden, four.
Czechoslovakia, Finland,
Ireland, Italy and Norway each have reported
two AIDS cases.
The World Health
Organization didn't say
whether the cases fit into
any of the high-risk
groups.

THE
THINGS WE MIGHT HAVE
MARCIE 7 MARCIE ARE
‘(0t) LISTENING?

WE DON'T HAVE GOUT
TENDINITI5, BROKEN LEGS
OR ATRIAL FLUTTER...

lyrical composition of
various dance forms. The
dancers, choreography,
lighting and costumes
created a visually exciting experience.
The famous
choreographic style of
Alvin Ailey was displayed
in the second piece,"Blue
Suite." It is through the
choreography of this
piece that the audience
experiences humor,
truth, passion — the
Blues. The music, arranged by Brother John
Sellers, included: 'Good
Morning Blues;" "House
Of The Rising Sun;"
"Blackwater Blues;" and
"In The Evening." The
Ensemble proved that an
excellent dancer must
also be an excellent per-

European countries
report AIDS cases
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dance at Monday night's
performance witnessed
an outstanding program
of dance by this accomplished group of
dancers.
The Alvin Alley Repertory Ensemble opened
the program with a piece
entitled "Ice Fire",
choreographed by Fred
Benjamin. "Ice Fire"
was not a part of the

NOW THESE ARE

WHERE L7112
YOU COME FROM,
GARF I E U7?

YOU ALREADY PAYE
UNDER,THERE

IT CR ES FROM
NIGHTFALL TILL
C:AYBREA K

THIRDS

WHY DOES HE
DO THAT ?
A

HE'S APRAi0
OP THE DARK

The entire evening of
dance provided by the
Alvin Ailey Repertory
Ensemble paralleled the
awesome excitement of a
fireworks display. Each
moment became more
spectacular. It is regrettable that more people in
this community were
unable to attend this
remarkable event. My
special thanks to the Murray Civic Music Association, National Endowment for the Arts, Kentucky Arts Council, and
the Southern Arts
Federation for funding
the Alvin Ailey Repertory
Ensemble.

Heating bill aid available
FRANKFORT, Ky.
( AP) — Kentuckians who
need help paying their
heating bills this winter
can apply for aid beginning Dec. 5 at local offices
of the Department for
Social Insurance.
About $6.8 million will

Kentucky
sheriffs
to meet with
law officials
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky
sheriffs will gather Dec.
2-3 for the annual Kentucky Sheriffs' Association convention with a
lineup of national and
state law enforcement officials.
Among the speakers
will be Richard Elrod,
sheriff of Cook County,
Ill., which includes
Chicago; Don White, executive director the Illinois Sheriffs' Association; Cary Bittick, executive director of the
National Sheriffs'
Association; Kentucky
State Police Commissioner Billy Wellman;
and Jim Johnson, head of
the Kentucky unit of the
Secret Service.
Ray Stoess, executive
director of the Kentucky
Sehrriffs' Association,
said the sheriffs will
discuss the succession
law, which the association wants changed
because it prohibits
sheriffs from seeking a
second consecutive term.

be distributed to elderly,
blind and disabled people, and ;10.2 million will
help those who can't afford to 'pay their heating
bills.
Human Resources
Secretary Buddy Adams
said he expects the $17
million will help about
76,000 households

FREMONT, Wis. (AP)
— Two hunters feared
drowned in Lake Poygan
when a storm hit were
found safe on an island
and full from a preThanksgiving dinner — of
roast duck.
"You better know I
thanked the Big Boy
upstairs," said Donald
Gass, 36, after he, Gary
Bowe, 22, and their dog,
King, were rescued
Thursday morning by
wardens from the
Department of Natural
Resources.
A search plane spotted
them at about 9 a.m. and
the wardens arrived in a
boat moments later, rescuing them from the tiny
island where they spent a
chilly Wednesday night.
Gass said the men and
their dog were on the lake
in a 14-foot boat when the
storm hit with winds
gusting to 45 mph,
preventing them from
rturning to shore.
"We left our decoys
behind and tried to see
where we were going, but
because of the fog and the
rain and the fact that our
flashlights were dimming
and darkness was setting
in, we didn't know \where
we were," Gass said.
"And on top of that, we
After reaching the
island and findiN wood,,
"somehow we were able
to start a campfire and
make ourselves a roast
difek," he said.

t

statewide, with each
receiving $175 to $300.
The elderly, blind and
disabled can apply Dec. 5
through Dec. 16 or until
the money runs out.
Other low-income
households can beginn
applying Jan. 16 and continue until the money is
exhausted.

WIRITAN,
2. Notice

1, Legal Notice
LEGAL
NOTICE
On November 7,
1983, Jackson Purchase Broadcasting
Company, licensee
of AM station, WSJP, filed with the
Federal Communications Commission an application to increase its
power to 2,500 watts
D-DA, daytime.
WSJP operates on a
frequency of 1130
kHz with a daytime
power of 1,000
watts. Studios and
transmitter are
located on Diuguid
Road in Murray,
Kentucky. Principals in the
Jackson Purchase
Broadcasting are
Sammy Parker and
Joe M. Parker. A
copy of the application and related
materials are on
file for public inspection at WSJP
studios on Diuguid
Rd. in Murray, Ky.
during normal
business hours
from 8 a.m. till 5
p.m.

Hunters feared
dead found
safe, full
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former. Each dancer captured the ''soul" of their
character while executing the complex
choreography and staging with ease. The individual props and
costumes of the dancers
added to this third dimension of their characterizations.
The final piece of the
evening's performance
was "Colony,"
choreography by Bill
Gomel. Many elements of
this piece were hidden by
the use of props which
resembled sails. The
dancers had difficulty in
handling these props. The
choreography itself was
so dynamic, that the
props seemed
superfluous. The quality

FOR SALE: Holiday
Pecans for your holiday
900dies. No. 1 halves
Call 753 5568 after 5p.m.

30014,,,,

Will help fill out
FmHA 1983
emergency loan
applications.
Call 502-435-

4534.
GET your old
photographs copied.
Color or black and
white. Reasonable
rates, fast service Call
753 7563.

Excellent Xmas
Gifts: Antique
& Reproduction
Antique Clocks
for Sale. Will
also repair
almost any
clock.
Call J.D.
McKinney at
753-6347 after
5p.m.
Shop willwart gels shop,*
• tie Amway way. Complete

•New boss
'Million
•Itmesieliet
Expo leecol. Free Estimate
Call Davie rattle!
/53-1115
el
435-4354

preiinct lino, fully
g00000teed. Call Larry
Slmeell Distributing, (502)
753-7653.
SEND your packages
the easy way! Packing
or shipping something?
Use our convenient
service. We accept UPS
packages for shipment
at our downtown Iota
tion. Court Square An tiques, Gifts and Interior s. Court Square,rMurray. 753-7499.

SHOP
where the price is
right.
WORLD Of SOUND
222$. UK
753-51145
BZT House of Ceramics
will be open 5 nights a
week for your to make
your Christmas gifts or
to shop in our gift shop

Holiday
Shopping
and
Wrapping
by Vickie
753-0492

Daycare over a
decade has openings. Infants to 5
years old. 7532555.

tall Ypny
.,i..MURRAY RENTAL
"AL'S
753-8201

R E N
Shel
minia'
and t
white
swers
Per.
753-99

6. Heli

NEEI
babysi
in Ni
area f
year c
753-02C

441

ATTENTION
FARMERS

runt: \

•

LOST
the
Rd. a
753-66
LOST
white
collar
Sion
Lane.

7538298:

•

.IMPROVEIMENT

Best Prices
on
Wood Stoves

5. Los

Copy and restora •
tion of old photos
West Ky's finest •
CARTER STUDIO •

2. Notice

1

Sevo
colt
Fas
Ceti

Let me be your elf.
I'll shop, wrap or
drive for you!
Reasonable Rates.
Have 5 minutes?
Call 759-4444•for
on insoirational
imicssage to

-

hrighten You day.
Children's tape
759-4445.
111.
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2. Notice
Jim Seiler & Jerry
Henry will be in oer
showroom from 6:308:00 Mon., Tues.,
Tilers., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-kick
CAUGHT by a surprised PREGNANCY?
Worried, depressed,
confused or afraid? If
you're unsure of your
options contact Life
House. Our services are
free, confidential, and
immediate. We offer
pregnancy testing,
counselling, and medical and financial planning/assistance. 7530700.

6. Help Wanted

6. Help Wanted

16. Home Furnishings

APPLICATIONS are
being accepted for
church secretary. 20
hrs
per month. Ap
plicants must be able to
type, operate duplicat
,ng equipment and file.
Deadline for all ap
plicants, Nov. 30th,
1983 Send applications
to Truman Whitfield,
Rt. 1, Box 70, Murray.
CHEF, must have 3
years experience. Send
resume to The Barn,
Box 341, S Fulton Tn.
38257.

THE Ken Bar Inn Re
sort and Club needs
professional commis
sion sales people to sell
club membership. Prospects furnished. Excellent working condition. Must be energetic,
enthusiastic and clean
cut. Call Mr. Morris or
Mr. Suiter, 96 daily.
502-362 8652.
WOMAN to live with
and care for an elderly
lady. Room, board and
salary. Days, 753,9868.
Nights and weekends,
753-6145.

17 CU
Tappen
frigerator for sale
2743

GOVERNMENT Jobs
$16,559
$50,553/year.
Now Hiring. Your Area.
Call 805-687 6000 Ext.
R -81f5.
MANAGEMENT
Career. Large corpor tat ion seeking
people with a career in
mind. Ability to work
With others a must.
Move ahead on your
own performance.
Openings in various
locations as a man
agement trainee. You
have the opportunity to
earn $18,000 to $22,000
per year. Managers
now earning $25,000 to
$60,000 per year, all
company benefits. Call
8a.m. to 10a.m. 443-6469
for personal interview
appointment.

MONOGRAMS
753-7743
Several styles and
colors available.
Fast service. Gift
Certificates!

5. Lost and Found

LOST blue Nike bag in
the vicinity of Doran
Rd. and 18th Street Call NEW Credit card! Nobody refused! Also
753-6613
Visa/Mastercard. Call
LOST small black and
white male cat with flea 8056876000. Ext.
collar. In the vicinity of C-8155.
Story and Meadow SALES opportunity for
Lane. 753-3994.
aggressive sales perREWARD. Small son Unlimited income.
Shelty, looks like For interview, call
miniature collie. Silver Pirate's Cove Re
and black, mixed with creational Complex,
white markings. An- 354 6377 between
swers to name of Pep- 10a.m.-5p.m. Friday
per. Call 759-1253 or Tuesday.
753-9992.
TEXAS Oil Company
needs mature person
for short trips surrounding Murray. Con
NEEDED, full time tact customers. We
babysitter in my home train. Write K.N.
in North Elementary Dickerson, Pres.,
area for 3 year old and 5 Southwestern Petro
year old girls. M F. Call leum, Box 789, Ft
753-0298 after 6p.m.
Worth, Tx. 76101.

6. Help Wanted

PIONEER
44
CAR

WAITRESSES wanted,
experienced over 19
years, Apply in person
at the Barn, 5 Fulton Tn
fropm 9 am 3 pm
weekdays.

9. Situation Wanted
BABYSITTER in my
home for 3-11 shift.
Must be depenable,
references. Call
753-3030

4 BAY Cleanup shop,
air furnished. Also
large commerical
building. 1 , 2 miles out
on 94 East. Eddie
Morgan, 759-4541
POTENTIAL $50,000$80,000 Per Year.
National company
based in Lexington
looking for qualified full
and part time distributors in 4 county
area. If you are bored
with your job, tired of
working for the other
person, call collect 606231 7886. Investment
covered by inventory

14. Want to Buy
ALUM. cans, 100 lbs. or
more, .24 cents. We pick
up. Ed Sanitation and
Recycling Center, 4362658.
RAW Furs. Raccoon,
mink, muskrat, red and
gray fox, opossum,
beaver, coyote. McClellan, Pulaski, Ill.
618 342 6316.
USED air conditioners
Dill Electric. 753-9104

FOR Sale-Several sizes
folding tables, folding
chairs, fiberglass for
mobile home underpinning, desks, files,
executive chairs,
pickup toot boxes. Ross
and Sons Salvage, Martin, TN 38237, phone
901-587 2420.

Otitis,* Cuter

CERAMIC SALE
Do your Christmas Shopping early.
Big finished ceramic sale. Friday
Nov. 25th - Sunday, Nov. 27th, starting at 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Christmas trees, bells, bell plates and
much more. Buy that special gift at
721 Sycamore, Murray,Ky.

16. Home Furnishings

PUT a Singer under the
tree and the Sunbeam's
Free. Murray Sewing
Center, Bel Air Center,
Murray.

CITY BOUND
COUNTRY HOME. If
you can't make up y9Ur
mind where to live, *by
not enjoy both. ,Just
minutes from town via
Hwy
641, this,older
home and six acres will
make you feel you're
out in the country.
Plenty of shade trees to
sit under or sit on the
front porch and relax
and watch the world go
by. Come and let us
show you how you can
enjoy city
country
living. Phone 753 1492 •
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors.
FHA approved 3 BR
house, 5 miles 121 North
on 1/2 acre, stove and
dishwasher included.
534,000. 489 2864.

1977 PINTO automatic,
drives good, new tires,
needs new left fender,
5500 753 5332
1978 MONZA, great
condition. 5,1500
753
0047.

19. Farm Equipment

41. Public Sale

GARAGE
SALE

1/4 mile west of
Graves County
Line on 121.
House on left.

24. Miscellaneous

4,3. Real Estate

28. Mobile Home Rentals

tables, all slate
delivered and set up
with acessories, new
and used. Milon Pool
Table Sales and Services. 901-686 1177.
SEASONED firewood.
Oak and hickory. $27.50
delivered. 753-3328 or
753-0211.

WOOD for sale.
753-54630r 753-0144.

2. How can you save money?

Call

2 or 3 BR, newly
furnished, -natural gas
or electric heat. Shady
Oaks, 753 5209.

30. Business Rentals
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492
31. Want to Rent
10 OR 100 Acres of land
for corn year 1984. Call
436-5812 or 489-2697 or
see Kynois McClure
after 6p.m.

ea
eiR tet
Appointments mode
for your convenience.
Full time sales
associates evening
phones.
AassIkCarty . 753-7/43
Therm Kai& .. 72-1723
*CI ktswora.. 7531311
Aau home... 753-2471
Louise W.... 753-2489
Preatics ... 753-5775

Boll Raley .... 48S-238

I Purdom & Thurman
Insurance &
1 AND 2 bedroom apts
Real Estate
Furnished and un
Sowthside Court Sq.
furnished. Adults, no
pets. Lease and deposit
Murray, Kentucky
753-9208 after 4p.m.
753-4451

32. Apts. For Rent

Ans. You con save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sole that this classified ad
deportment of the Ledger S. Times is having a month of November to sell all those items you have
gathered together.

3. How good a business person ore you?
Ans. You con prove that you ore goad in business by running your business advertising on the Classified
Pages of the Ledger I. Times during the month of Nov. Every fourth day your classified ad will run FREE
regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth day. Prices remain this
same as usual and youreceive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular customer of the classified
section and your advertising is already scheduled for November you will automatically receive the
benefits from this sole.

4. What ore the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone.

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
-Ads must run three consecutiVe days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
I/ Paid days will run first.
-No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

HERE'S what you have
been looking for. This 3
bedrom, 1 1 2 bath brick
home has all aluminum
trim for easy mainten
ance, economical new
gas furnace, central air
and wood stove, it also
offers a 3-car carport
and patio, and is professionally landscaped.
Priced right in the 5.50's.
Call KOPPERUD
1R2EALTY
22
today, 753

27. Mobile Home Sales

1. How can you make money?

Total
Days Run
4
fl
, 12

S.1Allvat do you gain from this sale!
Ada YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise You save

your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the Thar. ...AI mid
section of the newsisapet The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.

..14mwry on

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Coll 753 1916 or 753-1917 to piece your ad.

-

49. Used Cars

38. Pets-Supplies

Ans. You con make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are gathering
dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.

•••••

46. Homes for Sale

ROOM for rent $50 plus
utilities. 753-8165.

37. Livestock-Supplies

Make Money By Saving!

No.Days
Paid
3
6
9

13. Rooms for Rent

8x2 SHELF with storage,
$100. Showcase $125.
Lawn Mower $60 6 pcs.
GIRL'S white five pc. nice couch set, $400. 5
canopy bedroom suite. pcs. brand new Bassett
Call 753-3583.
bedroom set, $800. Kit- FOUR goats for sale
WASHER and Dryer, chen table with 4 chairs, Cheap Call 436 2872
good condition. Call Slit). All items are in
good shape and are
753,8574 or 753-9021.
great buys. 103
41/2
MONTH old black
Williams Ave, Murray.
female Labrador Re
After ha m. daily.
GOODYEAR and other
triever dog with papers,
brands of new tires. ACRE portable building. doghouse included,
Used tires. Field ser- 8x12 storage building, $100. Selling because of
vice. Vinson Tractor Co. all wood. $695. 8x16 $895. illness. Call 436-5439.
10x16 $1095. Free deliv753-4892.
ery up to 100 miles. Call 6 MONTH old reHEAVY guage disk
gistered Yorkshire
blades at bargan prices. 247-7831.
Terrier, $150 each. Call
BICYCLE built for two, 753-3583.
All sizes. Vinson Trac$50. One girls bicycle,
tor Co. 753-4892.
AKC Basset pups, ready
$10. Garden tiller,
INTERNATIONAL 504
now or for Christmas
$50. Pieces of 3 ft x 7 ft
T
Deposit will hold. 489r
a
c
glass from sliding glass
tor with bush hog, box
2599.
doors,
$5
each,
small
blade, fork lift and 3
life preservers $5 each. AKC German Shepherd
bottom plow. $3000. Call
puppies, 60 champions
Antique dining room
753-4501.
in 5 generations. Also
suite $450. Call 753-4501.
TEXACO TEXACO Anguard dogs. Call 554,
CRAFTSMAN 6" Joiner
tifreeze, $3.20 gallon by
2153.
with motor and stand.
the case. Vinson TracAKC Registered Golden
Call after 5p.m., 489tor Co. 753-4892.
Retriever, field trail
2711.
bred. Taking deposits_at
FIREWOOD for sale
522-6321.
Oak and Hickory, $25 a
AM FM radio, tape rick delivered. Call
BEAGLE, 5 months old,
player wItape holder, 753-3328 or 753-0211.
female, all shots, $40.
record player, adCall 436-2102.
justable disco lights and FIREWOOD for sale.
PARRAKEETS, cocka$25 rick delivered. Call
2 speakers, perfect
toos, canaries and large
753-0604.
condition. 753-9400.
talking parrots
753-4106
BEGINNING 5 pc
drum set, 759-1192.
EMERSON MC1500 12x60 2 BEDROOM,
central heat and air,
Compact Stereo. AM
FM receiver, cassette extra large kitchen,
new carpet, 2 porches,
deck, turntable, 5 band
equalizer, LED clock, antenna and light pole
included. Call 753-8666.
timer, speakers. Excel12x60 4 BR trailer,
lent condition, $175. Call
washer and dryer, wood
753-5641 after 5p.m.
or electric heat, new
SEARS AM/FM stereo
well,
acre land.
With 8 track player, $50.
Fisher Strata Kit $7,000. Near Coldwater.
Call after 4p.m
Stereo, amp., turn
table, 2 large speakers, 435-4129.
12x65, 2 BR, 6 acres,
$100. Call 753-0610.
Antique dishes,
woods and barn, '/2 mile
north of Murray. 759cooking ware,
,
688 or 753-7637.
clothes. You want
200 4"x5"x12" GLAZED
14x70 MOBILE home, 3
tile, block patios borit, we've got it.
bedroom, 2 bath, extra
ders, 50 ea. 200 4x8x8"
Starts Wed.
nice. 489-2143.
glass blocks, $2 ea.
345-2205
1981 WINSTON 14x70,
Right off 280 on main
all electric, highest
road or call Ed, 1-502utility bill, $81. 443-7382.
436-2743.
ROOM TO STRETCH
3 ACRES dark tobacco
and get in touch with the
base for sale. Call
earth but not far from
STRO T
753-5463 or 753-0144.
town. This 16 acres m/1
FOR sale custom cut
REALTY
and older mobile home
firewood, oak and
is
easily
assessible
to
hickory. Call after
Lee Ilee Pkillpet 753-6843
town. Approximately
5p.m., 753-7783.
753-5086
Worms Wise.
3/4 of the land is
436-5676
leo L. Kamm
OAK and Hickory
tendable with a pond
1912 Celiweter seed
Firewood, 90 percent
and creek. Partially
split wood, $25.00 rick
Murray, Keettocky 42071
fenced and ready for
(502)73-0186
delivered. Call Days
You. Contact CEN753-3476, Night 436-2778.
Anytime
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
XII L. R0111019
OAK and Hickory
Realtors and get ready
firewood, delivered $25.
Broker
for quiet living.
a rick. Call 759-1145
Uceased & Beaded
after 4 pm.

,POOL

ENERGY efficient refrigerator $200. 2 piece
den suite $100. Apt size
stove S75. Call 759-4850.

18. Sewing Machines

24. Miscellaneous
Re
436

1E 30la

22. Musical

10. Business Opportunity

)r 15. Articles for Sale

STEREO

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC

A,

MUIE

1 BR apt., 2 blocks from
university. $130/month.
753-7123 until 5p.m.
1 BEDROOM apartment
for rent. Appliances
furnished. Panorama
Shores. No pets or
children. Lease, deposit
and references required. 436-2484 or 753.
7272.
2 BR apt. upstairs,
unfurnished, 504 1 /2
South 6th. No pets. Call
753-8075 days,. 435-4325
weekends.
2 BR brick duplex,
ceramic tile, both electric heat and air, shade,
off street parking, no
pets. Couples preferred.
$220 month. Call 753.
6931.
ATTRACTIVE clean 2
BR duplex, all carpeted, appliances furnished, deposit required, Panorama
Shores location.
Available Dec. 1st. Call
436•2755
CLEAN two bedroom
furnished apartment on
5 8th street. Low
utilities. Call 753-3584.
ONE and two bedroom
apts. Furnished or un.furnished. Adults, no
pets Lease and deposit.
753-9708 after 4p.m
ONE bedroom furnished apt Adults. No
pets Lease and deposit.
Call 759-4756 or 753-9208
after 4p.m. ,

44. Lots for Sale
BEAUTIFUL 4 acre
wooded lot northwest of
Murray. Perfect for
house or trailer. Must
sell 753-6185.
ONE acre wooded lots,
Call 759 4588 or 753-7637

45. Farms for Sale
JUST Listed! Good
farmland. 28, 2 tendable
acres just off of
Highway 641 South,
south of Puryear, Tenn.
Good building site,
spring fed creek. Only
$25,000. Call KOPPERUD REALTY, 753
1222
ROCK house three
miles west of college
with eight acres of land.
Has three house trailers
and two wells. House
has three bedrooms,
dining, kitchen, living
and one bath. Would
consider trading for city
property of equal value
Call 753 1353

16. Homes for Sale
12 MILES East of
Murray on Hwy
94
East, 3 BR, 2 bath, large
living room and kit
chen, new 24x24 garage,
price $30,000. 437 4424.
3 BR frame house with 2
acres, six miles Northeast of Murray, $25,
000. 4.37 4940

14. Houses for Rent

3 BR frame home in city
iirrf its, pool, full base
3 BR brick, near un - ment, garage, very
versify. kast/deposit,. unipiie. Mid 530's., 153'
. • iCtS 0 - a.P.cti.54' days, 753 - 1222
m a.r r
Chevelle Wagon, $595. night?
1709 Calloway
VERY nice 3 BR brick
THREE bedroom house, on 3 acres, 2 acres
furnished, near- Ky
fenced with red barn,
Lake, washer and dryer fireplace, central heat
Deposit
included. $200.
and air, double carport
required. 753 8964 after South Graves County
CVeman RE. 753 9898.
5p.m

e ar .0.•••••••••••••-••

•

IDEAL home for
couple. Pine Bluff
Shores. 759-1192.
LOOKING FOR A
GOOD BUY? You must
see this neat 2 bedroom
brick just listed and
located on 1 2 acres m/1
and only minutes from
town. It has a workshop
for dad and a game
room for the children.
Nice shady yard with
mature trees. You'll get
your money's worth in
this home! Call CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors at 753 1492 and
see for yourself.
LIKE new 3 bedroom, 2
bath home and 50 acres
located approximately 7
miles from town. Home
is beautifully land
scaped, well insulated
and has a fireplace
w/heatalator. Property
includes stock barn and
other outbuildings.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.
LOVELY 3 BR brick,
large great room with
fireplace, 2 baths, kitchen/dining •' Near
North Elementary. 1
acre lot. 759 4588 or
753'7637.

1978 Z-28 Camaro, local
car, 65,xxx miles.
$4,250. Call 437-4808.
1979 DODGE Omni 024,
2 dr. automatic, power,
air, 52,500. 435-4210.
1981 PLYMOUTH 2
dr.K Car, manual
transmission. Bids ac
cepted. Selling to settle
estate. 753 4978 after
5p.m.
DUNE Buggy, $900
Ready to go Call 753
4501

50. Used Trucks
1978 DATSUN 4x4, good
condition, $2,400
753
0620.
1979 CHEVROLET van,
PS, PB, Air, exhaust
fan, raised roof, 46,000
miles, 1980 Chevrolet
diesel pickup, 33,000
miles, PS, PB, Air,
electric locks, power
windows, twin tanks,
one owner. Call
753-1279.
1983 GMC Conversion
Van. Loaded. Under
warranty. 3,200 miles.
753-8552.

51. Campers
OVERHEAD self con
tamed camper for long
wheel base truck. $725
753-6864

52. Boats-Motors
BOAT
FOR SALE
17' duo 140
Evinrude. Tilt,
trailer, nice.
Call
759.1987
12 FT. Alum. boat, 4 h.p.
Johnson motor, anchor,
oars. $375 436-2181.

53. Services Offered

APPLIANCE SER
VICE
Kenmore -,
Westinghouse„
NICE brick 3 BR home Whirlpool. 21 years
in Panorama Shores experience. Parts and
features scenic wooded Service. Bobby Hopper
view of lake and large Bob's Appliance Ser
raised deck. Ideal for vice 202 S. 5th St.
those wanting year 7 5 3 - 4 8 7 2 , 7 5 3 8 8 8 6
around home at lake. (home).
Family room -kitchen FENCE sales at Sears
area enhanced by now. Call Sears 753 2310
fireplace. Only $57,900. for free estimate for
MURRAY CALLOWAY your needs.
COUNTY REALTY,
753-8146.
PASSIVE Solar home,
rustic in lovely Para
dise setting, 3 to 5 acres,
Country living only 10
minutes from town.
Three spacious be
drooms, Two full baths,
plush carpeting
throughout. Kitchen
complete with built-in
appliances, lots of
storage. Don't buy anything untill you see this
one. By owner, 753-4501.

47. Motorcycles
1981 YAMAHA 3 Wheeler, 125 Tn-motor,
excellent condition.
$520. 753-0195
1982 HONDA 110 A.T.C.,
5600. Like new. 436-2606
or 753 7861.

1111111111111

Service Ca.

Aluminum and vinyl
siding Ckstom Iris work.
References Call Will Ed
Bailey 153-0689
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 753
6973, nights 474-2276.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.

INSULATION blown in by
Sears. TVA approved
1982 YAMAHA 125 3
Wheeler, excellent Save on those high
condition. Call 435-4499 heating and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
after 6p.m.
for free estimates.
1972 HARLEY Davidson
motorcycle, excellent
condition, loaded with
Mobile Home Anchors,
extras. Call 8a.m. 5p.m
underpinning, roofs
436 5619.

48. Auto Services
ENGINES '74 Datsun
1800, '75 Rabbit 1600, '76
Fiat 128, '77 Datsun
1400, '76 Datsun 1400, '72
Opal-1.1 Rally. 474-2325.
TOPPER to fit Datsun
and other long bed
truck 753 5693.

49. Used Cars
1973 FORD Pinto,
locally owned, 122 CID
engine, runs good, good
tires, new brakes $600.
753 3197
1973 VEGA Body,
premiere snare drum,
stand and case. Zyldjan
Armstrong
symbols
Piccolo musical instruments Would make
great Christmas. For
interested youngsters,
all items cheap.
762-4001.
1974 BUICK Apollo, 2
brl., p.s., p.b., radial
tires, good body, motor,
transmission. $1,000.
753-6564_
1975 OLDSMOBILE
Cutlass' Supreme,
S1,900. Call 753-4978
after 5p.m.
1976 AMC Pacer, 38,xxx
actual miles. auto
matic, air, ps, Pb See
at Ozark Log Moves
Call 753 6774
1976 BUICK Electra
Ltd , loaded, good con
dition and appearance
$1,700. Call 753 2206
after 5p.m.

sealed, aluminum
patio awnings, single
and double carports.
JACK GLOVER
753-1173
MCKINNEY Appliance
Service on all major
appliances
Wards,
Westinghouse, Maytag,
Tappen, Admiral, G.E.
and all others. No. 10
Dixie
land Ctr 753-8505.

53. Services Offered
AllowharNI end Vinyl
eking NW Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.
Jock Glover
753.1873
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Car
pet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers
Licensed and Insured
We move the furniture
free Free estimates, 24
hour service, 753 5827.

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING
Low, Low Rotes.
Satisfied References.
Free Estimates.
7S9-1913
NEED work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Cali
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
753-0338.
SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Ondustrial,
home and commercial.
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Ken
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.

lnigatile-Resilestial
CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKetzie. TN.
Call Collect 901-352-N11

or 901-352-5704
Free Estimates
SHG, Typing Service
P.O. Box 45. Call 753
0406.
TREE topping and
wood for sale 474-8819
or 474 8835
TREE work. Complete
removal, topping. Ex
perienced. Reasonable
Rates, 753 3328 or 753
0211

PAINTING
LNIERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERINIG

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
* FREE E,Tilv1A rEl*

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1 442 7026.
WILL do plumbing,
heating, carpentry,
painting and roofing.
753 2211 or 753 9600

Will haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonory sand, coal.
Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 7536763.
WILL rake leaves
3711

753

WILL do hauling and
cleaning of attics,
garages and
basements. F ree es
timate. Call 436 5510.
Murray
Privies Co.
Spociefizing in ell types of
apish poring, greding end
Hove* Free estimates
Iles. 753-0411
Res. 434-5174
WILL rake leaves and
clean out gutters Call
753 3111

56. Free Column
3 FREE kittens to be
given away. 753 3896

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Silver
Gold
Closed
Closed
Yesterday
374.00 Yesterday
Opened
Opened
Today
377.00 Today
3.00 Up
Up
Compliments of:

GOLD 3, SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

8.42
8.70
.28

We buy Gold Silver
and Diamonds
Hours. 10-8 Doily
12 S Sundoy

'WALLUS DRUG
•1113CRIPIVMS •FRESII FRUIT MKS

•NOSPITAL SIIPPRIES FOR PINT AND SALE
*MIRING BRANDS Of COSIAFTICS
**MISTER OSTOAIT PRODUCTS
Free Salverys. Premiptiems h thy Units

:It
t.
4 0E

*-41, •
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Heavy snowstorm dumps two feet of snow on Rocky Mountains
By DANA FIELDS
Associated Press Writer
A driving snowstorm
closed highways in
Wyoming and smacked
the Rocky Mountains
with more than 2 feet of
snow, and forecasters
said today it could be just
as dangerous as a storm
that claimed 31 lives and
whipped the Northeast
before heading out to sea.
Warnings of heavy
snow and treacherous
driving conditions went
up today in Wyoming,
Colorado, Utah and
Arizona as the system

that blew in off the
Pacific on Thanksgiving
Day forged eastward. As
much as 23 inches of snow
fell Friday in eastern
Utah's Wasatch Mountains, where 24 inches fell
earlier in the week.
With visibility down to
a few yards, police shut
down more than 500 miles
of major highway in
southern Wyoming late
Friday.
Nebraska's Panhandle
was expecting 6 inches of
snow today on top of 14 inches that fell just four
days ago. Winter storm

watches were in effect in
parts of Kansas and
Oklahoma as the new
storm took aim for the
weekend at Missouri, Illinois and the Great
Lakes region.
"This one just could do
it again," said Nolan
Duke, meteorologist with
the government's Severe
Storm Center in Kansas
City, Mo.
The old storm stalled
Friday over Maine, dropping 5 inches of rain that
caused waist-deep
flooding and sent footthick mud across a

Bangor street. An
emergency shelter was
opened 10 miles away.
Holiday shoppers in
such cities as New York
and Washington, D.C.,
were stunned by driving
rain that turned quickly
to snow as temperatures
plunged. Taborton, N.Y.,
near the Massachusetts
border, got 14 inches of
snow that blinded
highway drivers and was
blamed for the deaths of
two women in a car hit by
another driver.
A pilot was killed during a snow shower near

Boys achieve higher math test scores
than girls on college entrance exams
By GUY DARST
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
It's not news that boys
are better at math than
girls. The news is that the
boys who are really
smart in math outnumber
the really smart girls 13
to 1.
A study of gifted
seventh-graders taking
the Scholastic Aptitude
Test — a test normally
taken by college-bound
juniors and seniors in
high school — shows an
average math score for
boys of 416 and an
average for girls of 386.
That difference would
arise by chance alone less
than once in a thousand
times. There was no
significant difference in
scores on the verbal ability section of the test — 367
for boys, 365 for girls.
But the results reported
by Johns Hopkins University researchers Camilla
Persson Benbow and
Julian C. Stanley show
boys outnumber girls by
1'2 to 1 among those scoring 420 or above in math,
by better than 2 to 1 in the
group scoring 500 or better, by better than 4 to 1 in
the 600-and-over class
and by almost 13 to 1 in
the top group, 700 or better.
In the top group, there
were 113 boys and nine
girls.
The top score on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test
is 800. The least possible
score is 200. The average
math score for collegebound high school seniors
in 1981-82 was 493.

The study reported in
the Dec. 2 issue of Science
magazine, released
Thursday, is a follow-up
to one by the same
authors three years ago
that showed similar
results in average math
-scores between gifted
seventh-grade boys and
girls. That earlier study
did not report
breakdowns by sex as
scores changed.

The authors estimated
that scores of 700 or
above — scores achieved
by about one of 20 collegebound male seniors —
represent the top one of
10,000 among all seventh
graders.
"Reasons for this sex
difference are unclear,"
the two authors wrote in
the new study on 19,883
boys and 19,937 girls
tested in 1980, 1981 and

1982.
The researchers said
they could not find
substantial differences in
attitude, background or
previous mathematics
training between boys
and girls in either the old
or the new study.
It has long been known
that males do better than
females in mathematics
in high school and after.

Striking pilots investigated
SAN ANTONIO, Texas
( AP — Federal investigators were called in
after two striking Continental Airlines pilots
were arrested with a pair
of pipe bombs and pictures of at least three
homes of non-striking
employees, authorities
said.
Frances Calvin Earley,
43, of Houston, and
Charles Weldon Hall, 47,
of Humble, Texas, were
charged with possession
of an explosive weapon
and released Wednesday
on $10,000 bond each, officials said.
Earley and Hall were
arrested after apparently
trying to avoid a routine
driver's license check in
San Antonio, said Department of Public Safety
Trooper J.R. Holder.
While the two were
stopped, an unidentified
woman turned in a sack
she said they had thrown
from their car, officials
said. The sack contained

two pipe bombs, and a
search of the suspects'
car turned up the photos
of Continental
employees' homes -and a
variety of disguises, officials said.
The federal Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms has launched
an investigation into the
men's activities, said
Phillip Chojnacki, acting
special agent in the agency's Houston office.
"We are investigating
that situation referred to
us by the Department of
Public Safety. At this
stage of the game,there's
nothing I can legally
refer to the news media,"
Chojnacki said.
Earley and Hall were
not reached for comment,
as their home telephones
went unanswered Friday.
At the time of their arrest Tuesday, the two
men said they worked in
a drapery business, but at
a bond hearing, they
listed their occupations

as Continental pilots,
Holder said.
Continental spokesman
Bruce Hicks confirmed
Friday that the two were
striking pilots.
"We've been totally
shocked by this incident
...," Hicks said.
"This is clearly well
beyond the fairly mild intimidation thus far," he
said.
An Air Line Pilots'
Association official said
the union was not involved in the incident.
"I have been a union
representative for 10
years and (have) never
been involved in anything
like this," said Dennis
Higgins, head of the
master executive council
for Continental's ALPA
branch.
The „strike against Continent* began Oct. 1
after Chairman Frank
Lorenzo shut down the
airline and regrouped
under new work rules and
reduced salaries.

Grant...

Continued from Page 7 )
by the Department for
under.
The MH-MR board will Manpower Services.
work with Union Under"The state Bureau for
ware of Bowling Green to
provide program par- the Blind and Bureau of
ticipants with training in Vocational Rehabilitation
sewing machine opera- will furnish clients for the
tion and exposure to a program and pay
working environment, necessary room and
board for those selected
the spokesman added.
to
participate," said
The HopkinsvilleChristian County grfint Robert E. Spillman, manwas also announced ,
1 11- power services commissioner.
day.
-This program will be
The training funds a strong coordinative effrom the state Cabinet for fort involving those
Human Resources are bureaus, the Communicapart of the state's Job tion Center and ManTraining Partnership Act power Services staff," he
allocation administered said.

Nov. 28-,
Doc. 3

Most participants will
be residents of the
Purchase-Pennyrile
JTPA Service Center, he
added.
Training is to begin
Dec. 1 at the County Corn-

munication Center with
participants spending
three months in
classroom training and
three months in related
field instruction, said
Spillman.

I.

GRANNY'Si
Ain't Serving Breakfast
No More And She
Ain't Keeping Late Hours,
But...
She Is Serving
The Best Lunch
And Dinner
Specials In Town
At Very Reasonable
Prices — Come
Taste The Difference
Quality Cookin'
Makes.

Bethlehem, Pa., when his
twin-engine plane carrying cargo for Federal Express crashed into a
mobile home. An occupant of the mobile home
also died.
Since howling out of the
Rockies last Sunday the
storm has been blamed
for small plane crashes
that killed four people
each in Texas and

Arizona, two each in Colorado and Pennsylvania;
highway accidents that
killed four people in Iowa,
three in Utah, two each in
Kansas, Montana, Minnesota and New York and
one each in Arizona and
North Dakota; and the
deaths of two elderly men
who collapsed after
shovelling snow in Minnesota.

By MATT YANCEY
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP ) —
Back from a trip to the
Middle East, U.S. Energy
Secretary Donald Hodel
says Saudi Arabia will
likely stave off attempts
to change the price of oil
over the next three years.
That should mean that
gasoline and heating oil
in the United States
should not rise in price,
unless there is an unforeseen disruption caused by
a flaring of hostilities in
the Persian Gulf or new
domestic energy consumption taxes.
The 13 oil ministers
representing member nations of the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting
Countries are scheduled
to meet in Vienna,
Austria, on Dec. 7 to map
their pricing and supply
strategy for 1984.
While at least two of
those countries — Iran
and Venezuela — want a
$5 increase in OPEC
prices and other exporters see oil prices slipping because of a current
glut in supplies, Saudi Oil
Minister Ahmed Zaki
Yamani is determined to
keep prices at $29 a barrel for at least three
years, Hodel said.
"There's clearly considerable concern in that
part of the world about a
short-term softening in
price," Hodel said on his
return to Washington this

week. "But Yamani, who
may well be in a position
to know, was emphatic
that it will not happen."
The OPEC cartel cut its
price $5 a barrel eight
months ago to revive
sales that had declined to
their lowest level in more
than a decade.
That has helped reduce
gasoline prices in the
United States an average
3 cents per gallon in the
past three months,
despite a nickel boost in
federal taxes and
widespread increases in
state and local taxes on
the fuel.
Hodel, who met with
Yamani last week, said
Saudi Arabia is willing to
use its market power as
the "swing producer" for
controlling marginal supplies in order to maintain
the current $29 price.
"That was more than
his hope," Hodel said.
"That was his projection.
And of course — with 25
percent of the proven oil
reserves in the world —
they (Saudi Arabia) have
been in a position to have
considerable influence on
that."
Most of the oil exporting countries, he said,

DRY
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recognize that an abrupt
$5 increase would only
strengthen the "resolve
in a way that little else
could do" of industrialized nations to reduce their
dependence on oil imports.
Virtually all predictions on future oil prices
include the stipulation
that there be no supply
disruption similar to
those in 1973 with the
Arab oil embargo and
1979 with the revolution in
Iran.
Hodel said he returned
from the Middle East

Art GNIMU
STS

El
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with a "greater sense"
that the Iran-Iraq war
might produce occasional
hostile actions aimed at
oil shipments from the
Persian Gulf but "less
sense" that supplies
could be interrupted
significantly.
"If you're one of the
gulf nations, and 90 to 95
percent of your national
income is from oil going
out through the gulf, the
impact is enormous," he
said of a possible disruption. "The chances of a
long-term closure of the
gulf are pretty slim."
That Groot GII Rodin/
Genuine Gil Purim
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1980 Chevrolet Impala
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2 Tone Maroon, P.S., P.B., A.0., P. locks,
0 Cruise

S5,467.89

DWAIN TAYLOR

,, We

Kai STUMP
REMOVAL

t.

can remove stumps up
to 24 below the ground. ei
t,
435 4343 or 435-4319.

,

EHEVR a LET
641 S. Murray
4)1 753-2617
(Across From Uncle Jeff's)

CHEVROLET
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Why Christmas
Idt‘r Shop Early?

tik
4
v.001r

A season as big, as deep,as rich, as generous, as fulfilling as Christmas,

takes a lot of time.
Seems like one holiday pushes in on another...upset the way Jolly Old St. Nicholas
moves in on us? Christmas carols become interspersed with Alma Mater and football
scores?
Every so often you hear the mild complaint, that the stores start promoting Christmas
buying too early.
Consider for a moment what would happen if Christmas were really pressed behind a
curtain of time and nobody could see it or feel it until the reindeers were prancing
across the roof tops, the church bells were ringing and Santa was headed down the
chimney.
Could you wait till then to dash off to the stores and buy presents in one big, happy,
shining gulp? All twenty-five of them? Would you have time to try out every toy, touch
every soft thread of a cashmere sweater, stand a half hour or so deciding which tie,
which candlestick, which book? Could you gather all the goodies that make this
season so wonderfully warm and fragrant and delicious? Would you? And, if you did,
what would those other hundreds and hundreds of people who shop in the
stores be doing? And what about the clerks? How could they possibly help
you make a purchase much less show you what's available, how it
works, what it does, how you use it and the many other important
features? When would you hide the super surprises, bake the fruit
cake, crack the nuts for the cookies, get out the red candles, tie
the greenery to the door, drop a line to oid friends?
The stores want you to enjoy the Christmas season...that's
why you see early displays and early advertising for
Christmas. The stores know it takes a lot of time...to fully
enjoy a season as big, as deep, as rich, as sweet, as
•
generous, as fulfilling as Christmas.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

753-3149
one HOUR

Authorities said the five,
including four visitors
from Japan, were killed
Friday evening when
their car spun out of control on an ice patch and
was struck broadside by
another vehicle. The accident happened on Arizona
Highway 64 near
Flagstaff, where 8 inches
of new snow had already
fallen.

Gasoline, oil rates may not rise

Give Me A Call
At
Pants, Skirts,
Sweaters, Knit
or Flannel
Shirts

The new storm out of
the Pacific dropped 2 to 3
feet of snow in some
areas of the Sierra
Nevada in northern
California. At least 19 inches of new snow covered
Highway 50 at the
southern end of the Lake
Tahoe Basin.
The deaths of five people in Arizona were blamed on the new storm.

And
See What's For
Supper.
Or'
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iipecka rood florv Om. 3.

309 N. 16th St.
Murray,Ky.
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YOU CON PLOY SINN TOO.
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The Weekly Entertainment Section of the Murray Ledger & Times

JOIN OUR..
CHRISTMAS CLUB
Its Christmas time and gifting is easy.. when
you're a smart Santa and plan ahead!Start by
becoming a member of our Christmas Club,
where you'll be depositing weekly sums, so
you'll have the money power. .later I Start now!

er-T
wirli- Bank of illlurray
In! "THE FRIENDLY BANK"'

_ • THE SAGA CONT.'NUES — Kenny Rogers stars as Brady hawkes
- in "Th• ilambler —
The Adventure Continues." The four-hour mini-series, also starring Linda Evans and Bruce
Boxleitner, airs on Consecutive evenings beginning Monday on CBS.

Member FDIC
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MONDAY

11/28/83
5:00 A.M.
O

MOVIE: 'Anna to the
Infinite Power A secret
cloning experiment threatens
the lives of a young girl and
her brother Dina Merrill, Jack
Gifford
-

6:30 A.M.
- Guten Tag,

gans are procured for transplant operations
0
- Instructional
Programs
1 1:00 A.M.
O - Flashback: Wall Street
Crash 1929 Four survivors
of the Depression relive the
tragedy
12:00 P.M.

Wie

o - MOVIE: 'At Sword's

MOVIE: The Last
Unicorn' A unicorn encounters romance and peril while
searching for others of her
kind Animated. 1982 Rated

Point' Threatened by intrigue, a French queen sends
for the 'Musketeers'and
being too old, they send their
children Cornel Wilde, Maureen O'Hara, Dan O'Hedihy
1952
O - Consumer Reports

O
Gehts

7:00 A.M.
-

7:30 A.M.
0 CC - Instructional
Programs

8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:

11)

'The
Goddess' A lonely woman
dreaming of Hollywood stardom struggles her way to the
top
Kim Stanley. Lloyd
Bridges, Steve Hill, Patty
Duke. 1958

8:30 A.M.
- HBO Coming

O

Attractions

9:00 A.M.

12:30P.M.
a-

MOVIE: 'Horikytonk
Man' In hopes of performing
on the Grand Ole Opry, an aging country singer travels across the backroads of
America with his nephew
Clint Eastwood, Kyle Eastwood Rated PG.
- MOVIE: 'Ski Lift to
Death' A number of people,
who are trapped in two derailed ski-lift gondolas, await
rescue Howard Duff, Deborah Raffin, Clu Gulager.
1978

-

700 Club Today's
show features a report on
abused women and teenage
matnrnony
CAD - Phil Donahue Rev Dr
Burton Throckmorton and
Rev Or, Susan Thistlewaite
defend their 'Inclusive Language Lectionary', which includes women in key revised
passages of the Bible
MOVIE: 'Megaforce'
Super soldiers armed with
high tech weaponry fight for
truth, justice and the American way Barry Bostwick,
Persis K hamban a. Michael
Beck 1982 Rated PG
0(5)- Phil Donahue Donahue examines the moral, legal
and medical controversies
surrounding how human or -

-

1:30 P.M.

o - Woman Watch
2:30 P.M.
- HBO Coming

0

Attractions
0 - Electric Company

3:00 P.M.

O _ MOVIE: 'Anna to the
Infinite Power' A secret
cloning experiment threatens
the lives of a young girl and
her brother Dina Merrill, Jack
Gifford

3:30 P.M.

o alp - Over Easy [Closed
Captioned]

4:00 P.M.

o - Starcacie

5:00 P.M.
0 - Little House on the
Prairie
MOVIE: 'The Last
O
Unicorn' A unicorn encounters romance and peril while
searching for others of her
kind Animated 1982 Rated

_

€0
- ABC News
OaOCEOGIDID- News
Entertainment Tonight
Tonight's program includes
X-rated star Marilyn Chambers and home video porn
O Carol Burnett
0 Xi 0
- Business
Report
Charlie's Angels
CBS News
TBN Today

-

1
AO-

•

Wed., Thurs. Nov. 30,
Dec. 1
DIRT ROAD EXPRESS
Wed: Ladies Free, Moe
$3.00
Thurs: Ladies Free,
Mori $2.00
Fri. Dec. 2
I V ERN GOSDIP
• Fun 4-Hour Show I
Tickets 10.00, 8.00,
6.00

6:30 P.M.
O (2)- Love Connection

0ap0ola - Family Feud
(ID- Barney Miller
O Hogan's Heroes
- Fraggie Rock Trash

a

Moi

Moi

.2t
mir

-

Heap gives Boober a lucky
charm.
O - Jeffersons
C110 - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
- University Journal
0 CZ - MASH
(b) - Kids Praise the Lord
7:00 P.M.
0 (2) CID 0 - That's
Incredible!
OD
Scarecrow
and Mrs. King Amanda is
mistaken for 'Scarecrow' and
taken hostage by members
of, an espionage ring (60
min.)
- MOVIE: 'Miracle on
34th Street' An old man
who professes to be Santa
Claus brings new meaning to
Christmas for everyone around him Maureen O'Hara,
John Payne, Edmund Gwenn
1947
3D0
(3D - Johnny
1
Carson's Greatest Practical
Jokes Johnny will be on the
giving and taking ends as he
hosts a look at some elaborate hoaxes performed on his
sidekicks as well as the unsuspecting public Guests will
be Ed McMahon, Joan Rivers
and Tim Conway (60 min )
MOVIE:'Making Love'
A young woman must face
the knowledge that her husband is in love with another
man Kate Jackson, Harry
Hamlin, Michael Ontkeen .
10
- Making of Mankind
'The Human Way of Life.'
Footprints, preserved in volcanic ash nearly four million
years ago, are shown for the
first time (60 min )

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes.)

lID

o

-

-

I,
is

MAGIC
CIIIIF__. _
Nobody cooks like

the aibet.

SHARIR CAREUSEC
Register For A Free $699
Magic Chef Microwave Space Saver
To I.Given Away

Hwy 641 N.
rraY

In "Girls of the White
Orchid," Thomas "Boone"
Byrd and Jennifer Jason
Leigh star as a young couple
caught up in the Japanese
underworld. The drama airs
on the "NBC Monday Night
at the Movies" Nov. 28.

1:21) -

We Have The Most
Complete Selection Of
Microwaves In This Area!

*

TOKYO ORCHID

-

..•Hwy.79E 642-6306
642-9906
Paris

Fri. 8, Set. Nov. 25£
26
Moe. Nov. 28
TENNESSEE RIVER
BAND
Fri. $8 Couple
$5 Simile
Sat. Cover $5
Fre* Admissioe Oe
Monday

P

6:00 P.M.

Ne,

C- MOVIE:'Support Your
Local Gunfighter' A runaway bridegroom is mistaken
by a feud-ridden small town
for a notorious gunfighter
James
Garner, Suzanne
Pleshette, Chuck Connors
1971.
Calling Dr. Whitaker

-

7:30 P.M.
0 (I) - Wild World

of
Animals
41) - Best Day of Your Life

10:30P.M.
- Sanford and Son
Catlins
- Three's Company
0 CC - Tonight Show
Guest host Joan Rivers is
joined by Margot Kidder, Peter Ustinov. (60 mm.)
a - Thicke of the Night
- Hart to Hart The
Harts attend the opening of a
health center. (R)(60 min.)
-

Is

10:45 P.M.

8:00 P.M.
CE OD 0 - NFL
Football:
Cincinnati
at
Miami
0 CID 0 (ft - MOVIE:
'Gambler II' Part 1 A man,
his son and his partner travel
to San Francisco for one last
big poker game, after which
the man and his son hope to
retire to a more peaceful life
in Oregon. Kenny Rogers,
Bruce
Boxleitner,
Linda
Evans. 1983.
GU 0
- MOVIE: 'Girls
of the White Orchid' A
group of women, who go to
Hollywood in the hopes of
being movie stars, sign up for
some acting assignments in
the Far East only to be forced
into prostitution when they
get there Ann Jillian, Tom
Byrd, Jennifer Jason-Leigh.
1983.
- Making of Mankind
'The Human Way of Life.'
Footprints, preserved in volcanic ash nearly four million
years ago, are shown for the
first time. (60 min.) (Closed
Captioned]
t121) - Groat Performances 'Life of Verdi.' Conclusion Verdi completes the
'Requiem Mass' and 'Falstaff.' (2 hrs.)
fift - Sonsbine

- Consumer Reports
11:00P.M.
OCECIDO- News
Hart to Hart
0 - MOVIE: 'Husbands'
Three middle-aged men go
on a drinking binge after a
mutual friend dies. John Cassavetes, Peter Falk, Ben Gazzara. 1970.
- Barney Miller
0
- Latertight America

cu -

11:15P.M.
0 -

MOVIE: 'National
Lampoon's Movie Madness' This spoof of Hollywood movies covers four
different film genres. Robby
Benson, Candy Clark, Richard
Widmark Rated R.

s

Tonight Tonight's program
includes X-rated star Marilyn
Chambers and home video
porn.
CU - Nightline
Late Night with
Devid Letterman David is
joined by Amy Irving and Rich
Hall (60 min.)
- Hawaii Five-0
- colurnbo A surgeon
O
rigs an operation that may
cause the death of a colleague (R)(60 min.)

(-AD am•

8:30 P.M.
C2t - Jack Van Imps
9:00 P.M.

•- TBS Everting News
- MOVIE: 'Megsforce'
- Great Performances 'Life of Verdi • Conclusion Verdi completes the
'Requiem Mass' and 'Falstaff ' (2 hrs.)
• All In the Family
Praise the Lord
•

•CID

_
•_

12:00 A.M.
- Nightline

cu

Columbo

Night
MOVIE:'The Day the
Earth Moved' No one believes a man who says their
town will be destroyed by an
earthquake Jackie Cooper,
Stella Stevens, William Windom 1974

gp -

- PBA Bowling
• - TBN Today

pp - 20 Minute Wogitout
10:00 P.M.
EU0Xt G1)

Neves
O - All In the Family
• - Jeffersons

e-

MOVIE: 'Honkytonk
Man' In hopes of performing
on the Grand Ole Opry, an aging country singer travels across the backroads of
America with his nephew
Clint Eastwood, Kyle Eastwood. Rated PG.

1:00 A.M.
e cE)- News
Hogan's Heroes
O
CBS News
Nightwatch
11)- Praise the Lord

e-

-

1 2:30 A.M.
inpui'mace to Face
AD - NBC News Overnight
Nightline
• - Up on Melody
Mountain

-

0
sui
lID

cto
C
mu

1:30A.M.

e

-

MOVIE: 'Fireball
500' A promoter hires a
stock car driver for a 'cross
country' race which turns out
to be a bootlegging run Frankie Avalon, Annette Fun,cello, Chill Wills, Fabian
CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
CE)- News
O MOVIE: 'China Doll'
Captain, stationed in wartorn China, unknowingly purchases old beggar's beautiful
daughter His anger turns to
love and they marry. Victor
Mature, Leh Hau, Bob Mathias, Stuart Whitman. 1958.
GU - CNN Headline News
News/Sign Off
Jim Soldier

-

-

ap -

e-

2:00 A.M.
- Three Stooges
- USAIGC Women's
Gymnastics

•

-

•

2:30 A.M.
News/Sign Off
3:00 A.M.

▪
- MOVIE: 'Great
Scout
and
Cathouse
Thursday' An former Indian
fighter teams up with an
Indian and a dirty old man to
kidnap a madam and her girls
and hold them for ransom
HBO
Coming

e _

CU - Thicke of the

•

9:30 P.M.

ED

11:30 P.M.
CE) - Entertainment

12:45 A.M.

3:30 A,M.
America
MOVIE:'Making Love'
A young woman must face
:the knowledge that her husband is in love with another
- man. Kate '..latk son, Harry
Hamlin, Michael Ontkean
1981 Rated R.
-

o-

4:00 A.M.

o - Varied Programs
(ft - TBN Todamt
4:30A.M.
- Children's Fund
- Heritage Singers

AA.
Pat

lID
Nei
27

took
ming
n agsacof
new
East-

ews

'ball
is a

rOSS

t Out

'ran -

>48n
ews

)oll'
Narpuritrful
s to

•

PAGE 3

DAYTIME
WEEKDAYS

CD
Programming

5:00 A.M.
ABC News This
Morning
(12) - CBS Early
Morning News
o TBS Morning News
(4)- NBC News at Sunrise
Religious Programming
(/) -

-

n_

5:30 A.M.

oxen- Ag-Day
Emery Show
- Joy in the Morning
5:45 A.M.
0 ci) - Weather
- Sign On/News
6:00 A.M.
CBS Morning

0 CL -

News
CL - Cartoons
O - SuperStation Funtime113 37) - NBC News at
Sunrise
O - Jim Bakker
- Carl Tipton Show
Breakfast Show
6:30 A.M.
CL - Morning Stretch
O I Dream of Jeannie
News
o
Business Report
- Jimmy Swaggart
- Religious Programming

an-

CID

-

-

In-School

7:30 A.M.
Love Lucy
- Instructional
Programs
- Tom & Jerry
- Religious Programming

-I

8:00 A.M.

_

9:30 A.M.
0 CL - Family
€)
Press Your
Luck
Dick Van Dyke
- Get In Shape

men_
a_

10:00 A.M.
OCCOn- Price

7:00 A.M.

Right

-

13

C-

7:1 5 A.M.
113 CID - Weather

Is

cua- Benson
CD 0 gle - Wheel of
Fortune
(1)- Braun and Company
- Praise the Lord
10:30 A.M.
0C2DC330- Loving
- Texas
CD 0113 - Dream House
11:00 A.M.
OMCELD- Family Feud
News
fal (I)-

-

a

o

I4
A

Ji

OIT A
A

o

(...erregs

o

COMCV

o
o
0-

2:30 P.M.
Flintstones
0
- Match Game/
Hollywood Squares Hour
0 2J - Varied Programs
- He Man & Masters/
Universe
- Joy in the Morning
3:00 P.M.
0CL - Breakaway

Terry's Paint and
Decorating Center
Southside Shopping Center

Murray

753-3321

Terry's is designed to meet all of your painting
and decorating needs with:

Ma)58
ws

%ow

'Interior & Exterior Paints- Pittsburgh & Gilman

*Paint Accessories
'Wall Coverings - Vinyl and Vinyl-Coated
'Floor Coverings

Yn'S

Vinyls

Corpets

*NO CREDITORS CHECKED
*NO SECURITY DEPOSIT

Tiles
Parquet Flooring

-eat
use
lien
an
to
prls
orn
ring

ther
arry
'an

cjcfJ WORO•LINK!

_

o
o

CtOr

we'
lace

o

-

O - Catlins

o

cf-t_

-

exact_

9:00 A.M.
Richard Simmons
New
O
$25,000 Pyramid
CL - 700 Club
CL - Phil Donahue
- Donahue
- I Love Lucy
0 CC - Instructional
Programs
- Jim Bakker

430fiz_

a-

-

6:45 A.M.
- News
Good
Morning America
o Bewitched
CD 0CL - Today
cc - To Life: Yoga w/P
Patrick
0 V- Weather
Great Space Coaster
- CBS Morning
News
- Lester Sumrall

CL ao
o -

-

8:30 A.M.
fp CL - Match Game
- Muppet Show
2t) - Joy in the Morning

O mcu

-

-

0 CL - Tattletales
o - Movie
0 X - Sesame Street
[Closed Captioned]
- Woody and Friends

CL - Ralph

. THE MURRAY,Ky.. LEDGER itt TIMES.Saturday. No$ember 26, 1983
Perry Mason
- Waltons
- Good Times
- Bewitched
CD - Channel 4 Magazine
Edge of Night
- News
CE 0
- Vaned Programs
113CL - Go!
- Munsters
o - Little House on the
C 11(2 - Three's Company
(I)- Midday
CL - Days of Our Lives
Prairie
5:30 P.M.
C 1112) - Young and the
Sesame Street
(1:) - Tic Tac Dough
Restless
O
[Closed Captioned]
News
Sanford and Son
O X - CBS News
- Woody and Friends
11:30 A.M.
- Sesame Street
(1)
- ABC News
Tattletales
CZ)(1)0- Ryan's Hope
[Closed Captioned]
CL
0
1611 - NBC News
Young and the
MacNeil/Lehr
er
3:30 P.M.
- Alice
Restless
Newshour
X - Scooby Doo
OIL - Search For
O Brady Bunch
Tomorrow
0 - Gilligan's Island
Andy Griffith
Andy Griffith
12:00 P.M.
- Over Easy
All My
- Flintstones
Children
Alice
PILL IW THE MISSING Le-rrEws
- Movie
(0)- Lester Sumrall
COD C (12)- News
'iv WORDS" BELOW.
4:00 P.M.
- 20 Minute Workout
CE - Barnaby Jones
27) - TBN Today
laCL - CHiPs
12:30 P.M.
X - Joker's Wild
As the
- Leave It to Beaver
World Turns
CD - People's Court
CL - Sale of the Century
/f
13 CC - Andy Griffith
f„,.
- Little House on
CC) - Days of Our Lives
;A a)e""w
the Prairie
- Movie
O(I)0V- Mr. Rogers'
- Jimmy Swaggart
Neighborhood
:00 P.M.
(ID - Scooby Doo
NOW REA1W0WGE THE
CECUED- One Life to
27; - Praise the Lord
VDU FILLED IN)
Live
4:30
To
P.M.
SPELL
THE tJAME CF A
Another
World
CL
- Tic Tac Dough
ft - Religious Program- Beverly Hillbillies
ming
ITUATICM
CL - Wheel of Fortune
1:30 P.M.
0CI)- People's Court
11) CL (ID
- Capitol
(1)- Electric Company
O - Varied Programs
(b) - 3-2-1, Contact
0CL - Another World
[Closed Captioned]
2:00 P.M.
Tom & Jerry
0 CL C3D 0 General
7/le 01Y3dfle 213f1P5*
5:00 P.M.
Hospital
'77V9.1.00-3 '21Z/SJ 9iwyr 35(477)..10 5a2co1 AJ.
Newscope
- Guiding
0 39
Ught
o - SuperStation Funtime
CD
Match
Game/
Hollywood Squares Hour

o

*Draperies - Window Fashions by Carole Fabrics
'Bedspreads, Upholstery Top Treatments, Table Rounds.
•Full-line of Window Treatments
•Softlight Shades, Woven Woods, Mini Blinds, Vertical Blends by Del Mar
*Rods, Drapery Hardware by Graber and Kirsch
•Custorn Shades by Graber

*NO LONG TERM
OBLIGATION
*DELIVERY & SERVICE
INCLUDED

CALL NOW FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

rr7
•• •

AMERICA LARGEST RENT-TO-OWN SYSTEM

204 S. 4th
711 Jefferson
Murray, Ky.
Paducah, Ky.
CALL
CALL
TV•Video•Audio•Appliances 759-4486
444-6666

•
•

•

•

I
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Family Feud
- World Series Unsung
Heroes
- Hogan's Heroes
O - Jeffersons
- MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
Play Bridge
M•A•S•H
- One Way Game

PAGL

CSD0

TUESDAY

11/29/83

5:30 A.M.
Portrait of a Teen-age
Shoplifter

O

-

6:30 A.M.
113 - MOVIE: 'Enigma' An
American in East Berlin becomes embroiled in a scheme
to kill Soviet dissidents Martin Sheen, Derek Jacobi, Sam
Neill Rated PG
(I) - Business Report
0 2D1 - American Story

••••

o

7:30 A.M.
Instructional

CE) o
Programs

8:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Because of
You' A woman marries without telling her husband she
once served a prison term
Loretta Young, Jeff Chandler,
Alex Nicol 1952

12, -

8:30 A.M.

o - Video Jukebox

9:00 A.M.
700 Club Today's
guest is Mickey Rooney
CD - Phil Donahue Guests
include several former high
school sweethearts who are
re-united after many years
seperation
O - MOVIE:'The Killing of
Randy Webster' A Louisiana couple wages a tireless
investigation into the slaying
of their teen-age son by police
Hal Holbrook, Dixie
Carter, Nancy Malone
- Phil Donahu‘Donahue discusses how body language, clothing etc lets the
opposite sex -know you are
interested and available
Instructional
Programs
11:00 A.M.
O - Men's Gymnastics:
Palace
Caesar's
83
Invitational USA National
Team members Bart Conner,
Jim Hartung and Phil Canoy
compete

-

O cc -

12:00 P.M.

- MOVIE:
o
Counterfeit Killer'

The
A cop
with a criminal background
becomes a member of the
underworld in order to expose certain crime magnates
Jack Lord, Shirley Knight

0 - MOVIE: 'Still of the
Night' A psychiatrist is
drawn into the murder mystery of one of his patients
Meryl Streep, Roy Scheider
1982 Rated PG

o

a_
a-

12:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: The Clone
Master' A biochemist clones
13 replicas of himself and
then uses them in an attempt
to thwart a mysterious plot
Art Hindle, Robyn Douglas,
Ralph Bellamy, 1978

7:00 P.M.
Rodney
Dangerfield Special 'I Can't
Take It No More.
Mississippi
- MOVIE:'Texas Across
the River' A young Spanish
nobleman flees to Texas after being accused of killing
his sweetheart's fiancee
Dean Martin, Alain Delon, RoJoey
semary
Forsyth,
Bishop. 1966
A Team The A
Team is hired to prevent the
sabotage of a skyscraper
project (60 men )
O - Men's Gymnastics:
Caesar's
Palace
83
Invitational USA National
Team members Bart Conner,
Jim Hartung and Phil Canoy
compete.
0ji - Nova 'Captives of
Care ' Patients at an institution for the severely handicapped rebel against an
administration bent on controlling them (60 min )
[Closed Captioned]
Danny and the Killer
Rain
V - Dottie Rambo's
Magazine
7:30 P.M.
- Spaulding Avenue
A cooperative house offers
an alternative to other forms
of housing for the aged
- NCAA Basketball:
Notre Dame vs. Indiana
NHL Hockey: New
York Islanders at St. Louis
- I Choose Life

Oa)(I) 12-

acti)aa-

o

1:30 P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Enigma An
American in East Berlin becomes embroiled in a scheme
to kill Soviet dissidents. Martin Sheen, Derek Jacobi, Sam
Neill Rated PG
2:30 P.M.
Interaction

3:30 P.M.
O - Portrait of a Teen-age
Shoplifter
1:3 CC - Over Easy Actress
Eva Marie Saint and her husband, Jeffrey Hayden, distheir
30-year-old
cuss
marriage, show business careers and parenting [Closed
Captioned]
-

4:30 P.M.
Video Jukebox

5:00 P.M.
- Little House on the
Prairie
O - MOVIE:'The Killing of
Randy Webster' A Louisiana couple wages a tireless
investigation into the slaying
of their teen-age son by police. Hal Holbrook, Dixie
Carter, Nancy Malone
- MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour

a-

o

_

6:00 P.M.
- ABC News
(DOXID-News
(3- Entertainment Tonight
Tonight's program features
Peter Strauss and his latest
movie about steel workers
O - Carol Burnett
(1f)
- Business
Report
- Charlie's Angels
CBS News
TBN Today

0

8:00 P.M.
Three's
Company
fp (I) 69
- MOVIE:
'Gambler II' Part 2
a) MU-

o

(IDO)iJ-ATeamTheA
Team confronts some exploiters who have murdered an
old prospector so they can
take over his mine. (R) (60
min )
- MOVIE: 'The Boat'
Men in a marauding German

C aa-

o

6:30 P.M.
- Love Connection

U-boat in 1941 are shadowed by death and 'fear
Jurgen Prochnow,. 1981
Rated R.
C.
- Minnesota Meets
Moscow
Vietnam: A
Television History 'Peace Is
at Hand (1968-1973): While
Americans and Vietnamese
continued to clash in battle,
the diplomats in Paris finally
reach an accord for peace after four long years (60 min.)
[Closed Captioned]
- In the Land of the Bible

a -

8:30 P.M.

U apa)el- Oh Madeline
Johnny
Madeline
thinks
Mathis is an impersonator
Robert hired to sing at her
high school reunion
- Answer
9:00 P.M.
(I)(I) U - Hart to Hart
An excursion to the Scottish
Highland Games is laced with
danger as her rival in a worldfamous clan makes Jennifer
his target.
CD 0 liD - Remington
Steele Laura and Remington
discover that the infant abandoned in front of their office
is the only grandson on an
underworld kingpin.(60 min.)
- Great Spirit
CL0
Within the Hole Tonight's
program looks at Native

o

o

Hoepirik

• iPPB RESPIRATORS•
• AIR PURIFIER

— REHABILITATION EQUIPMENT AND
ARTIFICIAL LIMBS & BRACES —
•WALKERS & CANES •ORTHOPEDIC SUPPLIES

MURRAY
4th & Sycamore
759-1823

•TRACTION SET-UPS
•EXERCISE EQUIPMENT

WE BILL MEDICARE
AND INSURANCE DIRECT

a_

9:15P.M.

o - TBS Evening News
P.M.
- Fo9cu:3s0
10:00 P.M.
01
,1 ell CD CI) CAD
News
- All In the Family
- New Tech Times
- Jeffersons

moan-

o

o

10:30 P.M.
MASH
and Son
(I) - Nightline
- Catlins
CD - Three's Company
O - MOVIE: 'Still of the
Night' A psychiatrist is
drawn into the murder mystery of one of his patients
Meryl Streep, Roy Scheider
1982. Rated PG
- Tonight Show
Guest host Joan Rivers is
joined by Linda Gray and Neil
Simon (60 min )
- Hawaii Five-0
- Latenight America
Thicke of the Night
Magnum P.I. Magnum accepts an assignment
to uncover the source of
some extortion threats (R)
(60 min )
fgj

-

- Sanford

o

a_
aa-

1 1:00 P.M.
Entertainment
Tonight Tonight's program
features Peter Strauss and
his latest movie about steel
workers
(1)- Magnum.
O - MOVIE: 'Games' A
young couple becomes involved in a game of murder
Simone Signoret, James
Caan, Katharine Ross 1967
GID - Barney Miller

o

11:30P.M.

FASY,rt• °HANS

HOLLISTER OSTOMY SUPPLIES

f

American prisoners who are
turning toward their cultural
roots as a means of rehabilitation (60 min I
Praise the Lord

-

SALES-SERVICE-RENTALS
•OXYGEN SUPPLIES
•PORTABLE OXYGEN

-I
A Jei••
flict t
ways
Steige
1982

oh

V ict

YORK MEDICAL SUPPLY
111-"Pill %TOR) THER 11') SPE( 111.M.

0Vote
year-c
decisi
electe

Progr

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

•C.01.41,400ES
•STAIRWAY LIFTS

Linda Evans, Bruce Boxleitner (center), and Kenny
Rogers reprise their roles
when the four-hour miniseries "The Gambler — The
Adventure Continues" airs
on CBS. The two-parter airs
on consecutive nights starting Monday, Nov. 28.
(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes.)

•

p.

TERRIFIC TRIO

occ-

-

O

PAGF

(11)-

ap0

Nightline
(1)- Thicke of the Night
X0('I1- Late Night with
David Letterman
-

McCloud
McCloud's wish for a quiet
Christmas is marred when a
lonely wdman attempts suicide (A)(60 min )

PADUCAH
116 Lone Oak Rd.
..443.6429

12:00 A.M.
McCloud
- Hitchhiker:Shattered
Vows A young fortune hunter falls in love with his wife's
stepdaughter

O CU -

o

MOVIE:

'Master

readju
thur
Julie

Minds'
- TBN Today
12:30 A.M.
- Ann Holt at Large
- NBC News Overnight
MOVIE:'Deathship' A
lively Mardi Gras ball aboard
a luxury ocean liner turns into
a nightmare as a mystery
ship blips onto the radar
screen. George Kennedy, Richard Crenna, Sally Ann
Howes. 1980. Rated R
- Hogan's Heroes
V - We Shall Serve Him

Q-

a-

Heap
charrr

CU show
'mach
ciety
(ID- F
The L
try/Pc
Mandl
Terme
Centel

1:00 A.M.

(2)(3D
0
€1

-nNews
- CBS News

Nightwatch

a_ News/Sign Off
- National Collegiate
Team Tennis Championships Coverage of the Team
Tennis Championships is presented from San Antonio,
TX. (90 min.)
- Praise the Lord
1:15 A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Career' A
man seeking to find himself
learns tragedy, frustration,
disappointment and soulsearching are necessary to
achieve success Shirley MacLaine, Anthony Franciosa,
Dean Martin. 1959
1:30 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Thunder

U mAlley'

(I)- Three Stooges
(ID - CNN Headline News
Jim Bakker

a-

2:00 A.M.
Men's Gymnastics:
Caesar's
Palace
'83
Invitational

O

-

2:30 A.M.
C - News/Sign Off
0 - Vince Van Patten
Celebrity Tennis Cup
3:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:'The Little
Girl Who Lives Down the
Lane'
- MOVIE: 'The Boat'

3:15 A.M.
„,0- America
O

-

3:45 AIM.
World/Large

4:00 A.M.
-

Int -

Varied Programs
TBN Today

4:30 A.M.
- I Choose Life

hue €
that a
ger to
can hi

Progr

a
Attrai

Unica
ters r(
searcl
kind ,

smitt-
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that if
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1956.
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WEDNESDAY .

11/30/83
5:30 A.M.

o- Do Me a Favor Don't
Vote for My ;ilom A 12year-old boy is forced into a
decision when his mother is
elected to the U S Senate

6:30 A.M.

Prairie
- Barbara Mandrel, - The Lady Is a Champ Country/Pop
singer
Barbara
Mandrell performs at the
Tennessee Performing Arts
Center in Nashville
(E) - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour

o

6:00 P.M.

0-

The Chosen'
A Jewish teenager finds conflict between old and new
ways Maximilian Schell, Rod
Benson
Steiger,
Robby
1982 Rated PG
CL) - Business Report

o

7:30 A.M.
-

Instructional

Programs

8:00 A.M.
0 -

MOVIE: 'Bright
Victory' A blind ex-soldier
readjusts to civilian life Arthur Kennedy, Peggy Dow,
Julie Adams 1952

O

-

8:30 A.M.

Fraggle Rock Trash
Heap gives Boober a lucky
charm

9:00 A.M.
-

700 Club Today's
show explores the myth of
'machismo in today's society
X - Phil Donahue
O - Barbara Mandrel! - The Lady Is a Champ CounBarbara
try/Pop
singer
Mandrell performs at the
Tennessee Performing Arts
Center in Nashville
Phil Donahue Donahue examines the damage
that a divorced woman's anger towards her ex-husband
can have on his future life
CL - Instructional
Programs

ox_
o

10:30 A.M.

-

O

HBO
Attractions

Coming

11:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'The Last
Unicorn' A unicorn encounters romance and peril while
searching for others of her
kind Animated 1982 Rated

O -

12:00 P.M.

o

- MOVIE: 'Hurricane
Smith' A fugitive on a south
sea island captures a ship
that is on a search for gold.
John Ireland, Yvonne De
Carlo, James Craig 1952
12:30 P.M.

0- MOVIE:'Superman II'
C - MOVIE: 'Pardners'
Dean and Jerry get involved
with masked raiders in a
most unorthodox saloon
fight Dean Martin, Jerry
Lewis, Agnes Moorehead
1956

2:30 P.M.
21) - Electric Company
3:00 P.M.
o - Adventure/Sherlock

Hound In this animated feaHound
Sherlock
ture
searches for Professor Moriarty

3:30 P.M.
- Fraggle Rock Trash
Heap gives Boober a lucky
charm
4:00 P.M.

0_ Do Me a Favor Don't
Vote for My Mom A 12year-old boy is forced into a
decision when his mother is
elected to the U S Senate

5:00 P.M.
-

011

Little House on the

8:45 P.M.

o - TBS Evening

9:00 P.M.
03D3D0- Arthur
Hailey's Hotel
CD 0(I) - St. Elsewhere
O - Hitchhikers: Morning
Comes
11; - International Violin
Competition of Indianapolis
C - All In the Family
V - Praise the Lord

o

- ABC News

9:30 P.M.

OCUC)03)0-News
- Entertainment Tonight
Tonight's program includes
Christopher Atkins discussing his movie and TV roles
- Carol Burnett
(10 0(E) - Business
Report
• - Charlie's Angels
CBS News
V - TBN Today

o
o

on-

6:30 P.M.
- Love Connection

•
O CE)0CL - Family Feud
X - Barney Miller
NBA Basketball:
Atlanta at Philadelphia
O - HBO Coming
Attractions
• - Jeffersons
O 31) - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
CO
- At Home in
Kentucky
12 - MASH
21) - On Campus

7:00 P.M.
ammo- Fall

News

Guy

Oxon_ Whiz Kids

ID03D - Real People Tonight's program features a
group of female skydivers,
Mark Russell's profile of a
female auto racer and a deaf
girl who taught a deaf dog to
respond to sign language
(60 min )
- MOVIE: 'Escape from
New York' A fallen hero gets
a second chance when he
tries to rescue the President
of the United States Kurt
Russell, Lee Van Cleef, Ernest
Borgnine 1981
GO - NBA Basketball: San
Antonio at Boston
• - Up on Melody
Mountain

O

All-New Unexpurgated Benny Hill
(ID - 20 Minute Workout
-

1 0:00 P.M.

▪ CE
CU 330o
3D00@ -News
the Family
o - All InBridge
Basics
o
(13 -

C - Jeffersons

o

12:00 A.M.
-

MOVIE: 'Battle Hell'

0_ MOVIE:'Atomic City'
- TBN Today

12:15 A.M.
O 3D - MOVIE: 'Keefer'
0-MOVIE:'Making Love'

12:30 A.M.
- News
- NBC News Overnight
Hogan's Heroes
NBA Basketball San
Antonio at Boston
27' - Good News

es _
o_

1:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Alvarez
Kelly'
X - News
O - News/Sign Off
0 (it - CBS News
Nightwatch
- Praise the Lord
Ci) -

10:30 P.M.

_ MASH

Sanford and Son
- Nightline
O - Catlins
CD - Three's Company
0-MOVIE:'Right of Way'
- Tonight Show
Io
Hawaii Five-0
- Latenight America
C - Thicke of the Night
13

-

o_

1 1:00 P.M.
Entertainment
Tonight
(ID - Police Story
- Portrait of America:
Oregon
- Barney Miller

1:30 A.M.
CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
(1)- Three Stooges
(I) - CNN Headline News
C - Jim Bakker

2:15 A.M.

O

Barbara Mandrell
The Lady Is a Champ
-

2:30 A.M.

o - MOVIE: 'Juarez'
• - News/Sign Off

O CE -

3:00 A.M.
03D - MOVIE: 'Winds of

o

Autumn'
Grand American Auto
°
Race

11:30 P.M.
CE
- Nightline
- Thicke of the Night
- Tonight Show
Night with
Cip - Late
David Letterman
MOVIE: 'Project:
Kill'

o

o
el

_

3:45 A.M.
O

o

-

Benny Hill Show

4:00 A.M.
-

Vaned Programs
TBN Today

4:30 A.M.
(11) -

Destined

for

the

Throne

After the After Thanksgiving,
Before Xmas,End-of-the-Year Clearance
and Special Once-in-a-Lifetime
3-Day Specials.. Whew.

•

GOOD TIMES ARE
CONTAGIOUS!
And everyone in your family
will have a terrific time with
Cable Television family
features like

7:30 P.M.

Adventures of
Sherlock Hound

8:00 P.M.

Everyone's favorite
cartoon character!

CI) - Butterflies
o
n- Murray Arnold Show
▪ Cit) CID ED - Dynasty Alexis continues to entwine
Steven in her web and an infamous playboy sweeps Fallon off her feet (60 min )
(Closed Captioned)
OCI)en- MOVIE:'An
Uncommon Love' A college
professor falls in love with
one of his students who
works in a massage parlor
Barry Bostwick, Kathryn Harrold 1983
GU0ap- Facts of Life The
girls resort to espionage to
save Edna's Edibles from financial ruin (Closed Captioned)
- Survival Special
- High Schools ,Thp
CD
world of the high school
classroom is analyzed (60
0
min )
717 - rant, That Ari

National Lampoon's
Movie Madness!
A great when-you'reon-the-run. catch-yourbreath kind of meal.
Tis the season in
perplexed. so get
away to (;atti's.
And relax with

wur limonite pl11.1
From our 4.00 ,iri—
cues. All Math:hoi
and fresh and one
al a time. Come•
on, get away 141
Gain's ',Alm,.

More craziness from the
Animal House gang!

Fraggle Rock
Colorful, entracing and
irresistible!
on

LUNCH BUFFET MON.-FRI.
Lasagna-"All You Can Eat" Mon. 5-9 p.m.
Spaghettl-"All You Can Eat" Tues. 3-9 p.m.
Mize & Spaghetti
"All You Can Eat" Wet 3-9 p..g..

Chestart
*sot
lAerrey

HBO
Cable Channel 5
.i
'

CAIBLE
VIS1•N

8:30 P.M.
AD 0 3D - Family Ties
Alex makes Jennifer accept a
girl on her baseball team even
though the girl can't play the
game
Waves/
Shock
Armageddon

—.

MURRAY

753-44$6

—

-

•

•

•

•
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FUN IN MURRAY

•

4

COMMERCE CENTRE

S.

ROY STEWART STADIUM

PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY FIELDMOUSE
BOY SCOUT MUSEUM

CLARA EAGLE GALLERY

sAM

1
ROBERT E JOHNSON THEATRE
LOVETT AUDITORIUM

Pount,q4n
Coart
.s Liar<

WEST KENTUCKY MUSEUM

3
—04 c.5!lorwater, Rd.

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY THEATRE
Visitor from Park Forest

753- I
2491 ;

tli

by Neil Simon
Dec. 2
8 p.m.
Robert E. Johnson Theatre
A Stage 2 Production

000'

INIffiresp.itpi

n

Offering...Bar-B-Q Pork, Ribs, fiam, Beef,
1 Chicken, Potato Salod, Baked Beans,
Slaw and Chips. Chili Dog, Chips L Reg. Coke
1

•

Special With
This Coupon

$200

Family Steak House

1.97 Lunches Served

Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

Dinner Nightly-Sun.-Thurs. 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 5 p.m.-10 p.m.

753-0440 S. 12th Murray

2
•

AL
•

UAML5

9

•

Two Free Tokens

for only

Central Shopping Center
Across from the Stadium

"JNE COUPON PER CUSTOMER PER DAY
WITH THIS COUPON
_

•

The'MINI PAGE Is Yours Courtesy Of These Businesses.
Also Patronize These Businesses For Fun In Murray.
•

•

•
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Distinguished Achievement Avo3rds Winner

By BETTY DEBNAM

At work in many U.S. factories

from The Mini Page by Betty Ikbnam C 1$013 Universal Press Syndicate

Robots Are on the Job

The box-type robot
is usually more
accurate than
the arm-type.

When the box robot is used
in factories, the work area
must be redesigned because
the robot won't fit on the
typical assembly line.
Computer

Training a Robot
A robot must be "trained" to do its
job. One way to train a robot is to
use a "teaching box" that directs the
robot's arm through movements it is
to make. The movements are stored
in a computer program. Then the
robot can do the task exactly as it
was first directed, over and over.
Another way to train a robot is to
write a computer program for it. This
makes for
smarter
robots, but it
takes much
more time.

Basset
Brown
uses a
"teaching
box" to
train a

A robot is a mechanical
device that can move objects.
Unlike some mechanical
machines that do only one job,
a robot can be trained to do
different tasks.
In factories, robots are at
work painting, welding,
assembling and moving
objects.
Robots are being used in
factories because they can do
difficult, boring and dangerous
jobs that most humans would
rather not do. Rot!ots are also
doing these routine jobs better
and cheaper than humans can.
While they are taking away
some jobs, robots are also
freeing people to do work that
might be
more fun
and
interesting.
The
demand for
robots is also creating a whole
new "robotics" business that
includes making, selling and
designing robots. Someday, the
robotics business might be as
big as the car business.
Many U.S. companies are
building or buying
robots to help them
improve their
production, cut costs
and keep up with the
competition.
Today, General
Motors, the largest
car maker in the
country, has about
2,500 robots at work
in its factories.
By 1990, GM
plans to have
about 17,000
robots at work.
e

This robot at a General Motors plant is
busy opening and closing doors.
When people see a factory robot, they
are often disappointed. They expect to
see something that looks like C-3P0 of
"Star Wars."

Elbow joint

The arm-type robot
is used more often
than the box-type
because it can fit into
the space a human
would take up on an
assembly line. Most
arm robots have
elbow, waist,
shoulder and wrist
joints.

The Mini Page
would like to
thank 13%.
Leonard Haynes
.,Le National
Bureau of
Standards for his
help with this
story.

•
a.

:

•

_
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Days-Until-Christmas Calendar and Picture

N.

As each December date comes up, color it hi the border around the picture. Also color the matching drawing or
drawings that are in the bigger picture in the center.
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The Jewish Celebration
of Hanukkah
Jewish children celebrate
Hanukkah or the "Festival
of Lights."

17

,
, 16

_

-14

- 13 C •

.

.
This holiday does not
start on the same day each
year.
This year Hanukkah
starts on Dec. 1. It lasts for
eight days.

12 SI c •;
_
•• '
,
_
09

0o ,, ei)

from The Mini Page by Betty 1)ebnem 0 1901.1 UnIvergai Press Syndicate

15

9•

00 47

Watch your calendar become more colorful as Christmas gets nearer and nearer.
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special candlestick. A
different candle is
lighted each night of
Hanukkah.

eirls =TARALC

Peter Penguin's talking robot is not in working order.
Can you spot a mistake in each sentence? Write the
correct word in the blank at the end. Hint: the right and
wrong words rhyme.
1 The hat had kittens
2 The liver flows swiftly
3. We live in a brick mouse
4. The brain is at the station.
5. The tower is blooming

-i
'
c*-4t9v
.4Mini Spy and one of the Alpha Mice are buildibg their own robot.
See if you can find:
• button
• pocketknife
•'word MINI
• diamond ring
•ruler
•boot
•oilcan
• bell
•spoon

6. The fun shines brightly
7. Cars driice on the Wad
pew L 'uns 9'iamou -g .unua -p among

E1aAU 7 1H3

- from Tie Mini Page tre R•Ity Debnorn • 19•3 Universal Press Syndicate
—
-

:•Jia••1111
s\
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I Oh-So-Easy Peanut Butter Pie
Rookie Cookie loves this recipe. She is
making some pies to serve at
Christmas parties and to give as gifts.

HOW DID YOU
DO ON YoUR
FIRST DAY_
Imo/ IN SCHOOL
\

You'll need:
•4 ounces cream cheese, softened
• 1 cup confectioner's sugar
•1/3 cup smooth peanut butter
• 1/2 cup milk
• 12-ounce container whipped topping
•2 9-inch graham cracker crusts
What to do:
1. Beat cream cheese until soft and fluffy.(Ask an adu t
to help you use a hand mixer.)
2. Beat in sugar and peanut butter. Slowly add milk and
blend it into the mixture.
3. Fold whipped topping into mixture. Pour mixture into
crusts and freeze until pies are firm. Take out of freezer
10 minutes before serving. This recipe makes 2 pies.

I HAD MY
RADIO ON
LAST NIGHI!

MIGHTY
FUNNY

k.its/NY

l.l.i III

from The Mini Page by Betty I>ebnam C 983 Universal he.. Syntheate

Your Newspaper, a 32-page illustrated booklet, has enjoyable puzzles and
activities. The booklet discusses newspaper history and vocabulary, and takes
a behind-the-scenes look at a typical newspaper story. To order, send $1.50,
plus 541 cents (postage and handling), to: Your Newspaper booklet,
Universal Press Syndicate, 4400 ,Johnson Drive. Fairway, Kan. 66205.
from The Mini Page b) Betty Debnam C 1983 Universal Press Syndicate

Supersport: Larry Nelson
After suffering through
a slump, golfer Larry
Nelson is back in the
swing of things. Last
summer, he won the U.S.
Open. It was his sixth
tournament title since
turning pro in 1973.
Unlike most pros, who start playing
golf at an early age, Larry did not start
playing until he was 22 years old. After
hitting balls at a driving range one
day, he became interested. In high
school he played ba4etball and
baseball.
Larry, his wife, Gayle, and sons, Josh
and Drew, live in Marietta, Ga.

from The Mini Page by Ratty 1)ebnam C 1983 Universal Presa Synthcate

Words about robots are hidden in the block below. See if
you can find: robot, arm, computer, machine, factory,
weld, paint, move, assembly, produce, train, toil, worker,
entertain, joint, command, teach, power, program,
automatic, operate, job.
MOV EWE L DPRODUCE
HAVE YOU
AEJATT RA I NCYAAC
TRIED
BUILDING ,BNJ SWO RKEROKUUP
YOUR OWN
CTOS LT E ACHML TV. -A
ROBOT?
P EBEFC OARMPEOJ I
RR DMA 0 P TMPOAMON
C M E ugorzkt-I T?Pril
G AOL TM R I OW7QTNE
R I BY0A ALRERG I TO
4NOHRN TPKRWZCBD
MI TQYD E MACH I NE X

12
•

I
•

Go dot to dot
and color.

".•••

see

4

4.
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Most robots use a
two-"fingered" grip
to pick up things.
This robot is putting
in light bulbs at a
General Motors lab.

The more
advanced robots
have sensors that
help them see,
hear, feel and even
smell.
In the case of
seeing, the robot's
"eye" might look
like a TV camera.
What the camera
sees is read by a
cornputer.
The computer
might look for a
special shape.
When it "sees" it, it
might direct the
robot's arm to go
and pick it up or
inspect the part to
see if it looks OK.

Br7

eer

gTeahrn
L
w
e

Scht

This more advanced robot
has three fingers.

Fey(
his I
Rush

0

Stei

°
ir lloC

theerssusp
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Cram

0_i
Ster

Robots Have Fun, Too!
Not all robots work in
factories. Some are having fun
at homes, amusement parks and
offices.
Although it will take many,
many years to develop robots as
advanced as C-3P0 of "Star
Wars," there are some robots on
the market today that are more
fun than factory robots.
Today their main job is to
entertain, but they are a step
toward the day when robots will
be a part of our daily lives.
Today's robots understand
very little. If you meet one that
answers any questions you
might ask of it, there is a
human nearby, listening and
putting the answers right into
its mouth!

1. A light source flashes light on the area so
the camera sees it. Here, a piston-rod part
moves along a conveyor belt.

2. This is the shape the camera sees and the
computer reads.
SMRT-1 plays a guessing game with
visitors to Walt Disney World's Epcot
Center in Florida. He can decode "yes"
and "no" answers through a voice
recognition box. By the process of
elimination he can tell boys and girls the
secret number they are thinking of.

3. The computer takes measurements to
recognize and inspect the part.

shov
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rnir

men
e•
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Prog

es

Supe
high
truth
cprtsi
can
Beck

from The Mini Page by Betty 1)ebnato C 1963 Universal Press Syndicate

0-

BETTY'S

from The Mini Page by Betty ISebnam C I9K3 Universal Preset Synth/rate

The average American
family owns 13 1/2 pairs
of blue jeans. These
popular pants were first
worn by California gold
miners in the 1800s.
SIX POUND

Jose

from The Mini Page by Betty Ilebnam C IWO Universal Press Syndicate
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OF HER
WEIGHT IS
$-4ER
SKIN

The largest organ of an
average adult is not inside
the body. It covers it! It is
the skin, which weighs
about 6 pounds.

Smoking among young
adults is not as popular as -it
• In
almost 50 pereerd-of thE people between 18 and 25
smoked. Last year, that
number dropped to about
40 percent. Let's hope this
number continues to drop.
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Alpha Betty and Gus Goodsport are part of a band. She
plays the organ and he plays the kettledrum. How
many other words beginning with KE can you find?
• lauu4.1
auasoaaa 'alogAal! 'kat! 'pnrogAa dnqiai JfUa 'pittp.aax 'Sax miamilltiv
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5:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Puss in
Boots Puss and his arch
enemy, Cazeau, play a poker
game to the finish Garry Q
Lewis and the Children's
Theatre
Company
and
School
of
Minneapolis
6:30 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Klondike
Fever' Jack London seeks
his fortune during the Gold
Rush Days Jeff East, Rod
Steiger, Angie Dickinson.
Business Report
21)- American Story

O

-

-

1:3 (10

-

o
o

7:30 A.M.
OF) - Instructional
Programs
8:00 A.M.

o - MOVIE: 'Female On
the Beach' A woman marries a man whom she later
suspects of wanting to murder her for her money. Joan
Crawford, Jeff Chandler, Jan
Sterling 1955

o

8:30 A.M.
- Video Jukebox

9:00 A.M.
CL - 700 Club Today's
show features the internationally known pianist Wladimir Kochanski and a look at
mental illness
O MOVIE: 'Search and
Destroy' An embittered
South Vietnamese stalks four
veterans in America Don
Stroud, Ilse Farrow, George
Kennedy Rated PG
Phil Donahue Donahue examines the problems
with being happy in a world
full of rude, angry and unhappy people
CID - Instructional
Programs
-

o cip _
o

10:30 A.M.

0- Consumer Reports
11:00 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Megaforce'
Super soldiers armed with
high tech weaponry fight for
truth, justice and the Amencan way Barry Bostwick,
Persis Khambatta, Michael
Beck 1982 Rated PG
12:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Cockleshell
Heroes' During World War II,
a group of volunteers is secretly trained to blow up battleships in an enemy-held
French port Trevor Howard,
Jose Ferrer 1956

O

-

4:30 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Search and
Destroy' An embittered
South Vietnamese stalks four
veterans in America Don
Stroud, Tisa Farrow, George
Kennedy_ Rated PG.

O-

5:00 P.M.
House on the

- Little
o
Prairie

0
- MacNeil/Lehrer
Nevvshour

2:30 P.M.
- Interaction
3:00 P.M.
- MOVIE.: 'Puss in
Boots' Puss and his arch
enemy, Cazeau, play a poker
game to the finish Garry 0
Lewis and the Children's
and
-Company
Theatre
Minneapolis
of
School

o

-

0ock ev

(1)
News
1:1)- Entertainment Tonight
Tonight's program features
John Lithgow and how he
stays constantly busy.
- Carol Burnett
O - Inside The NFL
CO COD - Business Report
Basketball:
0
Catbirds
Louisville
vs.
Toronto Tornadoes
0- Charlie's Angels
CBS News
- TBN Today
6:30 P.M.
0a)- Love Connection
0CID0X- Family Feud
- Barney Miller
- Hogan's Heroes
- Jeffersons
- MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
GI
- M•A•S•H
- Bible Bowl

(1t -

o

7:00 P.M.
CE CU
20/20
- Magnum.
P.I.
O - MOVIE: 'The Tiger
Makes Out' A comedy concerning a frustrated bachelor
mailman and an equally frustrated suburban housewife.
Anne Jackson, Eli Wallach,
Charles Nelson Reilly 1967
CAD0(1)- Gimme a Break
Nell has two stormy encounters with a high school classmate.
- MOVIE: 'Porky's' A
group of lustful high school
boys tries to crash the local
bawdy house_ Scott Colomby, Kim Catrell, Kaki Hunter. 1981, Rated R.
e - MOVIE: 'Our
Thorton Wilder's classic
story is told about a small
New England town and the
simple human values that
make life worthwhile Hal
Holbrook, Ned Beatty, Sada
Thompson 1977
NBA Basketball:
Washington at New York
- Lordship of Christ

0-

Gip

•

•

12?0 P.M.
O - MovIE: 'Roman
Spring of Mrs. Stone' An
actress gives up her career
for romance with a succession of gigolos in Rome Warren Beatty, Lotte Lenya, Jill
St John 1961
1:00 P.M.
11) - MOVIE: 'Klondike
Fever' Jack London seeks
his fortune during the Gold
Rush Days Jeff East Rod
Steiger, Angie Dickinson

6:00 P.M.
ABC News

el

8:30 P.M.
CD 0 CC - Cheers Carla
persuades Sam to take her to
her ex-husband's wedding
0CC - Portfolio
9:00 P.M.
CE 0 CO - Knots
Landing
CD 0 1:10 - Hill Street
Blues Lt Hunter becomes
devastated by the disclosure
that he was a bag man for
corrupt detectives, and Coffey and Bates feel they have a
good case against a taxi cab
company owner until a witness springs a surprise (60
min )
MOVIE:'Four Friends'
Three young men and a freespirited woman come of age
during the 1960's Craig
Wasson, Jodi Thelen, Jim
Metzler 1981 Rated R
0
- Vietnam: A
Television History Peace Is
at Hand (1968-1973) • While
Americans and Vietnamese
continued to clash in battle,
the diplomats in Pans finally
reach an accord for peace after four long years. (60 min )
[Closed Captioned)
1 1
Scholastic
CD
Challenge
▪ - All In the Family
- Praise the Lord
9:30 P.M.
C)- 20 Minute Workout
10:00 P.M.
O C5D CD 0 CC 0 CZ News
All In the Family
(1() - Fall & Rise of R.
Perrin
CI
- Business Report
C)- Jeffersons

0-

o

10:30 P.M.
O CL - Rockford Files
- Catlins
GO - Three's Company
Tonight Show
Guest host Joan Rivers is
Kilned by Priscilla Presley and
Manlu Henner (60 min.)
- Latenight America
CI - Thicke of the Night
- Trapper John, M.D.

o

-

When the Los Angeles
Raiders travel to San Diego
to play the Chargers in a special Thursday night edition of
ABC's "NFL Football," the
visiting team hopes to get
plenty of yardage from running back Marcus Allen.
Tune in the gridiron action
Dec. 1.
(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes

11:00 P.M.
cicEaDO-News
MOVIE: 'The Mark of
the Hawk' An educated African, elected to the legislative
council, seeks equality for his
people by peaceful means.
Sidney Poitier, John McIntire,
Eartha Kitt. 1958.
CD - Barney Miller
O MOVIE: 'Monsignor'
An ambitious Catholic pnest
employs controversial methods in his rise to power in the
Vatican. Christopher Reeve,
Genevieve Buiold. 1982.
Rated R.

o

daughter John Davidson,
Barry Primus, Richard Lynch
1977

-

-

11:30 P.M.
(1)- PA•A•S•H
O (1)- Kojak
- Nightline
- Late Night with
(TIC)0
David Letterman Guests to
be announced
- Hawaii Five-0
• NCAA Basketball: St.
Peters vs. Michigan State
• - MOVIE: 'Love for
Ransom' Roger Quentin and
his partner are hired by a millionaire to find his kidnapped

-

12:00 A.M.
0 CL - Entertainment
Tonight Tonight's program
features John Lithgow and
how he stays constantly
busy
- Thicke of the Night
O - MOVIE: 'Cassanova's
Big Night'
- TBN Today
12:30 A.M.
(5) cu0- Nightline
0 CS) - Health Beat
Cl) - NBC News Overnight
Shock
Waves/
Armageddon
12:45 A.M.
CI - MOVIE: 'Dust Be My
Destiny' After starting a new
life with his bride, a bitter ex con is arrested for murder
John
9 Garfield, Priscilla Lane
1:00 A.M.
0(I)0
- News
O - MOVIE: 'Force: Five'
Agents are sent to rescue the

1:30 A.M.
0 CL - MOVIE: 'Grand
Hotel'
0 CL - CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
CL - News
CL - CNN Headline News
O - News/Sign Off
- Jim Bakker
NCAA Basketball:
Maryland at Ohio State

0_

•

2:00 A.M.
- Three Stooges
2:30 A.M.
- Video Jukebox
O News/Sign Off

_

2:45A.M.
MOVIE:'Deep Valley'
A mountain girl falls in love
with the escaped convict she
is hiding

113 -

Give A Bit Of The Past
For Christmas
Share Your
Family Treasures
With Others. _

-

7:30 P.M.
gl)0CC- Mama's Family
Mama tries to put some new
life in a retirement home
0 CID - Tennessee
Outdoorsmen
• - Roger McDuff
8:00 P.M.
CE CI) 0 - NFL
Football:
Angeles
Los
Raiders at San Diego
- Simon &
CE)0
Simon
CL 13131 - We Got It Made
Jay is sued for copyright infr
ihgeMeri
- Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler acid
Jeffrey Lyons spotlight films
in limited release that you
miss including
shouldn't
'Denton' and 'Kitty and the
Bagman'
a211 I, Claudius
1115 - Dwight Thertipaon

daughter of a U S senato
from the island fortress of a
religious cult leader Joe
Huntington
Pam
Lewis
Rated R
0- Hogan's Heroes
- CBS News
Nightwatch
V - Praise the Lord

We Offer The Finest
Copy And Restoration
On Old Photographs.

O

o

-

Your Original Never Leaves Our Studio

CELAVA

WELLS STUDIO

Coupon '4 a
iGood.-Ttt.vrds:
One Free Copy:
Negative Fee.:
'4 Expires Dec. 10
a

4
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FRIDAY

12:00 P.M.

12/2/83

o

O

5:00 A.M.
-

Consumer Reports

5:30 A.M.
O - Portrait of a Teen-age
Shoplifter

6:30 A.M.

- MOVIE: 'Captain
Lightfoot'
Rebels
battle
against the English during the
Irish Rebellion Rock Hudson,
Barbara Rush 1955
O - Rich Little's 'A
Christmas Carol'

12:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: Can Ellen Be

-

I

MOVIE: 'Absence of
Malice A labor leader vows
to get revenge when an overzealous reporter ruins his reputation. Paul Newman, Sally
Field, Melinda Dillon 1981
Rated PG
CL - Business Report

o

7:30 A.M.
- Instructional

Saved?' When their daughter
becomes the hypnotic prisoner of a strange religious
sect, the distraught parents
turn to a man whose job is to
rescue runaway teenagers to
their families Leslie Nielsen,
Michael Parks, John Saxon
1974

Programs
8:00 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Help On My
Terms' David Hartman, Samantha Eggar 1974

8:30 A.M.
0 HBO
Attractions

Coming

9:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Table for
Five' A divorced father tries
to get reacquainted with his
children by taking them On a
Mediterranean cruise John
Voight,
Crenna
Richard
1982 Rated PG
0CL - Phil Donahue
CD - Instructional
Programs

o

o

1 1:00 A.M.
O - Men's Gymnastics
Caesar's
Palace
83
Invitational

o_

1:00 P.M.

MOVIE: 'Absence of
Malice' A labor leader vows
to get revenge when an overzealous reporter ruins his reputation Paul Newman, Sally
Field, Melinda Dillon 1981
Rated PG

o

2:30 P.M.

- New Shapes in
Education

3:00 P.M.
HBO
Attractions

113

-

Coming

3:30 P.M.
O

- Portrait of a Teen-age
Shoplifter
CIOD - Over Easy

o

5:00 P.M.
0 - Little House on the
Prairie

Interested in Olivia
OLIVIA'S STABLE — I would like to have Olivia NewtonJohn's address. I am interested in her horses and would like
to know what kinds and bow many she has. — &W., Oliver,
B.C.
Try contacting her through her record company: MCA
Records, Universal City Plaza, Universal City, CA 91608.
Her new single "The Second Time Around" — the theme
from her upcoming movie "Two of a Kind" with John Travolta — is zooming up the charts.

6:00 P.M.
EL

ABC News
OCUCCOXIM- News
EL - Entertainment Tonight
Tonight's program includes
Zsa Zsa Gabor talking about
men and diamonds
- Carol Burnett
0- Inside The NFL
0 CL 0 t - Business
Report
CD - Charlie's Angels
- CBS News
V - TBN Today
O

-

o

6:30 P.M.
131 (1)- Love Connection
113 CU0X- Family Feud
EL - Barney Miller
- NBA Basketball:
Atlanta at Detroit
- Jeffersons
0 c8.D - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
- Comment on
0
Kentucky
- MASH
O
- Kids Praise the Lord

o

7:00 P.M.
OID(1)10- Benson Benson inadvertantly plays cupid
when the governor meets a
high school cheerleader he
once had a crush on
0 lID
(12 - Dukes of
Hazzard
ID 0 EL - Mr. Smith
When Bo Bo is hired to do a
TV commercial, Mr Smith
comes to his rescue
0 - MOVIE: 'Table for
Five' A divorced father tries
to get reacquainted with his
children by taking them on a
Mediterranean cruise John
Richard
Voight,
Crenna
1982 Rated PG
Oen- Washington Week/
Review Paul Duke is joined
by top Washington journalinsetsw sanalyzing the week's

CD
Every Sunday Is

SOFTSH ELL
SUNDAY

2 s'Inas: $1 59

TKO
JOHN'S.
urrirri73.-14-Trifri
Oat,

A I 5•

4. Co.Aolon

- Southern Basketball
Preview
- LaHayes on Family Life

7:30 P.M.

o IX 1:10

- Webster
CAD 0(1)- Jennifer Slept
Here When a movie director
for whom Jennifer once had
feelings for comes to visit the
Elliots. Jennifer inhabits Susan's body for one little kiss
2j)- Wall Street
Week Louis Rukeyser analyzes the '80s with a weekly
review of economic and investment matters
(2YI - Joy of Music

8:00 P.M.
OW (3)0-Lottery!

cads

0CreCl2- Dallas
C43 0 OID - MOVIE:
'Looker' A plastic surgeon

'HOUSTON' TRIO — ABC's Friday night sodas "Ilan Houston" stars l..110 Honfitly
(center) in the title rolitifilt assistedibire.J. Parsons (Pamela Hornsby. I.). This
season, Houston's new contact in the police department is Dot Lt. Michael Hoyt
(played by Lincoln Kirkpatrick).
investigates the mysterious
deaths of his patients Albert
Finney, James Coburn, Susan Dey 1981

O - All In the Family
0
- Lawmakers
CD - Jeffersons

o (10 - Nova 'Captives of

10:30 P.M.
MASH
- Rockford Files
(I)- Nightline
O - Catlins
(I)- Three's Company
GE) Tonight Show
Guest host Joan Rivers is
joined by Andy Gibb, Lauren
Hutton and Dick Cavett (60
min.)
O - Dance Fever
CU - Latenight America
10:1 - Thicke of the Night

Care ' Patients at an institution for the severely handicapped rebel against an
administration bent on controlling them (60 min )
[Closed Captioned]
0cD - Elizabeth R
CD - NCAA Basketball:
Alabama/Birmingham vs.
Auburn
10) - USA Friday Night
Boxing Coverage of professional boxing is presented
from Tampa, FL (2 hrs
- Ever Increasing Faith

8:45 P.M.

o - TBS Evening News
9:00 P.M.
CDMCIDO- Man
Houston Matt enlists the aid
of psychic Peter Horkos
when a clairvoyant leads police to a kidnapped teenager
for a $3 million reward
OUDIRC2- Falcon Crest
O - MOVIE: 'Absence of
Malice' A labor leader vows
to get revenge when an overzealous reporter ruins his reputation Paul Newman, Sally
Field, Melinda Dillon 1981
Rated PG
001)- Washington Week/
Review Paul Duke is joined
by top Washington journalists analyzing the week's
news
att) - Praise the Lord

CE0CU CID (1)0
GP 00
- News

4.

0

Moyfield, Ky. 216 E. North

- MOVIE: 'Embryo'
Victoria, born at age 24, is
almost the perfect scientific
creation Rock Hudson, Barbara Carrera, Roddy McDowall 1976

11:00P.M.
0 CL - Entertainment
Tonight Tonight's program
includes Zsa Zsa Gabor talking about men and diamonds
IED - Night Tracks
EL - Barney Miller
0- Hitchhikers: Morning
Comes A woman changes
the weekend plans of a playboy producer
fia - Star Search
11:30 P.M.
O CE - Nightline

s- Solid Gold

CD - MOVIE:'Appaloosa' A
cowboy tries to retrieve a
rare horse stolen from him
and taken into Mexico Marlon
Brando,
Anjanette
Corner, John Saxon 1966
- TBN Today

•

•
<Li
on

color photo Christmas cards.

Wells Studio

69

Oh .r.A
(2:1
M
?
ov
.ies
A
:t
3T

0

Come ill and .see—Our complete

o

12:00 A.M.

2

AIL

o

10:00 P.M.

9:30 P.M.

Send the finest

and stationery by Stylan.

(2) -

0(1)- Inside Story
fff - Profiles in
American Art [Closed Captioned]

2Loo
0

personalized Christmas cards

o

€1 EL - Star Search
CE - Thicke of the Night
(Dla
- Friday Night
Videos
0 - MOVIE: 'The Boat'
Men in a marauding German
U-boat in 1941 are shadowed by death and fear
Jurgen Prochnow
1981
Rated R

holiday greetings this year on

seleCii54, ne1iding the new

P Ai

0 - Men's Gymnastics:
'83
Caesar's
Palace
Invitational USA National
Team members Bart Conner.
Jim Hartung and Phil Canoy
compete...„4
0 Mi)
MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour

0

Sala- America's Top Ten
Ifir
Off
- Dottie Rambo's
Nhlitm4in•
1:00 A.M.
O (2)(I)- News
Houghton/Worth
Show

-

CD - NBC News Overnight
Off
V - Praise the Lord

O - News/Sign

1:30 A.M.
MOVIE: 'I Never
Sang for My Father' A
father and son attempt to
open lines of communication
severed many years ago
Melvyn Douglas, Gene Hackman 1970
O (I)- News
- Three Stooges
ED (I) -

2:00 A.M.

EL - CNN Headline News
O Inside The NFL
-

CD - MOVIE: 'Tarzan's
Three Challenges' Tarzan
escorts the heir to the throne
of an ancient Oriental land to
the capital city Jock Mahoney, Woody Strode. 1963

3:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Web of
the Spider' A young man
who does not believe the local legend that says anyone
who enters Blackwood Villa
on the 'night of the dead' will
not come out alive, makes a
bet that he will Anthony
Franciosa 1974
0 - MOVIE: 'Table for
Five' A divorced father tries
to get reacquainted with his
children by taking them on a
Mediterranean cruise John
Voight,
Richard
Crenna
1982 Rated PG

o

4:00 A.M.

Night Tracks Cont'd
CD - MOVIE: Bowery Boys:
'News Hounds' The Bowery
Boys attempt to break up a
sports fix and are threatened
by the syndicate 1947
- TBN Today
-

4:30 A.M.
(2t -

Mike Macintosh &
Friends

4:45 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The
Killing Machine'

Question
PAST WORK — What was
the name of the Bede' Bess
Armstrong starred in a few
years ago?. She was just in
"This Girl for Hire."
Miss Armstrong co-starred •
with Lynnie Greene in the
CBS comedy "On Our Own" as
roommates working in an ad
agency. It lasted one season
(1977-1978).
.

;410argltailt
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SATURDAY
12/3/83
5:00 A.M.
0 CZ
Movie Cont'd
O - TBS Morning News
O - MOVIE: The Chosen'
A Jewish teenager finds conflict between old and new
ways Maximilian Schell, Rod
Steiger, Robby Benson
1982 Rated PG
5:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Dracula A
vampire terrorizes the countryside in its search for human blood Bela Lugosi,
David Manners 1931
- Joy in the Morning
6:00 A.M.
Captain Kangaroo
- Ag USA
O Between the Lines
C2 - Perspective
6:15 A.M.
(1)- CNN News
6:30 A.M.
0 CZ) - Children's Gospel
Hour
- New Zoo Revue
O - Romper Room and
Friends
U.S. Farm Report
- Public Report
6:45 A.M.
CF - Farm Digest
321- Weather
7:00 A.M.
of
O (f) Cf)
Scooby Doo
Mornings on 5
O
0- Starcade
CI) 0 CC - Flintstone
Funnies
0-MOVIE:'Right of Way'
An aging couple makes a decision to control its own destiny. Bette Davis, James
Stewart, Melinda Dillon
- Spiderman
Biskitts
(2t - Get In Shape
7:30 A.M.
O
CID
CID
monchhichis/Little
Rascals/Richie Rich
- MOVIE: 'Revenge of
the Gladiators' After freeing
the emperor's daughter from
barbarian kidnappers, the
mighty gladiator is captured
Mickey Hargitay, Jose Greco,
Renato Baldini 1962
gri0(1)- Shirt Tales
- New Zoo Revue
Saturday
C
Supercade
V - Love Special
8:00 A.M.
O W - Kidsworld
T 0T - Smurfs
0CF - All Creatures Great
and Small
Hardy Boys/Nancy
Drew Mysteries
8:30 A.M.
0 T alp 0 - Pac-Man/
Rubik Cube Hour
Dungeons
and Dragons
Practice Makes
Perfect
9:00 A.M.
(1)0Ca) - Plasticman
- Inside The NFL
- GED Course
0
- Daniel Boone
- Joy Junction

a-

oC -

aa_

o

0-Best

(1)-

_

o

-

a-

exec12n-

o

9:30 A.M.
oTTO- Littles
- Charlie
CL 0
Brown & snoopy
- MOVIE:'Torn Curtain'

o
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NCAA
Basketball: UCLA at Notre
Dame
CP - MOVIE 'The Chosen'
A Jewish teenager finds conflict between old and new
ways Maximilian Schell Rod
Benson
Steiger,
Robby
1982 Rated PG
Helen Hunt stars as Tami
- News
Maida, the "Quarterback
31)
Magic of
Decorative Ping
Princess," when the "CBS
- American Story
Saturday Night Movie" airs
MOVIE: 'U.F.O.
Dec. 3. The story is based on
Incident' The story of Barreal-life experiences of a
the
ney and Betty Hill and their
16-year-old who tried out for
visit aboard a spacecraft
James Earl Jones, Estelle
her high-school football
Parsons 1975
team.
1:30 P.M.
(Srations reserve the right
- Public Affairs
to make last-minute changes 1
(1E1
Woodwright's
Shop
American Story
(V) - Arrow and the Cross
2:00 P.M.
T0- sportsbeat
MOVIE:
'The
Americano' A Texas cowDoak Walker host the 1983
O - Scoreboard
- MOVIE:'An American
poke attempts to deliver
X - That Nashville Music
award-presentation
cereChristmas Carol' This is an
prize Brahma bulls to South
mony.
0-MOVIE:'Right of Way'
updated version of the clasAmerica, Glenn Ford, Cesar
Gloria a Dios
An aging couple makes a desic Charles Dickens tale
Romero, Frank
Lovejoy
cision to control its own desabout an old man who never
6:30 P.M.
1955
tiny Bette Davis, James
enjoyed Christmas Henry
- Ann Holt at Large
0 CF - All New This Old
Stewart, Melinda Dillon
Winkler. Dorian Harewood
0(10 - This is Your Life
House [Closed Captioned]
David Wayne 1979
(10 - Montage
CD - Last Frontier
21)- Interaction
1:3 CE) - Portfolio
0
- Rudolph, the Red (JD - Accent
V - Deaf World
0
- Matinee at the
Nosed Reindeer
Tennessee
0
2:30 P.M.
Bijou 'The Adventures of
- Felicidad
Outdoorsmen
Sherlock Holmes
0 Cfp CID
NCAA
7:30 P.M.
- Moving Right
0
Football:
Alabama
vs.
Fame
'CD 0T - Silver Spoons
Along
'Everybody's
Doing
Auburn
News
Rick tells a girl that her favorIt ?'
OID - World of Cooking
- Dottie Rambo's
ite music group, Menudo, will
7:00
P.M.
0
- Interaction
Magazine
perform at his upcoming
0CE gp 0-1.J. Hooker
V) - Venturing/Teen's
party
5:15 P.M.
An unnamed murder victim's
World
(2i) - Today in Bible
- World Championship
beauty makes Hooker deterProphecy
3:00 P.M.
Wrestling
mined that her killer be
0 W
NCAA
8:00 P.M.
caught
5:30 P.M.
Basketball:
Indiana
at
OTTE,- Love Boat
CE) - Hee Haw
W C(12- CBS News
O
Kentucky
NCAA Football:
X - This Week in Country
O CU - Rudolph, the Red O
X 0 010 - SportsWorld
Nosed Reindeer
Teams TBA
Music
Today's program features
T 0 T - Diff'rent
CF0(1) - Manimal
- NBC News
World Finals of Drag Racing,
Strokes Mr Drummond has
- Establishment
- Tony Brown's
the International Pro Ski
second thoughts when he
CD
Journal 'Should Blacks SeAll Creatures Great
Championship Race and the
presents a trust fund to Kimand Small
parate From the U.S.?' HerWomen's World Profesberly for her birthday (Closed
man Gilbert talks about his
Another Evening
sional Pocket Billiards ChamCaptioned(
book, 'The Negotiations,'
with the Statler Brothers
pionship (2 hrs
that examines the frustraO - Barbara Mandrel! - Hour of Power
0- MOVIE: 'Enigma' An
The Lady Is a Champ Countions of the seeming inabdity
American in East Berlin be8:30 P.M.
try/Pop
singer
to close the economic gap
Barbara
comes embroiled in a scheme
0 - MOVIE: 'Still of the
Mandrell performs at the
between the races.
to kill Soviet dissidents MarNight' A psychiatrist is
Tennessee Performing Arts
- Reporte Publico
tin Sheen, Derek Jacobi, Sam
drawn into the murder mysCenter in Nashville
Neill. Rated PG
6:00 P.M.
tery of one of his patients
- Survival Special
Meryl Streep, Roy Scheider
CE
CU CAD 0 CID 0CC - Victory Garden
'Sharks: The Perfect PredaNews
1982 Rated PG.
tors Peter Benchley, author
- GED Series
CF - Lawrence Welk
9:00 P.M.
of 'Jaws: narrates this look
- MOVIE: 'Unbeatable
cit - Hee Haw
OcEaDep- Fantasy
Dragon' The evil General Pu
at the diversity of the shark
013 - Newton's Apple
species (60 min ) (Closed
Island A dying billionaire
tries to destroy two Shaolin
- Heisman Trophy 1983
Captioned]
temples but two martial exwants someone to give his
Special Former Hetsman
perts increase their skills in
money to the needy and a di- Nature 'The Flight
winners John Huarte, Joe
order to defeat him
vorced mother wants to beof the Condor' First of 3
Bellino, Johnny Rodgers and
come a swinger.
parts
- Life of Christ
(1)

T 0 CF - Alvin & the
Chipmunks
Another Page
10:00 A.M.
0 (2) ap 0 - Puppy/
Scooby Doo Show
0T
- Benji/Zax/
Alien Prince
T0(I)T
O Barbara Mandrell
The Lady Is a Champ Country/Pop
singer
Barbara
Mandrel] performs at the
Tennessee Performing Arts
Center in Nashville
- Focus on Society
CD
- MOVIE: 'John F.
Kennedy: Years of Lightning. Day of Drums' Documentary which compares the
warm personality of John
Kennedy to the tragedy of his
death
- Wild, Wild West
V - Kids Praise the Lord
. 10:30 A.M.
Bugs
Bunny/Road Runner
X 0 1:10 - Amazing
Spiderman/Incredible Hulk
11:00 A.M.
OTTO- ABC
Weekend Special 'The Secret World of 0g,' First of 3
parts. Five brothers and sisters discover an underground
world of small green people
who love games of makebelieve. (R) (Closed Captioned)
OCCOM- NCAA
Today
- Understanding
Human Behav.
Wrestling
- One Way Game
11:30 A.M.
O (2) CE)0- American
Bandstand
0 GU C (12 - NCAA
Football: Florida State at
Florida
X0RD - Thundarr
- MOVIE: 'Still of the
Night' A psychiatrist is
drawn into the murder mystery of one of his patients
Meryl Streep, Roy Scheider
1982. Rated PG
From These Roots
- Bible Bowl
12:00 P.M.
C4) - How the West Was
Won
- Andy Griffith
0
0 CF - American Story
(21) - Understanding
Human Behav.
Twilight Zone
- Trinity Film Feature
12:15P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'The War of
the Worlds' An unexpected
and surprising event saves
the world from an invasion by
Mars Gene Barry, Ann Robinson, Les Tremayne. 1953
12:30 P.M.
0(1)- MOVIE: 'Tall Man
Riding' An adventurous
Montanian learns the town
gambler is planning a doublecross when a great land grant
begins Randolph Scott, Dorothy Mafone, Peggie Castle
1955.
.0ewnriess magazine
- Atop the
Fencepost
- Dance Fever
- Understanding
Human Behav.

o -

-

Om ega-

a_

O n_

o
a_

1:00 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Bitter Sweet'

A

TRUE STORY

•

•

o
o
a-

-

oa _

o

-

o

-

o

C a-

•

o

o

o

-

_
C u_

o

3:30 P.M.
O - High Chaparral
T - Housewarming/
Charlie Wing
GED Series
V - Up on Melody
Mountain
4:00 P.M.
C. CID - Motorweek
0(21) - Firing Line
- Murray Arnold Show
4:30 P.M.
O - Motorweek Illustrated
tl)0
- Al McGuire's
NCAA Special Al McGuire...
nrecantc a preview of anr
oredictioris about the upcoming' College basketball season
- Magic of Oil
Painting
- Friedman and Friends
5:00 P.M.
<
O W - Lone Ranger

o
o It-

Our New Location
At Whitn
&
DISC
Glenda!

Nap
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MOVIE:
'Quarterback Princess A
girl fights to become quarterback of her high school's
football team Helen Hunt,
Don Murray, John Stockwell
1983
(DO W - Big John A mid western sheriff goes to New
York to investigate the death
of his son (60 min I
W - From Star Wars to

o
Jedi: Making of a Saga

- Pallisers
O
CD - Switch
- James Robison
9:30 P.M.
- Our Jewish Roots
10:00 P.M.
O CLOCDMCDO
T, CD
- News
12) - MOVIE: 'The Chosen'
- ABC News

21) - Sneak Previews
o
nd
Co-hosts Neal Gabler
Jeffrey Lyons spotlight films
in limited release that you
shouldn't
miss including
'Danton' and 'Kitty and the
Bagman
IDD - MOVIE 'Alvin Karpis,

Public Enemy No 1'
- Love Special
10:15 P.M.
- ABC News
- Finite World
- Wrestling
10:30 P.M.

o
o

cc_ MOVIE:'Since You

Away' A typical
American
family
during
World War II experiences
romance, pathos and drama
Claudette Colbert, Jennifer
Jones, Joseph Cotten 1944

Went

CD - Gunsmoke
- Entertainment This
Week This week's program
features debutante Cornelia
Guest, heavy metal rock artists and a look at Santa Barbara (60 min.)

C-C,! - Saturday Night Live
fl CL: - That Nashville
Music
(1) - MOVIE: 'Julius
Caesar' This historical drama

o

tells of political intrigue, corruption, and ambition Charlton Heston, Jason Robards
1969
`21D - Hitch Hikers

Guide/Galaxy
CD it - Dance Fever

10:45 P.M.

o - Night Tracks

11:00 P.M.
- Music City, U.S.A.
MOVIE:
'Quarterback Princess' A
girl fights to become quarterback of her high school's
football team Helen Hunt,
Don Murray, John Stockwell
1983
- Zola Levitt

11:15P.M.
MOVIE:
O Stockings'
11:30 P.M.
O (I)- Solid Gold
(I) - MOVIE: To Be
Announced
(13 - Saturday Night
Live
V - Answer
12:00 A.M.
E)- Miscellania/ Music
- MOVIE: 'A Little Sex'
0- Music City, U.S.A.
V - Mike Macintosh &
Friends
12:30 A.M.
O (ID - Bobby Jones'
World
- Pop! Goes the Country
Club
1:00 A.M.
O (5)- Gavin/Lott Show
CL - MOVIE: 'Thunder

o

o

Road' A daredevil war hero
loins his whiskey-making
mountain folk, becoming a
notorious moonshine runner
Robert Mitchum, Gene Barry,
Keely Smith 1958
rj - Austin City Lm'ts
Encore

41%) Ca - Star Trek
V - Treasures Out

of

Darkness

1:30 A.M.

_ ABC News

(1E)(4)- News

O - MOVIE: 'Enigma'
- On Campus

1:45 A.M.
(2)- News
- Three Stooges
2:00 A.M.
(2)
- Prog cont'd
- Heritage Singers
2:15 A.M.
O
MOVIE:
'Assignment Munich'

o

2:30 A.M.
21) - Reason to Sing
3:00 A.M.
(21) - Hour of Power
3:15 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Still of the
Night' A psychiatrist is

o

drawn into the murder mystery of one of his patients.
Meryl Streep, Roy Scheider.
1982 Rated PG

4:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Last of
Sheila'
V - Dr. James Kennedy

Religion
4:30 P.M.
- Fraggle Rock

Questions
WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE? — Can you tell me the
difference between Cinerama
and Cinemascope? Why do the
images seem long and skinny
when the credits run for Cinemascope movies on TV?
Cinerama creates its widescreen image with a special
camera containing three separate lenses that capture both
the central and left and right
peripheral view of any scene.
It is then projected with three
projectors simultaneously on
a curved screen creating a
sense of depth. Using a special
tense. Cinemascope squeezes
a similarly wide image onto a
single 35mm frame. A matching lens on the projector then
restores the image to its wide
version in the theater — about
2.5 times as wide as normal.
When movies shot in either
process are shown on television the images are cut down
so that the central action is
captured on the small screen.
The credits in Cinemascope
are shown as is — squeezed —
otherwise names would be
lopped off in the reframing.
NEXT OF KIN — Is Kin
Shriner off "General Hospital" for good? Why?
Shriner's character. Scotty
Baldwin. was shipped out of
town when Shriner decided
not to renew his contract.
You'll recall he left the soap
once before to take a larger
role in the ill-fated "Texas."
So. who knows, if life beyond
daytime TV doesn't work out.
Baldwin may be up to no good
again.

By FRANK BLODGETT
After watching several
episodes of CBS' new
nightime soap opera
"Emerald Point N.A.S.,"
( which is seen on Monday
nights at 9 p.m) I began
to wonder what it is about
a television drama that
makes people call it a
soap opera (and makes
me not like it very much).
The nightime soaps have
a very slow pace which is
similar to their daytime
counterparts (I've been
watching the marriage of
Celia and Jack break up
for five weeks no and I
suspect it will be that long
or longer before the issue
is resolved). There is also
a very heavy reliance on
sex in the nightime soaps
just as during the day
(though from what I'm
told, they try to get away
with as much at night).
Who is running around
secretly — or openly —
with whom is a key plot
element. The rest of the
plots revolve around the
most traumatic human
occurences imaginable —
murder, violence of all
types, betrayal and
assorted other
treacheries. This isn't too
different from other
prime time dramas except that on the soaps
good an evil are very
clear cut and the choices
characters have to make
are very limited. Life, in
other words, is very
simplistic.
But, I think what I
dislike most about the
nightime soap operas is
the characters
themselves. They look
like real people and move
around in realistic settings and do things like
real people do but they
don't act like real people.
They are one dimensional, sort of like the
false fronts on a lot of
movie buildings.
You know one thing
about them — they're
loyal, not to be trusted,
decisive, indecisive, or
whatever — but that's all
there is. Dennis Weaver,
for instance plays the
lead in "Emerald Point
N.A.S.," Rear Admiral
Thomas Mallory. After
five weeks all I ,*ow
about his chartaaker is
that he is a strong
military leader type
who's wife died. Oh yes,
he also has three
daughters who are central figures in the program. After five weeks of
"Bay City Blues" (if it
had lasted that long), I
knew a lot more about
most of the main

characters.
The soap opera format
is one of plot with little
(or no) substance behind
it filled with cardboard
figures who represent
people only symbolicly.
And yet, judging from the
success of "Dynasty"
(from the same producers as "Emerald
Point N.A.S."),
"Dallas," "Knott's Landing," "Falcon Crest"
and the like, it is a format
that is very popular with
the American viewing
public. Right now
"Emerald Point N.A.S."
is holding its own with only average ratings, but
it's still around during
sweep month and "For
Love and Honor" and
"Bay City" are not
( though they may
return).
Needless to say, the
plot is complex with
Hillary, the bad girl, doing her best to destroy
men's lives while her nasty father, Harlan, does
the same in a different
way. All three of Adm.
Mallory's daughters have
love affairs going
( Celia's, of course, isn't
with her husband) and

there are two "older
women" for both Mallory
and Harlan to deal with.
(Harlan, by the way, is
played by that fine actor
Patrick O'Neal. Even he
can't do much with the
diaogue he's given.)
Oh, there's some stuff
about an unsolved
murder that one of the
girl's loves has been
drummed out of the Navy
for but not a lot of time is
spent on that each week.
Right now Harlan is busy
trying to be sure that
Maggie Farrel's husband
is never found in case he
really is still a Viet Nam
prisoner of war. (He
wants her to himself.)
This stuff gets to you
after a while and you
begin to wonder what's
going to happen next.
These kinds of programs
are, after all, ment to be
addictive.
For what it is,
"Emerald Point N.A.S."
isn't a bad program.
You'll probably enjoy it if
you like its counterparts.
As for me, I can't help
remembering that it's in
the time slot that used to
be held by "Lou Grant,'
and "Cagney and LacX.'
4

In 1961. David Brinkley had a weekly prime-time documentary series. "David Brinkley's Journal," in which he covered a broad range of topics
1) In what year did Brinkles and Chet Huntley cover a
national political con.ention and subsequently become an
NBC news duo?
2) On "The Hunilo-Brinkle Report," who said, "Good
night," first?
3) In September 1980, on the opening segment of "NBC
Magazine with David Brinkley," what reference to "Dallas"
did theihewsman make?
'
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5:00 A.M.

o - News

O
MOVIE: 'Final
Assignment' The chance
meeting of a tPlevision correspondent and a Russian
journalist leads to romantic
intrigue Michael York, Genevieve Bujold. Rated PG.
- TBN Today
IED

-

5:1 5 A.M.
Week/Review

5:30 A.M.
TBS Morning News
- Life of Christ
6:00 A.M.
0CE - Its Your Business
El CU - Mornings on 5
EL - Cartoons
- World Tomorrow
- America's Black
Forum
- Perspective
(2t - Ever Increasing Faith
6:15A.M.
EL - Farm Digest
0 C#D - Weather
6:30 A.M.
▪
- Face to Face
CE)- Newscenter Weekh
It Is Written
GID - Community Worship
CO
- Accent
- Spiritual Uplift
- Old Time Religion
O
- Lutheran Church
Serv.
-

o

O-

•

7:00 A.M.
ea
- World Tomorrow
•GE) - Jerry Falwell
- Amazing Grace Bible
Class
Cartoon Carnival
(!) - Nashville Gospel
Show
- Emmet Otter's JugBand Christmas Kermit the
Frog hosts this family special
about love and self-sacnfice
DEL -Montage
- Dawn of a New Day
(I) 0
- &name
Street [Closed Captioned]
Tony & Susan Alamo
sa
- Robert Schuller
- Roger McDuff

-

•

-

•

is up

7:30 A.M.
cu - Amazing

Grace
EL - Day of
Starcacie
DiscoveryG1D- Silhouettes of The City
• Jam*, Robison
- Three Stooges
- UoYd
8:00 A.M.
- Jimmy Swaggart
(1)- It Is Written
•
EL -James Robison
- Leave It to Beaver
•
(1) - At Homo With the
Bible
IND - MOVIE: 'Breaker
Morant' Betrayed by their
own army, three soldiers are
courtmartialed as an appeasement to another government
Edward- Woodward, Jack Thompson, Bryan
Brown 1980. Rated PG
- Young at Heart
- Trinity Tabernacle
13 Cl) - Hitch Hikers
Guide/Galaxy
0
- Don't Look tow
El - Grace United Church
- Sunday Morning
0
- Crossroads Cathedral

-

•

8:30 A.M.
0'EL - James Robison

EL - Kenneth Copeland
0- Andy Griffith
gp 9- Day of Discovery
- Paducah Devotion
CU - Bobby Jones
Gospel Show
- Ernest Angley

o
o

9:00 A.M.
- Kenneth Copeland
- Oral Roberts
O - Good News
EL - Robert Schuller
- Rev. David Paul
- Great Railway
Journeys
(fi) - Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
- James Robison

0

o

9:15 A.M.
0Cl)- Hamilton Bros
9:30 A.M.
Two Rivers Hour
- World Tomorrow
0 - MOVIE: 'In Harm's
Way' A Navy man captures
Japanese-held islands in the
days following the Pearl Harbor attack. John Wayne, Kirk
Douglas, Patricia Neal. 1965.
- Herald of Truth
(A)0
Oral Roberts and You
o
- Electric Company
- Lone Ranger
I§
- Jerry Falwell
- Father John Bertolucci
-

-

10:00 A.M.
•
EL - Rex Humbard
- Oral Roberts
- Jim Whittington
Religion
HBO
Coming
Attractions
0
- Kingdom Living
Today
Ca CL - Matinee at the
Bijou 'Report From the Aleutians
0 21) - Sesame Street
(Closed Captioned]
Rat Patrol
All
American
Wrestling
• - Morning Worship

42 -

•• _

10:30 A.M.
▪
- Baptist Church
aa au - Nevesmakers
(3)- This Week with David
Brinkley
(I)0 CE) - First Baptist
Church
O Fraggle Rock Trash
Heap gives Boober a lucky
charm.
9- Way of Life
MOVIE:'March of the
Wooden Soldiers' Mother
Goose characters and Santa
Claus accompany Laurel and
Hardy 1934
•(12 - Jim Whittington
Religion

-

•
-

11:00 A.M.

o clE) - To Be Announced
(3)- Meet the Press
MOVIE: 'The Last
Unicorn' A unicorn encounters romance and peril while
searching for others of her
kind. Animated. 1982. Rated
G.
- First Baptist Church
Working Women
NFL Week in
Review
(V) - Dr James Kennedy
Religion

•

-

•

(12 -

1 1:30 A.M. .
(2) - This Week with
David Brinkley
0(1)- MOVIE- 'The Great
!Vipers' A family living on
the Niagara River helps guide
and rescue those who dare
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challenge the Falls. Richard
0
- Man Who Loved
2:30 P.M.
- Jeffersons
El CU
Boone, Michael Sacks, Randy
Bears
An unexpected turn of events
sa go - NFL Today
Quaid. 1974
1:12 - News
in George's latest promo(V)- Dwight Thompson
- Jerry Falwell
tional gimmick leaves him in a
V - Serve The Lord
3:00 P.M.
(AD0EL - NFL '83
compromising position
6:00 P.M.
O
- MOVIE:'Keeper of
- Sneak Previews
- Week In Review
CL)
Ripley's
Believe
the Flame' A war correspon(2i) - International
Gu
Cep - Here's
It
Or
Not!
dent stumbles on a little
Edition Journalist Ford RoTelevision Entertainment
aa
_
60
Minutes
O
known
fact
that
an
honored
wan hosts this look at imporTonight's program looks at
American had worked for the
El - Best of World
tant trends and events in the
35 years of TV specials feaChampionship
Fascists.
Wrestling
Katharine
Hepburn,
U.S. as they are reported by
turing more than 150 stars
Spencer
Tracy,
Forrest
0CC - First Camera
)
foreign journalists.
(2 hrs.)
Tucker. 1943.
- Solid Gold
(12 - NFL Today
0CC0at _Masterpiece
0 CE) - NFL Football:
- Dance Fever
Theatre 'The Citadel When
12:00 P.M.
Dallas at Seattle
V - Good News
a patient gives Andrew a gift,
(4)0 CC - NFL Football:
- Little House on the
he is unprepared for the turn
6:30 P.M.
Teams to be Announced
Prairie Special
of events that follows 160
Fraggle Rock Trash
- Dawn of a New Day
O
GID 0 EL - NFL Football:
minI [Closed Captioned)
Heap gives Boober a lucky
0(1)- Washington Week/
Teams to be Announced
- Black Pulse
charm
Review Paul Duke is joined
O - MOVIE: 'Breaker
- Father Manning
0EL - Wild America The
by top Washington journalMorant' Betrayed by their
Man Who Loved Bears.' First
ists analyzing the week's
8:30 P.M.
own army, three soldiers are
of 2 parts. A man raises a
news.
courtmartialed as an ap€11 CID ea
- Goodnight,
grizzly cub to gum up as a
021- Capitol Connection
peasement to another govBeantown
Valerie
is
mate
for
Colorado's
last
male
- MOVIE: 'The Great
ernment. Edward Woodswamped with amorous gifts
bear.
[Closed
captioned]
Race' A storybook hero and
ward, Jack Thompson, Bryan
and letters from an anony0
- From Star Wars to
a villain who futilely tries to
Brown. 1980. Rated PG.
mous fan
Jodi: Making of a Saga This
best him, are rivals in an auto
- American Story
O - Bryant Productions
documentary
takes
viewers
race that spans three conti_ MOVIE: 'Tell Them
V - Uoyd Ogilvie
behind-the-scenes to show
nents. Jack Lemmon, Tony
Willie Boy Is Here' An
9:00 P.M.
the
magic
behind the making
Curtis, Natalie Wood. 1965
American Indian searches for
of the 'Star Wars' trilogy (60
omen
- Trapper
NFL Football: St.
O
identity. Robert Redford,
min.)
John. M.D. An overweight
Louis at New York Giants
Katherine
Ross,
Robert
woman wants a controverEl - Pop'n'Rocker
Blake. 1969.
at - John Osteen
sial surgical procedure per- Our Jewish Roots
12:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
formed and a member of the
7:00 P.M.
9CE (I)- At The Movies
community raises questions
CID- MOVIE:'Jackass Mail'
•
(zapsHardcastle
A man who just escaped
about a sensitive medical
O Consumer Reports
& McCormick Hardcastle
from a hanging party acciprocedure (60 min )
- Search the Scriptures
lands in prison after chasing
dentally thwarts a theft and is
0
- TBS Weekend News
0Cl)- Wall Street Week
an arms supplier to a Caribdeclared a hero by all. WalLouis Rukeyser analyzes the
O - Hitchhikers: Morning
bean island 160 min )
lace Beery, J. Carroll Nash,
Comes A woman changes
'80s with a weekly review of
- One Day at a
▪ 010
Marjorie Main. 1942
the weekend plans of a playeconomic and investment
Time Barbara and Mark de21) - Kentucky Center
boy producer
matters.
cide to try and adopt a child.
for Arts
0 Cl) - Boots Randolph
- Comment on
(60 min.)
Jim Hart Special
and Friends
Kentucky
America's Music
•
Shock
Waves/
021)- Debono's Thinking
at - Kenny Foreman
Tracks
Armageddon
Course
(1)0
1:00 P.M.
- Knight Rider Mi- Jerry Falwell
4:00 P.M.
chael Knight becomes in• Gt) - Vanderbilt
• - Believers Voice of
Ripley's Believe It Or
volved in a feud between two
Coaches
Victory
Not)
Cajun families. (60 min )
- MOVIE: 'Satan's
O CE - Working Women
- MOVIE: 'Porky's' A
9:30 P.M.
Triangle' A lone woman,
0 21) - All New This 04d
group of lustful high school
whose boat was wrecked in
Sports Page
House [Closed Captioned]
boys tnes to crash the local
a sudden and mysterious
HBO
Coming
bawdy house Scott Colstorm, fights for survival in • - Super Bowl XVII
Attractions
omby, Kim Gauen, Kaki Hunthe 'Devil's Triangle.' Kim
Hikes
Now High Tech
ter 1981 Rated R
Novak, Doug McClure, Ale- Power Unlimited
Times This series looks at
jandro Rey. 1975.
0
- Nature 'The Flight
the technology explosion
4:30 P.M.
of the Condor. Conclusion
C3j - Championship Wreswhich has moved from the
Jacques Coustesu
Tonight's program presents
tling
workplace to the home
CE) - Dinner at Julia's
O
a rare journey through the
0- MOVIE: 'Silent Night,
10:00 P.M.
'Chicken, Winged Victory
Andes Mountains as seen
Lonely Night' Two lonely
Julia's guests are chef Wolf0
CID
ID CID OD (I)0
through
eyes
the
of
the
conpeople try to find happiness
gang Puck and wine expert
cue 3a- News
dor (R) (60 min.) [Closed
outside the framework of
Richard Graff. [Closed CapJerry Falweil
Captioned]
yesterday's memories. Lloyd
tioned]
All-New Unexpur- Ernest Anglify
Bridges, Shirley Jones, Cloris
gated Benny Hill
0 21) - Woodwrights
Leachman, 1969
• - Reason to Sing
Shop
MOVIE: 'Final
7:30 P.M.
- ABC News
Playboy All
Assignment'
Eagles'
Nest
An Evening with
American
This Week with David
Mark Twain
8:00 P.M.
•
Jimmy
Swaggart
Brinkley
- Wrap Around
▪ (I) CID
- MOVIE:
5:00 P.M.
13
- Focus on Society
'Heart of Steel'
- Praise the Lord
EL - &outs!
0
- Understanding •
(I)
- ABC News
Human 13ehav.
HBO
Coming
• - Christ Church
Attractions
1:30 P.M.
0(4)- Word on Words
- Christmas Parade
- Dinner at Julia's
- Understanding
'Chicken, Winged Victory.'
Human Behav,
Julia's guests are chef Wolf2:00 P.M.
gang Puck and wine expert
(3)- MOVIE: '1..COVe Crazy'
Richard Graff [Closed CapAn anniversary celebration
tioned]
takes an unexpected turn .
- Wonder Woman
with a stay in a mental instituCBS News
•
tion and near divorce. WilP.M.
5:30
liam Powell, Myrna Loy, Jack
cip - Wild Kingdom
Carson 1941
13 - Nice People
MOVIE:
The
- Emmet Otter's Jug
Optimists' Two poor and
Band Christmas Kermit the
children
affection-starved
Frog host sishis family special
find happiness when they beth Garlic Bread
about love and self-sacrifice
friend a London busker and
Salad 59 Extra
his dog Peter Sellers, Donna
O - Hogan's Heroes
in2.cr
Mullane,
;2•0 ofills n. n.yammem.
John
Chaffey
"- Vietnam: A
1973
Television History 'Peace Is
at Hand J1968- 1973).' VV'hoter
99' Special For Kids
O CL -. Understanding
Arnencens and Vtelitggiale
Human Behav.
continued to clash in battle,
0(21) - Operation
the diplomats in Parts finally
Wedn-sdc
''OPM
[211 - Today in Bible
reabh an accord for peace afProphecy
ter four long years (60 min)

o

(I)

-

-

-

o

-

42 -
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•

o_

•
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-

-

•

•
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Italian Spaghetti
Special
$ 49

•
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SUNDAYo CONT.

•is

r

10:15 P.M.
- ABC News

a _ Jim Bakker
10:30 P.M.
o _ Live Tonight
a _ Rockford Files
N.

- 700 Club
- Miller and Co
(1)- Ron Greene Show
• - Jack Van lmpe
Presents

o

—

1:11 - CBS News

10:45 P.M.
CD Eft - Taking Advantage
11 :00 P.M.
X - Entertainment This
Week This week's program
features debutante Cornelia
Guest, heavy metal rock artists and a look at Santa Barbara (60 min )
O - Open Up
0- Taking Advantage
'Final
MOVIE:
0 Assignment' The chance
meeting of a television correspondent and a Russian
journalist leads to romantic
intrigue Michael York, Genevieve Bujold Rated PG
(I) - Waltons
• - 700 Club Today's
show features the life story
of a famous radio and television personality
12) - Ice Hockey: U.S.
Olympic Team at Washington

o

11:15 P.M.
O - Andy Griffith

_

a

This Week in
Country Music

11:30 P.M.
O CU - Kojak
MOVIE:
ED

we-

The
Optimists Two poor and
children
affection-starved
find happiness when they befriend a London busker and
his dog Peter Sellers, Donna
Chaffey
John
Mullane,
1973

11:45 P.M.
- Andy Griffith
CD CV; - Face the Nation
12:00 A.M.
ABC News
- Directions
- MOVIE:'Lucky Me' An
girl
chorus
unemployed
stranded in Florida, finds love
instead of work Doris Day
Bob Cummings, Phil Silvers
X -

o

Pop! Goes the
CID
Country Club
V - Love Special

a

12:15 A.M.

- Star Trek

12:30 A.M.
O EE - News
X - Christian Children's
Fund
12, - MOVIE. 'Breaker
Morant'
IED - News/Sign Oft
1:00 A.M.
- CBS News
ID
Nightwatch
0- News
- Jerry Barnard

Rogers knows when 'to hold'em'
In one of his more popular
tunes Kenny Rogers sings,
"You have to know when to
hold 'em, know when to fold
'em, know when to walk away,
and know when to run," but he
obviously knows something
else. When to cash in on a
good thing.
The lyrics come from his
hit song "The Gambler," and
in 1980. Rogers starred in the
TV movie adaptation of "The
Gambler." According to Variety, the movie became the

Kate Muldoon, who, between
missions, poses as a saloon
entertainer. She eventually
joins the two men as they
mount a small army to rescue
Brady's son, Jeremiah (Charlie Fields), from train robbers
demanding a million-dollar
ransom.
EDITORS' NOTE: "The
Gambler — The Adventure
Continues" will be simulcast
in the United States the same
evenings on CBS.

Kenny Rogers

1:15 A.M.
'JD - Three Stooges
News

- CBS
109
Nightwatch JIP

1:30 A.M.
- CNN Headline News
2:00 A.M.
▪ - U.S Clown Freestyle
Waterskiing
ships

Champion-

2:15A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Bail Out at
43,000 Feet' An Air Force
major resents being relieved
from making the first dangerous test of a B-47 automatic
election seat John Payne,
Karen Steele, Paul Kelly
1957

2:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Porky's' A
group of lustful high school
boys tries to crash the local
bawdy house Scott Colomby, Kim Catrell, Kaki Hunter 1981 Rated R

CD

3:00 A.M.
All
American

Wrestling

3:45 A.M.
Candid Camera

THE BLACK F

4:00 A.M.

o - Varied Programs
27, - TBN Today

4:15 A.M.
O - World/Large
12) - All-New Unexpurgated Benny Hill An all-new
of
collection
comedy
sketches, songs and sexy
dancers is presented

4:30 A.M.
- It's Your Business
- Treasures
Darkness

The entertainment system that plays sound
and pictures through your own TV...from discs!

Out of

,essia

All about Sam
'
.A00

17th highest-rated television
film in history. Now, Rogers
is ready to strike again with
the CTV miniseries sequel
"The Gambler — The Adventure Continues," airing
Monday. Nov. 28 and Tuesday,
Nov. 29.
The story reunites Rogers
and Bruce Boxleitner in their
roles of professional card
shark Brady Hawkes and his
protege, Billy Montana. Linda
Evans of "Dynasty" is also
featured as bounty hunter

SOLD ON SAM — I just love "The Yellow Rose," not to
mention the actor who plays Chance. Could you tell me a bit
about him, like his real name, his age and marital status?
Also, how are the show's ratings? — C.H., Lethbridge, Alta.
Sam Elliott does fit the role of Chance like a hand in a
glove, so we can see why your enthusiasm is so high Some of
his best roles have been in Western TV movies, notably "The
Sacketts" and "The Shadow Riders," both of which costarred Tom Selleck. The rugged, 39-year-old made his first
TV mark in 1971 when he joined "Mission Impossible" as a
semi-regular. The lead role in the 1974 movie "Lifeguard"
really established his presence, and from there, he mixed
television work (including the miniseries "Once An Eagle"
and "Murder in Texas") with features such as "The Legacy,"
which co-starred his long-time girlfriend Katharine Ross.
Though they've been together "awhile, Elliott is.still officially
single. At the start of the season, "The Yellow Rose" suffered from low ratings The condition has largely been
blamed on the weak ratings from "The Rousters,' the show
that-p.Ne•ceeds it. NBC has enough faith in 'Vile
•
to keep going with it.
Canadian
(Please address questions to Jay Bobbin.Road. Suite
Viewers' Voices, TV Data Inc., 6513 Mississauga volume of
the
102. Mississauga. Ont. L5N IA6. Because of
mail received, personal replies cannot be sent.)

The RCA VideoDisc Player hooks up to any TV and is easier
to operate than a phonograph Just turn it on, insert a disc,
and enjoy the show Now RCA's lowest-priced player is an
even better value Model SJT090 plays any CED disc, and
you get features like Forward Rapid Access at 120 times
normal speed: pause control: and power-assisted disc loading
with Auto Play
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